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the meaning of christ
the truth the way the life
an analysis of B H roberts
unpublished masterwork

truman G madsen

my latest and greatest work the most important work
that I1 have yet contributed to the church the six volumed
comprehensive history of the church not omitted so B H
roberts wrote to his friend and leader president heber J
grant and to a returned missionary inin january and february

the full title isis the truth the way thene life an elementary treatise on
theology shortly after the completion of the manuscript inin 1928 a committee
chaired by elder david 0 mckay reviewed it as a manual for study inin the
MIA the committee offered several critcriticalcalcai suggestions and corrections but
recommended its use provided the speculative thesis the idea of pre adam
ites be omitted roberts replied I1 will not change it if it has to sleep

nearly three years later in march 1931 to bring the issue to the attention
of all the presiding brethren roberts challenged some remarks of joseph
fielding smith see faith leads to a fulnessfalness of truth and righteousness inin
utah genealogical and historical magazine focrOcoctoberroctobertober 193011930 which hold that
there was no death on this earth before adam roberts himself had earlier
concluded that adam was the progenitor of all the races of men whose re
mainsmains have yetvet been found see his gospel and mans relationship to deilydeitydeifydelly
fsaltisalt lake city deseret news 19241924719241 ppap 2838428584283285 84

in his preadamitepre adamite thesis roberts does not argue that mankind emerged
from nonhumannon human lower forms but that whole races of men may have come and
gone from this earth prior to the advent of adam he was here making room
for his own kind of catastrophism a position that louis agassiz and other
scientists of the late nineteenth century advocated against darwin and uniform
itarianism in this viewview manmanss body isis not a product of uniform natural
selection from simple to complex instead they argued fossils and geological
formations evidence sudden catastrophic interventions both destructive and crea
tive many took these to be the initiative of god the bible account of gene
sissis was often interpreted by catastrophists as an account of the period after the
most recent great catastrophe the word replenish inin the charge to adam
was taken to mean fill up again

roberts defended this interpretation of replenish and speculated further
that adam was transplanted to this earth both as a spirit and body and was
using his own definition of the term translated

lengthy discussion of the preadamitepre adamite question before the twelve with
elders smith and roberts presenting their materials resulted inin a decision of
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1931 1 these generous selfseif appraisals are the more remarkable
since brigham henry robertsroberts2tsa had by then authored thirty two
books manuals and study courses and had published more
than 300 articles and reviews in periodicals

he was describing the truth the way the life
a 747 page 55 chapter three volume typewritten manuscript
that helielleile had more or less finished in 1928

he intended the book to be the climax of his doctrinal
writing as the comprehensive historyhisloryhzstof was the climax of a half
century of historical writing crystallizing practically all my

thought research and studies in the doctrinal line of the
church president grant had given himhirnhlin a six month com-

missionmission after hisinsiuslus release as president of the eastern states mis
sion to remain in new york city and pull together all the
strands of the project in an apartment at 308 riverside drive
helielleile worked at the book feverishly defying age lleileliehe was 71

disease lleileliehe suffered all the debilitating effects of diabetes
loneliness during his fivegive yearyeai missionmission helielleile had lost hisins wife
louisa and his wife margaret and the wriwnthingswrithingswn things that always
attend seriousserious writing

the first presidency president heber J grant anthony W ivins and charles
W nibley the church they wrote inin a letter to the tweletwelve could not en
dorse as a doctrine either that there were or that there were not pre adamites
since they said the questguestquestionI1

i on at issueissue did1 I not bear on the salvatsalvationi on of men
they recommended against further discussion which would only lead to con
fusion division and misunderstanding elder james E talmage a geologist
and a member of the counccouncilcoonc11il of the twelvetwele was encouraged to show that
the church does not refuse to recognize the discoveries and demonstrations of

sciencescience in an address delivered 9 august 19311951 under the title the earth
and man he fulfbulffulfilledlied this charge see journals of james E talmage 9
august 1931 their letter concluded with a statement from an earlier first
presidency president joseph F smith john R winder and anthon H lund

on which we should all be able to agree namely that adam was the primal
parent of our race

it isis not clear how as roberts apparently continued to believebellevebelbei ieveleve the pre
adamiteadam ite thesis isis important or even directly related to the theme of the
truth the way the life except as symbolic of scientificsc

i
ent afiific possibilitiesposs b lit es prespresipresl

dent heber J grant reiterated inin personal discussion with roberts the viewview of
the presidency that roberts prominence as president of the first council of
seventy would give this viewview if it were published an unwarranted official
sanction heavily pressured by other projects roberts chose not to revise the
manuscript and later letters show that he did not expect the book to be pub
lisheddished inin his lifetime he died inin october 193319351953

dtdr madsen professor of philosophy holds the richardrichard L evans chachairi r of
chrchristiani st i an understanding at brigham young university he is also the director
of ttheiv institute of mormon studies

BHTH roberts to heber J grant 9 february 1931 in the heber J grant
collection church historical department letter to elizabeth skolfield 26
january 1931 now inin possesspossessionon of the author

he preferred 13 H roberts due apparently to a dislike of the name
henry and a great reverence for the name brigham
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the title the truth the way the life 3 was chosen
because through a lifetime of reflection liehelleile saw that the great
system of truth that gives unity to all history and proper
relationship to all existing things that fills life with a real
meaning and makes existence desirable 4 centers and is em-
bodied in jesus the christ

although liehelleile was given time off as a general authority
to finish the work he had actually been compiling it for fifty
yeayearsrs he was peculiarly qualified by his unique experience
which was the epitome of the unsheltered life which in ret-
rospect liehelleile sometimes called a nightmare and a tragedy it
was a life of hand to handliandllandiland combat with all the major world
views often inin arenas of intense opposition the pulpit the
platform and national and international debate roberts was
referred to as a paul facing his own GamaGaniagantagamalielsganialielsliels agrippasAg rippas and
men of mars hill

this last book was hisliisilisills deliberate effort to build bridges
rather than walls both within and beyond the church in one
of his rare intimate letters to missionaries liehelleile spoke of the book
as important because it will affect the young and educated
and the intellectual members of the church and the standing
of the church before the world shall we resolve ourselves
into a narrow encrusted sect of no moment or shall we re-
mainmainmaln what we were intended to be that isis Mornmormonismionism a
world movement

some contemporary scholars esteem roberts the outstanding
mormonmornion intellectual of his tildetimeatime0 in preparation in discipline
and inin honest academic open field running however we rank
him hisliisills work was perceptive adventurous inimpressiveipressiveimpressive as helielleile
tried to integrate all worlds the essence of his genius and
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great fact about him william james had written roberts
noted in the margin of his copy of jamesjarnes 7 apply joseph
smith he might have written apply B H roberts

in liishisills final doctrinal work roberts motives were simply
to communicate the distinctions of mormonism from common
ground what can we reason but from what we knowknow8knowsknowd helielleile
asks at the outset and the antecedent of we is everyone
every citizen of planet earth repeatedly as helielleile approaches his
three main categories for the comprehension of christ as

vol 1I the truth vol 11II the way and vol illIII111liiili the
life liehelleile moves from possibility to probability to assurance all
three volumes invoke analogies the similarity of the present
to the past and future the similarity of what we know to what
by implication we wish to know the similarity of the discover-
able in ancient religion to the core of truth inin modern revel-
ation all in a compelling appeal to the whole man let uslisuis

not have the heart breathing defiance to the intellect helieite

says this is an attempt bold sometimes unwieldy and at the
end sornesomewhatwhat exhausted to say 1 I know that I1 can be
lieve I1 believe that I1 cancalicall know

VOLUME 1I CHRIST THE TRUTH
chapter I1 is titled a dissertation on truth roberts be-

gins with the question that pilate raised what isis truth
and the answer that in the most profound ways christ himself
not only possesses but is the truth he analyzes anew the def-
inition of dacd&c section 93 truth isis knowledge of things as
they are and as they were and as they are to come in his
classic little volumevo lurne joseph smith prophetet teacherteach er liehelleile had
shown how this definition can be interpreted to include rel-
ative truth absolute truth and truth unfolding or becoming 10

and helielleile placed a premium on the word knowledge some-
times the word truth functions simply as a synonym for
reality but it can also function as the name for our christchristilil
luinluminedluininedluminerined judgments about reality for roberts all compre

in his own copy of james A pluralistic universe p 20 B H roberts
collection church historical department hereafter cited as BHRC

thehe quotation isis from pope the essay on man 1 18 who roberts
believed borrowed it from john locke

B H roberts joseph smilasmith prophet teacher 1908 reprint ed prince
ton new jersey deseret club 1967 ppap 303930 39

ibid p 33 he saw a kernel of this definition inin jacob 4134154 13
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hension centers inin christ inin the sense that christ isis the light
of truth and inin the sense that man s intelligence and spirit are
as roberts puts it native to truth and intuitively leap to-
ward it as flame leaps to unite with flame thus as joseph
smith states

every word that proceedethproceedeth from the mouth of jehovah has
such an influence over the human mind the logical mind
that it is convincing without ether testimony faith cometh
by hearing ll11

faith inin christ then isis not a leap inin the dark it is instead
trust inin what the spirit learned aeonsafons ago and religious

recognition isis just that cognitionrecognitionre a re knowing thus it
isis as a mormon hymn has it the sum of existence man s
authentic response to truth requires a truthful truth full na
ture intelligence cleavethcleatethcleaveth unto intelligence truth
embracethembraceth truth light cleavetlicleavethcleatethcleacleavvethetlietil unto light dacd&c 884088 40
if we thwart or suppress that instinctive response we are re-
sponsible and to a degree we condemn ourselves we knew
christ before this life we know him here and we will know
himhirn hereafter his sheep do indeed know his voicevolcevoicevolce and thus
the impact of truth on man is a test of man as well as of truth

CHRIST AND THE COSMOS

the next ten chapters of the first volume are the unfolding
of his lifetime reflection on the cosmos and world systems
the audacity as well as the humility of this enterprise arisesarises
from roberts recognition that greater men than he had
11 wrecked their thought on the consideration of christ and
the cosmos but also from his recognition that in their efforts
to clarify they were often simply multiplying mirrorsmirrors and
studying angles without increasing the light the new dis-
pensationpensa tion had brought a flood of light that did not simply re-
place the darkness but illumined elements and principles and
their relationships that heretofore had been dimly perceived

using this new light of modern revelation roberts
challenges and replaces many longstandinglong standing creedal assumpassume
tionseions about the substance and organization of the universe and
the nature and relationship of man and god all inin the frame

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of lafterlatter day
saints ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book 1971 552650265 526
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work of what roberts called eternaeternalismlisin the concept of uniuni-
versal coexistence

repeatedly liehelleile denies what liashasilas been said in many classical
viewsviews that only one reality inin the universeuniverse isis self existent
namely god he interprets joseph smith to mean that all
reality all the fundamental realities inin this multiverse are
self existent man s intelligence therefore coexists with
intelligencenonintelligencenon in a handwritten note added to his manu-
script roberts states

our prophet joseph smith also taught that intelligence
isis the light of truth or the power by which truth isis cognizedcognizer
and absorbed and which he holds forth as eternal uncreated
and uncreatable therefore eternal as truth itself a parallel
existence with truth intelligence truth knowledge the
existence truth reality and the light which discerns it
intelligence

all things else are likewise inin their rudimental existence
uncreate and eternal space time matter force law and on
this point roberts saw mormonism paralleled inin major world
religions his historical researches taught him that among
rival world viewsviews only darkened christianity teaches creation
from nothing or from god s will alone and welcome to the
absurdity liehelleile wrote in one of his notebooks 12 eternal identity
and eternal becoming are for himhirn inescapable realities he
sided neither with those process philosophers who deny any
abiding reality nor again with the platonic viewview that the really
real isis a static absolute beyond space and time time or du-
ration and space or extension are infinite eternity isis not
non temporality but endless time in no way can anyone even
god transcend these

similar reflections apply to matter roberts analysis makes
the materialism of the new dispensation all pervasive there
isis no such thing as immaterial substance this isis more than
saying there isis no such thing as immaterial matter which isis a
tautology he wants to insist that everything that really is is
material subtler realities such as thought love grace
are actually materiatematenatematematematenate though of a finer quality than we can
perceive with our five senses

in his last years roberts clarified this extended position

roberts utilizes several of the popularizing scientists of his day einstein
eddmgtoneddington jeans millikan but in his notes he deals also with the major
philosophers and theologians
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to include radiant energy and partly through the work of
orson and parley P pratt and john A widtsoeWidtsoe compiled
much data to support the thesis that mind as a form of matter
isis indeed the master power of the universe many of the con
fusions inin western thought that arisearise from the assumed rad-
ical separation of thought and matter the so called mind
body probproblemleniieni are dissolved by roberts summary stastatementternent

intelligence isis material but it isis also conscious matter isis
not this is the ultimate dualism 13

astronomical splendor roberts then dwells on the vast-
ness of the cosmos from his boyhood helielleile was dazzled by the
incredible extent the awesome grandeur of the heavens he
collected and probed a shelf full of books on astronomy and
anticipated much that is now in scientific vogue he rejoiced
inin the sacred secret of the abrahamic record Abraabrahamharn 3

that the firmament is without beginning or end christ isis as
doctrine and covenants 8871088788 7107 10 tells us the creative poweipowerpowel of
the suns the moons the stars even all the earths inin the heavbeav
ens so broad beyond manmanss power to number the double
implication was breathtaking for roberts when man ineamea
sures himself against the infinity of the cosmos liehelleile isis almost
nothing hardly a mote inin the sunbeam 14 but when liehelleile
measures himself against christ who overmastersovermasters all of these
worlds and world systems and realizes his kinship to christ
all diminutives become superlatives the more man compre-
hends the vastness of the universeuniverse the more liehelleile recognizes his
own dignity and worth the cosmos is god s templetempie but maninan
isis his offspring a living temple given dominiondorninion over the
restresticrestio

thus roberts arrived at the religious scientific poetic con-
clusion that one who grasps any fragment of living reality isis
oilonoll011 the way to grasping all of it that when it says inin the book
of moses all things bear record of me it really means all
things and lie took it to mean even more that all things

see for example his ownon notebooks on spinoza BHRC
see his comments inin the demereldeseieldeserel newsneusners 29 august 1901
if quantitativelyquantitative man isis nothing qualitatively he isis everything man may

become an avatar of god
preoccupied with the question of life on other worlds roberts found

clues to it inin anaximander pythagoras and voltaire as well as inin a contembontem
poraryporarhorary book by maynard shipley but the strongest assurance came from the
books of moses and abraham and dacd&c 76 the inhabitants thereof are
sons and daughters unto god dacd&c 762476 24
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bear record of all of me once again christ isis the truth of
the cosmos the light which is inin all things which giveth life
to all things which is the law by which all things are governed
even the power of god dacd&c 8813881588 13

law and change next roberts considers eternal law mod-
ern revelation confirmed inin him the viewview of many scientists
that there are laws beyond laws that isis that law itself
however we presently define it is controlled or limited by still
other laws to every law there are certain bounds and con-
ditions 171 and because of christ s mastery of eternal law helielleile
initiates his own laws not inin an arbitrary but inin a lawful way

did the universeuniverse come into existence and does it continue
to operate by chance inconceivable roberts answers he
reiterates his point that life and order do not require one life
source or orderer as many vitalistsvita lists and theistsatheists claimclairn instead
both order and orderersorderers self exist and coexist with disorder
and disorderersdisorderers just as the processes of anabolism and cata-
bolism can both be found in all organic beings life and non
life have existed side by side forever always there have been
both creation then can only consist of certain lawful events
or changes within and among existences 18

but religionists have supposed that such a position on law
isis incompatible with several cherished postulates of christian
religion with the concept of a one and one only necessary
being or absolute on which they claim all else absolutely de
pends and with variousvarious notions of consciousness freedom
miracle and providence so much the worse roberts says
for these misdefinedmisdefined postulates for they too often reflect
man s preference for shortcuts and magic rather than for truth
the consciousconscious spiritual and ethical worlds are no less lawful
than the realms of atoms molecules and nucleic acids and
man s freedom isis preserved not violated by law dacd&c 88883488543
law does not compel action it simply prescribes the inevginevinev-
itable results of free action man can forever oppose or co
operate with god but nothing predates man s consciousconscious
freedom and therefore nothing totally controls him 19

see dac 8836478856478836885688 3647564736 47
roberts cites many of the philosophers of nature of his time andrew

D white john fiske john draper inin support of the reign of law
because of the aristotelian preoccupation withith first cause or un-

moved moermover and also because of the tremendous influence and sometimes
distortion of the darwinian thesis of simple to complex many minds find
the self existence of man unthinkable for roberts it isis the opposite that
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does it then make sense to speak of the beginning or end
of the universeuniverse or of man roberts again replies incon-
ceivableceivable there are worlds galaxies and local universes ad
infinitum systems within and beyond systems and intelligences
coexistent with these systems if we shrink from this idea be-
cause it is mind boggling we must probe more deeply the
idea he maintains is not as difficult as it is to form a con-
ception of its the universe s having a beginning or of reach-
ing an end here roberts directly opposes the traditional
arguments for the existence and nature of god and also
the idea of a dying universe he finds them a form of in-
tellectualtel idolatry often circular and sometimes vacuous of
the first cause argument he says

first cause implies a time20 when there was no cause when
there was absolute inaction or absence of causation but as
the universeuniverse isis eternal and includes in that eternal existence
the existence of force and mind as well as of matter there
can be no first but there may be eternal cause 21

if any existent thing can be self existent a rational mind
asks why not others

roberts offers similar objections to the traditional argu-
ment from design doubtless if the designer of or the
creator of man could be found liehelleile would yet be more wonder-
ful than the man and clamor more loudly than the man for
an accounting for and so on ad infinitum 22 he is not saying
with aquinas stop the infinite regress with a designer god
nor does he join hurne in saying stop it with man he is say-
ing start with both in co relationship abandon the idea of ab-
solute beginnings and endings A designing mind does not
precede a structured reality any more than reality or mechan-
ical matter in motion precede mind both are in coexistent and

isis unthinkable in his notes he acknowledges one crcriticism
i ticism of the doctrine of

intelligence isis that I1 represent the ego as too complzycomplexly and highly advanced
mind consider consider he did only to return to a concluscinclusconclusioni on he insisted
aaswas inescapable in actuality all the elemental realities including intelligences
have existed forever

it should be said here that not all of the official writers of the church
take this viewlewbewiew of intelligence and recently it has been urged that we exerciseexercise
cacarere inin ascribing to intelligence more than the revelations themselves

2moreamoremore precisely for its advocates it implies a nontemporalnon temporal condition
2theathethe truth the way the life chapter VII nature of the uni-

verse p A4 hereafter cited as TWL
TWL2twl chapter VII p 7
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inin eternal relationship for roberts this isis another necessary
truth its denial leads sooner or later to contradiction

aware that liehelleile was twisting the nose of damedarne orthodoxy
liehelleile moves toward a plurality of worlds and gods just as the
greatest achievements of man occur not by singular builders
but by a kind of community mind or group harmonized inin-
telligences so also with the universe creation innovation
and construction of infinite extent and duration require more
than one intelligence 223 mormomsmmormonisniMormonisni risesrises to meet the gran
deur of god s universeuniverse every noun inin the religious vocabcocab
ulary should have an s added to it gods creators worlds
eternities lives etc through all the eternities the gods have
been involved inin organizing earths and earth systems with
other coexistent united and purposive intelligences and
roberts clearly teaches that there are levels of infinity levels
of unfolding ever beyond perfected intelligences god him-
self was not always god nor were those before or after him
inin an infinite series becoming isis a fundamental category
of reality and of selfhood inin a universeuniverse that isis really a mul
tiverseriverse

returning to common ground roberts proceeds to further
questions that move from possibilities to probabilities are the
fixed stars centers of solar systems many astronomers say
yes Is there life on other worlds than our own A high
probability isis widely acknowledged Is life inin other worlds
climaxed with the equivalent of human life again astron-
omers offer a tentative yes 24 are there worlds and world
sysystemsstenis older and more advanced than our own likely and
now roberts asks the questions that lead into the meaning and
missionmission of christ

have these higher intelligences of the stellar universeuniverse and
planetary systems so developed in themselves the quality of
love that makes it possible to think of them as being willing
to sacrifice themselves to empty themselves in sacrifice to
bring to pass the welfare of others whom they may esteem
to be the undeveloped intelligences of the universeuniverse and may
they not be capable of giving the last full measure of sacrifice
to bring to pass the higher development of the lowly when
no other means of uplift can be serviceable Is the great
truth operative among these untold millions of intelligences
that greater love hath no intelligence for another than this

TWL chapter IXJX nature of the universe monistic or pluralistic
2lessalessless tentative among astronomers today
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that he would give his life inin the serviceservice of kindred intell-
igences when no other means of helpfulness isis possible25possible525possible22552525

A REVIEW OF RELIGIONS

next roberts thoroughly reviewsreviews classical religion his
conclusions are novel sometimes based on assumptions which
only fifty years later are somewhat obsolete the prevailing
themetherne of these chapters holds up however and that isis that no
matter how diverse and disjointed religions now are one can
see everywhere even inin the most incredible distortions and in-
versions

in
versions hints and traces of what may well have been an orig-
inal source roberts refuses to yield to such reductive argu
ments as that all religions are at root the projection of man s

fears or insecurities
with almost reckless confidence helielleile probes books and arti-

facts that define remote and primitive religions against
frazer freud and cultural relativists lie saw through this un
wieldy mass of data on comparative religion to a dispensation
pattern or what more recently would be called apocalyptic
he saw religious movements as revolutionary and devolution
ary not just evolutionary 11 natural religions might well be
the splinter remainsremains of pristine revelations which unless en
livened by continuing revelation tended to grow dimmer and
dimmer far from being disquieted by these ancient prepie chrischrls
tian non christian and even antiantl christian fragmentsfiagments helielleile saw
inin them a hint of a single source 2 G the varieties of nature
worship01 ship of cosmic mysteriesmystenesmystenes ancient rites brotherhoodsbrothe rhoods and
myths of transformation inspired him in his increasingly
erudite imagination roberts could walk into every shrine and
ternpletempletempie of the ancient or the modern world and find traces of
the great christ drama that isis the key to the riddles of life
even those religions which explicitly deny and leplacereplace the
savior redeemer patterns are by their allegiance to substitutes
doing what jesus said they would do bearing record of him

roberts tries to be resolute against the temptation to easy
generalgeneralizationizationiza tion and also to claim for any dispensation total
originality for him there isis nothing so false inin the history of
man s worship but that a sparkle of truth remains inin it he
became sophisticated more than his critics suppose inin his

2twlTWL chapter X of knowledge to the point of moral certainty
ppap 10 11

2twlTWL chapter XII seekers after god revelationre elation
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analysis of influences he notes for example that plato
contrary to many interpreters held that both god and matter

existed inin some form from all eternity and wonders whether
plato s highest conception was not of static ideas or pure
forms but of the active soul and though philo isis often
viewed as the one who introduced greek ideas into christian
theology and roberts berates himhirn for betraying his missionmission
as a jew who should have stood unflinchingly for the god of
abraham liehelleile notes that philo was interested inin orientalism
as well as in platonism and judaism and suggests that the
merging of these three may have shown up inin the different
forms of gnosticism may it not be helielleile wrote of certain
striking resemblances in the triple deities of oriental and
egyptian vintage that this order of things may have been the
distorted remainsremains of the ancient gospel fromfroin egypt or the false

and of 272priesthood gospel egypt
overall it seemed to him significant that types structures

and recurrent root symbols permeate religion no matter how
primitive or liowhowilow recenrecentt 2 s behind all these roberts saw bro
ken rays of light fromfronifront somesorne noble sun of truth 229 he cher-
ished the dream of a great university that would build on such
a conception

but historical conclusions about religious tradition are at
best probable what about present direct revelation again
arguing by analogy from significant gains inin interhumanmte rhuman com-
municationmunication roberts asks why there should not be communcomman
micationication among the higher intelligences Is it not very prob
ableabie true to his heritage liehelleile insists that in the fullest sense
1 only god can reveal god but lieheile offers a careful rationale
both for the need of continual revelation and for degrees of
and limitations on that revelation the capacity and growth
of the seeker are at the center of divine concern deep reaches
to deep hence to a mind and soul content with little little
is manifest since man must be helped to self awareness and
divine awareness without being hindered the present order
of things as to revelation and other things has been devised inin
the wisdom of higher intelligences to impart to man a self

2seeaseesee his own notebook BHRC
see TWL chapter XII ppap 1213121512 13 all thithiss isi s elaborated inin chapter

XIII A review of ancient religions I1 through chapterihaptershapter XXIII revelation
abrahamic fragment

TWLFWL chapters XIII XVI A review of ancient religions
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culture and development that has been planned inin the highest
wiswisdomclorn planned inin the wisdom of those who have more ex-
tensive knowledge than we can fathom by our partial visionvision
of things 30

development of intelligences which may be called educa-
tion results not so much from acquiring a mere knowledge
of things as from the development within the mind of powers
to seek and find things each for himselfhimself 31

success to you he says to everyevely method and approach to
truth and truth seeking but revelation crowns all other ef-
forts and revelation must be sought inin the manner of seers
and prophets

MODESMODFS orOF CREATION

in his most controversial chapterS 32 roberts follows the
analogy of intercontinental transportation to the possibility of
interplanetary travel from that premise lie conjectures that
life or life forms may have been broughtbrought3131 from other worlds
to ours his private opinion was that this world isis only one
of many previous worlds inhabited by myriads of forms of life
and controlled by superior intelligences and that whole races
may have comecorne and gone inin these earlier stages from the ele-
ments that comprise these earths his was a migration
theory and the question when did life begin on this earth
seems inin his viewview extremely local myopic and insignificant
after the bringing of a few forms of life to this earth came
development of a greater variety such development roberts
believes is real but only within certain limits clearly recog-
nizing that this isis contrary to many viewsviews of evolution liehelleile inin-
sists on orders fanfamiliesirliesiflies genera classes 3 he calls his own
posture the development theory and opposes it to mechan-
ical agnostic and theistic evolution 31

TWL chapter XII p 5

ibid
chapters XXIV and XXV creation the time and manner of the

earthsearth s creation I1 and 11II
note that he says brought not sent
he was following the suggestion inin joseph smith s writings that this

earthcirthcarth was made out of fragments of other earths and one may ask what about
them inin turnturnaturn5

this was a slight revisionreisionrecisionre ision of his earlier defense of a fixity of species
see B H roberts the gospel ath4th1thath ed salt lake citycit deseret news 1913
ppap 2828328285282 83

roberts carefully studied darwin spencer fiske haeckel lord kelvin
J arthur thomson and other geologists and biologists spencer had been the
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he denies then that everything began with an homo-
genous substance or protoplasmi which was then differentiated
revelation liehelleile insists requires us to affirm the eternity of life
and the life force and of some life forms the embryos of
these are transplantable to newly created worlds to be devel-
oped each after its kind to its highest possibilities he finds
clues to this in genesis creation both by propagation and
by development process he allows the possibilitiy that the
dust of the earth7eartheartha7 may even if it were strictly nonliving have
given rise to certain elemental living things but as for man
helielleile was no doubt transplanted from some of the older and
more highly developed worlds 8 of all life forms liehelleile goes
on to say man s unquestionably is the most excellent in all
things most beautiful most convenient most noble he isis the
crowning glory of the creation because liehelleile is begotten after
his kind a son of godgod39 christ is once more the truth
the undergirding prototype for the creation of man 40

GOD CHRIST AND MAN

the god Mhi cblchichristiftist and now we reach the heart of roberts
treatise that christ is more than the light of the cosmos helielleile
is the light and revelation of the ultimate nature of both god
and man the ill willed stereotype had haunted him for a

lifetime mormonscormons do not believe in jesus christ keenly liehelleile
felt the irony in his last work helielleile wanted to testify once and
for all that not only do mormonscormons affirm the divinity the worth-
iness the worshipability of jesus christ but they insist quite
alone on his deity not only that liehelleile is one manifestation of
the godhead but that lieheile became the full complete super

first to systematize evolutionary ideas in biology that had a wide popularity inin
the late nnineteenth century but roberts considered alfred north whitehead
samuel alexander and henrihenn bergson greater inin their interpretive scope than
any of the scientists

the distinction between life and nonlife isis blurred in modern revelationre elation
in some senses the earth itself isis alivealiealte and filling the measure of its creation
dacd&c 88 some astronomers are now saying contrary to earlier theory that
space isis filled with organic matter

TWL chapter XXV p 10 cf chapter XXVI man pre existence of
spirits eternal existence of intelligence

TWL chapter XXV p 13
here roberts broadens the definition of intelligence to provide a

foundation for understanding the holy ghost either intelligence exists as
individual persons or proceeds from such persons as a power or force such as
the spirit of god when it moved upon the face of the waters genesis 12
but this spirspiritt of god isis never separated from its source any more than the
rays of light are separated from the sun each isis indispensibleindispensable to the other
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lativedative revelation the truth the whole truth and nothing but
the truth of the nature and attributes of god the father

henceforth when men shall dispute about the being
and nature of god it shall be a perfect answer to uphold
jesus christ as the complete and perfect revelation and man-
ifestationifestation of god and through all the ages it shall be so
eternally so for there shall be no excuse for men saying
that they know not god for all may know him from the
least to the greatest so tangible so real a revelation has god
given of himself in the person character and attributes of
jesus christ 4111

this isis not the revelation of god ridiculed by those who
have a scorn of anthropomorphic notions of god and who
they claim isis represented as an old man with a gray beard
and whom they scornfully reject as god but the revelation
of god presented here isis the immortal and eternal youthful
christ resurrected at the age of thirty three years the height
of gloriously developed manhood and caught at that age and
made eternal by a unionunionunton of a perfect body with a perfect
spirit in eternal youth and youthfulness god as perfected
man and manifested in the flesh for all time as the god type
of the universeuniverse god blessed forever moremore14242

roberts was thoroughly aware of how this witness clashed
with certain greek patristic and latin creeds with trinitarian-
ismism and the paradoxes of incarnation he had confronted them
in public debate but roberts became more not less steeped
in the sublimity of christ christ is not only an anthropomor-
phic being he isis anthropopathic and anthropocentric one
who feels all and more than man can feel and who cares more
than the sons of men can care mormon writers lie felt inin
vite misunderstanding by saying god isis like inanman the
truth isis more glorious god isis like christ like the christ who
beramebecame thetlletile express image of his glory and person

in his discussion of this insight roberts anticipated and
answered four classic criticisms first that the mormon viewview

TWL chapter XIX the revelation of god inin jesus christ ppap 8108 10
TWL chapter XX departure of the church from the true doctrine

of god p 1

with roman catholic and greek orthodox conceptions through a com-
petent jesuit inin the roberts van der doncktdoncet discussion later supplemented
and published as mormon Docdocirinedoctunedoctrineirine of dejdeldettydeitydeifyay1y salt lake city deseret news
1903 with protestant authorities inin his four hour answer to the ministerial
association publpublishedshed inin defense of the faith and the saints volvoi01ol 2 salt
lake city deseret news 1912 actual newspaper coverage began 4 june
1907 and withw ith jewish scholars inin rasha the jew salt lake city deseret
news 19521932 published inin new york november 1925 in the Redeeredeemedined
hebrew monthly and then inin tract form
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betrays jewish christian monotheism leading to tritheismtri theism
instead of trinitarianism roberts replies that the revelation
of god inin christ is the only genuine monotheism namely
that there isis only one kind of being who deserves the full title
god 44 when christ said he that hath seen inemelne hath seen

the father john 149 helielleile was not affirming a metaphysical
identity lie was saying that two persons the father and the
son are exactly alike and that there Isis no kind of being
higher than that

the second objection isis that the mormon viewview isis a proud
and blasphemous rejection of the mystery of god that a
god understood isis a god dethroneddethroner roberts answers that the
actual blasphemy isis the refusal to let god reveal himself as liehelleile
isis as christ isis and to prefer the death dealing abstractions
of the philosophers

the third charge is that the mormon viewview isis
11 primitive

and materialistic roberts replies that the mormon view is
at once the oldest and newest understanding of god inin the
world various forms of panpantheismtheism dedepersonalizeddepersonalpersonal izediced gods in
all their variations have attracted theologies from the begin-
ning but it isis only superstition that theytlleytiley are more intellectual
and as to the charge of materialism there isis here no more nor
less than the resurrection requires for christ and therefore
for man also the highest development of the spiritual is in
its connection with the physical spirit and element com-
bined make one musicmusic as before but vaster the body is a
step up a giant step up in progress towards spiritual perfec-
tion

the god inin man but there is more As christ is the truth
about and the truth of god liehelleile isis also the truth of man it was
roberts joy to testify that man isis not simply heir to a spark of
the divine helielleile is potentially the full scintillating flame
having reenthroned among the names of god bierlfierifierl becoming
with esse being lie could lead all christians to the stagger-
ing implication if god be made man jesus christ may not
maninan be made godgod40

jesus hinlhinihimselfselfseif who knew what was in man the worst
and the best was bitterly assailed for so teaching but is it

hence the holy ghost is not fully god though a member of the god-
head

TWL chapter XXV p 13
see his notes inin the hibbert journal 20 no 3 april 19224101922 4104l0
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B H roberts 185719331857 1933
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blasphemy to hope to become like god roberts cites christ s

reply in john 103336103310 55365556333633 36

thou being a man makestmadest thyself god jesus answered
them Is it not written in your law I1 said ye are godsgods5godsk if he
called them gods unto whom the word of god came and
the scripture cannot be broken say ye of him whom the
father hath sanctified and sent into the world thou blas
phemestphemest because I1 said I1 am the son of god

roberts wrote god s glory does not consist inin his being solely
intelligent or solely anything else but in disseminating
it sharing it with others the more liehelleile gives no less helieite hasliasilas 17

it isis a blasbiasblasphemouspheniOUS humility and a specious reverence that inin-
sists that god the eternal father wants less for his children
he found veins of goldoidold on this themethenie in some of the ancient
fathers for example in hippolytus 1.184118411841 184

for whatever hardships thou hast to suffer when a man
he gave them to thee because thou wast a man but that
which is proper to god what pertains to god s state and
condition god has declared liehelleile will give thee when thou
shalt be deidelfiedfied being born again an immortal

roberts wrote in a marginal note this mormonism among
the fathers as4s

christ then is the revelation of man s destiny nothing can
be said about his present nature attributes and powers that
cannot be said about man s potential we through christ
are to receive like christ grace for grace until we receivereceive a
fullness of the glory of the father

roberts concludes thistins section with a chapter on joy the
purpose of earth life it is a joy liehelleile teaches that can only
arisearise from raw rudimental struggles and contrasts with the
living experience of mortality of bitter and of sweet he
considers concepts of joy or wellbeingwell being as taught by thetiietile ancient
epicureansEpicure ans the hedonists and others domndown through thetiietile cen-
turies and distinguishes the inclusive joy promised inin christ
from mere sensualism or from the joy of Hinoinnocencecence a negative
sort of virtue a virtue that is colorless never quite sure of
itself in a word lie describes joy as encompassing all the

174 see notations in his ownon bible BHRC
see his copcopy of william G T shedd history of christian doctrine

p 255 BHRC
modern reelationreflationre elation breaks the confining and paradoxical tradition that

christ wasas both fullyfullfuli human and fully divine if jesus was utterlyutterlutterb divine
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levels of awareness inin christ all heights and all depths a

joy inin every way comparable to the joy of the father a joy
that isis itself a fullness

VOLUME 11II CHRIST THE WAY
the second volume of roberts treatise centers inin the atone-

ment christ the way the way of course may be described
at its most inclusive as atonementatoneat one ment the closing of the gaps
that separate man from god the father from himself and
from others of the children of god through all his mature
years roberts had responded to the atonement through the
ordinances of the sacrament and the temple and felt inin them
great assurance but then came patient careful inquiry into tilethetlletiie
doctrine especially book of mormonmornion accounts of divine justice
and mercy and lie wrote

by deeper delving into the subject my intellect now gives
its full and complete assent to the soundness of the philos-
ophy and absolute necessity for the atonement of jesus christ
that this atonement the method and manner of it isis the only
way by whichwinch there could be brought to pass an atonementat one mentmcntmant
a reuniting of soul of man with soul of god I1 account it
for myself a new conversion an intellectual conversion to the
atonement of jesus christ and I1 have been rejoicing inin it of
late exceedingly 51

in his sedenSevensevenlysseventyssetSev entysryslys yearbook volume 4 roberts printed the
results of his studies of the difficult doctrine of atonement
not liehelleile taught to be avoided because hard and challenging
truth helielleile repeated from byron isis a gem that loves the

deep mormonismmormomsm isis for thinkers roberts added even
though this yearbook isis inin outline form there isis not inin mormon
literature a more sustained and interrelated presentation on the
subjectt 12

man cannot identify with him for he is unreachable and austere and such
religion isis bitter and cold on the other hand if jesus was utterly man no
more inin his inheritance than other men then it follows that any man without
jesus can selfseif actualize to the same degree in either case the power of
christianity which isis to say of christ himself isis vitiated the truth revealedreealed
isis that christ became what he became by the same processes that through him
we must follow he received not of the fullness of the father at first he
became what he became until the fullness was givengienalenklenalven so inin his likeness and
for his likeness must we

TWL chapter XXVII purpose of god inin the earth life of man
conference report of the charchchunkchurch of jesus christ of latterlarter dayda saints

april 1911 p 59
to him it was almost reward enough that heber J grant his confidant

and admirer wrote 13 H roberts inin his line isis doing as great a work as any
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he saw that most of the imponderables that arise in con-
sideringsi the mission of christ result from faulty and foreign
assumptions alien to the truth much of the mischief
arises from the acceptance of the traditional omni s the
hard and fast aristotelian definitions of god s omnipotence
omniscience omnipresence and omnibenevolence so defined
they lead to hopeless puzzles roberts saw the following con-
tradictionstradictions arising from those stated definitions

the atonement was the divine response to man s need
butrut in the creedal viewview god created out of nothing all of man
and all of his environment and therefore created the need

the atonement is god s reconciliation to man s abuse of
liishisills freedom in and after the fall of adam but in the creedal
view god created all the circumstances that led to and there-
forefolfoi e required the fall

it was god s way of tempering justice with mercy but
god supposedly created and defined the laws of justice and the
limits of mercy could liehelleile not then reorder or abandon these
demands

the atoneratonementnent was christ s voluntary rescue or ransom
effort but in the creedal view god could have forgiven man

Is lie not omnipotent and dispensed his grace without re-
quiring the awful sacrifice of his son

it was god s setting a moving example through his son
but might not that example have been set without innocent not
to say infinite suffering

it was god s conquering death but is god not able to
transmit life without the suffering of his most beloved
son

it was god s thwarting the influence of the devil s

powers of darkness but the creeds say god created the devil
and all hish s hosts had liehelleile no alternative

all inin all would not christ himself have wondered why
the father did not in his infinite wisdom plan a better or pre-
vent this worst alternative one is led back to the very

whywily of creation why did god permit the knots to be
tied that only christ could untie roberts fundamental re-
sponse is that there isis something eternal and inexorable about

man among us heber J grant to mathias cowley 18 january 1895 grant
letterbooketterbookLetterI book church archiarchivesves and stood in the assembly hall his face covered
with tears and said thisthis is the most beautiful statement on the atonement
I1 have ever read
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law if god made all laws helielleile can surely revoke them but if
there are somesorne laws which even god did not originate then
liehelleile cannot he can only find ways to master their consequences
on the other hand mercy that isis born of genuine caring and
love cannot obliterate law but may somehow lawfully trans
form the effects of law christ s power is founded on this
balance between justice and mercy

thus roberts returns to a discussion of the coeternalitycoeternal ity
of god man and law in insbishis view the noble doctrine of the
eternal nature of individuality and freedom affects in a very
vital way every other question about the meaning of christ
as the way

under the conception of the exieexlEexisexistencetence of independent
uncreated selfseif existent intelligences who by the inherent
nature of them are of variousvarious degrees of intelligence and
moral quality differing fromanfn m each other inin many ways yet
alike in their eternity and their freedom how stands it
under thistins conception of thingsthingsrjrj3

he answers

it relieves god of the responsibility for the nature and
status of intelligences in all stages of their development

because their inherent nature and their volition make them
primarily what they are the only way god affects these
selfseif existent beings isis favorably he creates not their inherent
nature he isis not responsible for the use they make of their
freedom to choose good or evil their free moral agency
nor is liehelleile the author of their sufferings when they fall into
sinsin 51iai4

I1 HI PROBLEM OF EVIL

this fundamental insight not only resolves the mystery of
the suffering of christ but the mysteries of all suffering men
have to suffer that they may come upon mount zion and be
exalted above the heavens joseph smith had said 55 Is that

have to eternal roberts answers with lehi s there must
needs be opposition inin all things and recognizes evil as among
1 the eternal things he finds it a necessary truth that even the
existence of god isis interrelated with the existence of things
inin duality that isis inin opposition

TWL chapter XXVI ppap 171817 18
ibid541bid p 18
joseph fielding smith compiler teachings of the prophet joseph smith

salt lake city desert book 1973 p 323325523525
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evil is not a created quality it has always existed as the
background of good it isis as eternal as goodness it isis as
eternal as law it isis as eternal as the agency of intelligences
sin which isis evil active isis transgression of law and so long
as the agency of intelligences and law have existed iiee
forever the possibility of the transgression of law has
existed

evil disposed persons tend to embody evil hence for
roberts there isis no more mystery about the existence of dev-
ils than there isis about the existence of evil men 57

this then becomes the answer to the haunting dilemma of
the ages since there isis evil and suffering god must be imim-
potent or malevolent for if liehelleile cannot prevent evil liehelleile isis not
all powerful and if liehelleile does not though able liehelleile is not allgoodall good
robert replies

god is not able to prevent evil and destroy the source of it
but liehelleile isis not impotent for liehelleile guides intelligences notwithnorwith
standing evil to kingdoms of peace and security evil is a
means of progress for progress is overcoming evil

on the other hand god is not able nor willing if he
were able to prevent all evil and yet he is not malevolent
I1forporor knowing that evil exists inin the whole scheme of things
as the necessary antithesis of good and that one may not
be destroyed without destroying both why wreck the universeuniverse
inin order to prevent evilevih this the utter destruction of evil
would be the greatest of evils since all things else would
go with it s

why then is there evil

the answer is that it is a necessary and eternal part of
the dramatic whole and the kingdom of righteousness

wherein dwellethdwell eth peace the beatific visionvision and hope of the
faithful isis the kingdom to be won by the conquest over
evil and winchwhich never may be realized but by that conquest9conquestconquests599

THETHC AFFAIR IN EDENLDEN

all this isis background to roberts analysis of the heroic
descent of adam and eve the fall the resultant penalties

TWL chapter XXVI p 6
all truth isis independent inin that sphere inin which god has placed it

as all intelligence also otherwise there isis no existence dacd&c 93309530955093 30 to
roberts this means there is no place and neverneer wasas or will be where these
conditconditionsi ons do not obtaoataobtainn the freedom of man ranges within certain limits
buthut it isis not destructible not evenceneen under the power of god

TWL chapter XXXIII the problem of evileilelleli
TWL chapter XXVI p 14
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the divine decrees the veil of forgetfulness the world under
the curse the meaning of the law of sacrifice the first revel-
ations and the rejoicing

four implications challenge negative and original sinsin
theologies

1 the penalties imposed on adam and eve were not vinvin-
dictive crueltiescruel ties but announced consequences designed inin the
wisdom of god for thy sake

2 the veil of forgetfulness was not quite complete shut-
ting out most but not all adam perhaps remembered some
little of the glory and splendor of the lord god 0

3 twotvotv o deaths were resultant a the broken union with
god and b the eventual inevitable separation of spirit
and body adam was to realize both in his experience

4 sacrifice was introduced as the herald of christchristclchristalChrisiglstclsigi

when the morning broke adam and eve were corn
mandedbanded to worship the lord their god by sacrifice without
explanation of why but revelation brought renewal of con-
tact and therefore of life the new beginning of the way adam
learned that liehelleile should do all that liehelleile did inin the name of the
son of god moses 585 8 and that thus he could become a son
of god filled with enlightenment and rejoicing liehelleile proph-
esied concerning his life and posterity and thus the gos
pel began to be preached from the beginning being declared
by holy angels sent forth from the presence of god and by his
own voicevolcevoicevolce and by the gift of the holy ghost 12c this isis the
definitive answer to those who suppose that the knowledge
of the gospel came first into the world inin the meridian of
time

all this leads upup04 to roberts crucial recognition of certain
inexorable conditions

1 the growth of man s soul requires as it required even

ibid p 3

though roberts shows that there isis no direct biblical evidence that lleileliethe

command to sacrifice was given byb god
roseer2seesee moses 565 6

TWL chapter XXIX the way of eternal life the everlasting gos
pel chapter XXX the earth life of man opened chapter XXXI
an adamicadamc dispensation

there are five intervening and preparatory chapters that are primarily
historical chapters XXXV to XXXIX on the first dispensation the adamicadainic
eraeri the patriarchal ages the postdiluvianpost diluvian dispensations and the meridian
dispensation
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for christ exposure to the contrasts the law of opposite
existences inin mortality

2 experience isis indispensable to that growth and there are
no heights without depths

3 joy comes inin its fullest intensity only to those who care
about who sacrificially love others

4 love cannot be forced it can only be appealed to
matched elicited

5 to bring about the bowels of mercy which over
powerethpowereth justice christ had to suffer and we through that
suffering may be lifted up christ will draw not force
all men unto him

these insights permeate roberts analysis of the attributes
of god and of man of the council and war inin heaven of
christ s premortal voluntary acceptance of the role of the
lamb of the initial developments of life on this planet of
the old testament messiahh redeemer prototypes ranging from
the paschal lamb to the temple sacrifice and of the successivesuccessive
dispensations and the coming of christ inin the flesh

so seriously does roberts take these interrelationships that
liehelleile notes that all his sixsix chapters on the atonement should be
read together or not at all here again liehelleile lamented the fact
that because of our mortal limitations we can only preach the
gospel inin fragments but if we can hold in our consciousness
the revealed attributes of god and the givens that surround
himhlin and usLISuis all else falls into place thus the atonement of
christ makes sense it makes reason it makes power it isis
no longer only a way but THE way

THE MYSTERY OF SUFFERING

but for roberts mysteries remainremain why so much suffering
so much for christ and even after renewal through him so
much for man how inin the light of the agonies that surround
and sometimes swallow usLIS can we be reconciled to an overall
meaning and purpose

TWL chapter XL the atonement 1I the revealedReealed fact of the atone
ment p 1 knowledge of the whole I1 am sure will be necessary to the
complete understanding of the parts these six chapters are the atonement
as revealed As harmonic with the reign of law As related to the
attraltrattributesibutes of god As indispensibleindispensable As of broader scope than satisfaction
for zamadamss sin andind As efficacious though vicarious TWL volume 11II
chapters XL through XIVXLV
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here instead of beginning with god roberts begins with
nianman with introspective intimate experience we suffer in
many ways in ourselves and in our minds no less than in our
bodies because of our involvement in each other s lives helielleile
points out we suffer even in our efforts to serve we are
wounded and scarred the flagrantly prodigal child pulls at
the heartstringsheartstrings of the parents we suffer also with each other
even with those who are virtually beyond our immediate care
bound to us only by distant kinship we suffer with themthern
through the reaches of human sympathy and empathy and
finally we suffer and willingly for each other as david
yearned to suffer for his son absalom would to god I1 had
died for thee all this roberts writes isis the chief glory of
the human race

but if it is our chief glory what an infinite pity if there
should be no means among the divine intelligences for a like
and even greater expression of self sacrificing love 00 if on
our level love and suffering are inextricable how inconsistent
to deny the power of voluntary and even involuntary sacri-
ficial suffering to god and his christ here roberts isis elated
with divine intimations and imitations As john the beloved
wrote we love him because liehelleile first loved us 1 I john 419
even after all tinsthistius roberts acknowledges that both our hu-
man weakness and our nobility shrink as christ himself
shrank and we may cry out under the awful burden no
let this cup pass the atoneratonementnentneni is too severe to this rob-
erts replies at three levels

first it isis inconceivable that either god s justice or his
mercy would require more suffering in the sensitive soul of
the Rederedeemerenier or of the redeemed than was absolutely nec-
essary to accomplish thetiietile glorious end envisioned however
we may recoil from it all of it is required and surely we iinaymayidaydaynay
apprehend in experience one clear reason suffering is one of
the few things we cannot ignore through suffering and pain
men are most powerfully moved and influenced christ yielded
himself to his mission with full awareness of this and 1I if
I1 be lifted up fromgroin the earth will draw all men unto me
john 1232 crowns of roses fade crowns of thorns endure

roberts honored as a masterpiece of thought and composition browning s
story of david s love for saul robert browning saul 1845 1855 would
I1 suffer for him that I1 love so wouldst thou so wilt thou he says one
must read it at least six times to grasp its richness
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and so the reaching power of the atonement endures when all
other attempts at motivation failfallfali

second as alma puts it out of christ s suffering according
to the flesh camecarne bowels filled with inercymercyinerny alma 7

121312 13 but out of both camecarne and will yet come christ s ca
pacitylacity for and realization of infinite joy likewise we inin lesser
degree as we experience grief in his name at its deeper levels
are made moreloren capable for more inclusive intense joy grat-
itude and love if christ himself could have known the full
ness of the joy of the father in an easier way that might well
have been provided the same is truetiue of us and inin the con-
templationtemplation of his life if we are not moved profoundly if the
mercy in us does not have compassion on the mercy inin him if
we will not respondspondle then one day wee too will have to suffer
even as liehelleile and once again the phrase is have to only thus
may we become capable of coming to hisins likeness and his
quality of life

but third we have a glimpse of what an unmeasurable
premium all this places upon the envisioned end if by suf
fering power came to christ to achieve this end and if no
one could do more then says roberts boldly shame on god
and his christ if they did not undertake it and if we do not
respond to such a matchless sacrifice shame on us

if it be true that men value things in proportion to what they
cost how dear to them must be the atonement sincesince it cost
the christ so much in suffering that lieheile may be said to have
been baptized by bloodsweatbloodsweat in gethsemane before he
reached the climax of his passion on calvary 17b

one who comprehends even if only vaguely all that christ
went through must be led inevitably to ask was it worth it
and roberts witnesses that in light of the incredibly glorious
outcome it was and indeed isis worth it the achieverachievementnent isis to
be more than man s renewal more than a bright example more
than salvation fronifromfroni physical and spiritual death for all living
things more than the vindication of all the attributes of god
beyond all these it is a perpetual unionunionunton and reunion of the soul
of man with the soul of god the making of divine men the
bringing of man to life like unto god s fullness of life for
all those who will and both the father and the son are help

TWL chapter XLIII the atonement IV could other means than
the atonement haehave brought to pass manmansmaoss salvation
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less inin uplifting those who will not it isis the glorious infinite
becoming unto godlinessgodlinessjbJb

VOLUME III111 CHRIST THE LIFE
roberts culminating volume isis christginst the life in these

chapters the question becomes what isis the source of lifelife5ilfelifee
the quantity the quality the intensity of lifelife5ilfelifee how is it that
we cannot speak of any creative act in the universe without inin
the end saying that christ is the undergirdingundergirdmg of that creationcreatlon 5

such were roberts final preoccupations and at this point liehelleile
was really at his best yet because of declining health and his
advancing age liehelleile was tired and his book is less coherent here
thanodian elsewhere nevertheless one can grasp and appreciate
thetiietile essence of his message

LIFE AND LOVE

to begin with liehelleile tends to identify life and love for many
lie says love isis defined as an evanescent and changing phe-
nomenonnomenon that makes it one of the least reliable things in life
his testimony isis that because of christ love is the most reliable
thing inin life christclinstcalinst is the actual connecting tissue of life and
love

love isis immanent and is an indestructible presence
it is because love reigns in harmony with law that we mortals
can be so sure of it and rest so secure in it whereas it was
not born of caprice so too it will not depart from the world
nor from individuals on caprice but will endure as space
itself encendureslures from the veryerycry nature of it as truth abides
as law itself subsists as god lives for it is of the eternal
things the things that do not pass away g9ga

in his fifth sevenqsdeventseventSevenqss yearbook divine immanence and
the holy ghost 7 0 roberts had developed the claim that au-
thenticthenticflienticic christianity alone isis inin the fullest sense a religion of
life ilfelife affirmation lifeilfe enhancement lifeilfe transmission stimstirn
ulatedalated by the work of henry drummond roberts expanded
the idea of biogenesis the themetherne of life from life spir-
itual life from spirit and traced its roots both inin ancient and

two more historical chapters are placed here at the end of volume 11II
which recapitulate roberts book the falling awayduaauadud salt lake city deseret
book 1931 they are chapter XLVI departure from the way and
chapter XLVII renewal of the way

TWL chapter XXVII purpose of god inin earth life of manmin p 10
serSetsetentysseienlysentys course inin theology divinedime immanence and the holy ghost

vol 5 salt lake citycit deseret newsnes 1912 chapter 20
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modern scripture thus helieileite insists improvement inin action and
conduct is not enough to bring into man the fullness of christ s

powers instead there must be an infusion a new and con-
tinual creation from above 711 the difference between a

spiritual man and a natural man is not a difference of devel
opmentoiment but of generation drundrummondinbondiniond had written 7 2 this
law which has analoguesanalogiesanal ogues throughout the biological and social
worlds is so far as can be known exceptionless he that
has not spiritually been born of christ roberts summarizessummarizes

isis not spiritually alive 7 f but as we have seen lieheile takes the
type farther man isis not simply to be regenerated in a de
limited sphere and element to a partial wholeness or holiness
or salvation he isis to unfold into the exact likeness of his
redeemer fortor whomwhornahorn liehelleile did foreknow liehelleile also did predes-
tinate to be conformed to the image of his son romans
8298 29 744

As roberts seasoned inin continued study helielleile saw ever
deeper implications inm these ideas what isis life how is christ
the lifeilfe what is it to beget what isis the vital unionunionunton with
christ that brings to pass eternal lives the more lieheile pursued
these questions the more liehelleile became convinced that christ is the
power that attends and underundergirdsgirds all life all life giving
all love all love giving man is not not yet a creator of life
he isis an instrument for its transmission an agent through
whom creative living power descends and as it were distills
bringing about birth and growth 7 hence when christ said
all power is given unto me in heaven and inin earth matthew

281828 18 that included the power of life hence we have the
modern statements of christ that lleileliehe is the light which giveth
life to all things dacw&cwacd&c 8813881588 13 that 11 quickenethquickeneth all things
and makethmabeth alive all things moses 6616 61

THETHF ROLE OF ordinances
further roberts was intrigued with the accumulating ev

idenceidenie that the action of mind on the physical body depends

roberts did not livelicilcile to read the more technbechntechnicalcal efforts of teilhardtreilhardTeilhard de
chardin whoho trtriedi ed to combcombineinelne paleontology and catholcatholicbatholc theologtheology conceiving
the wwholewhoieholehoie universeuniverse as an upthrust toward the making of christlikechrist likeilke beings

quoted by roberts in seventysSev entys couisecourse in theologytheolog 51015 101loi
ibid 51025 102
see also 2 corinthians 3185183 18
TWLFWL chapter XLVIII the life manifested inin the christ mani-

fested inin the christ isis written inin pencil in roberts handwriting
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without exception on some material intervention he rejoiced
inin thistinstius evidence for it pointed to that unionunion of spirit and ele
nientmentfient that mutual interdependence that provides an eternal
foundation to the need for channels of life transmission that
is ordinances being born again comes by the spirit of god
through ordinances so joseph smith had testified to the
twelve then the influx to us of those more fully alive worlds
isis the extension through material conductors of life power 77

ordinances bring us in touch with this life power conveying it
into man s very cells and soul all the fundamental life pro
cessesbesses have an exact parallel inin christian life hence the rich
ness of meaning inin baptism water blood and spirit reca
pitulapitulatingpitulatmgting the elements of birth and the sacrament hence
also the indispensability of the higher ordinances of the temple
sanctuary these all vindicate the expression of christ 1 I am
the vinevine ye are the branches he that abidetharideth in me and I1 in
him the samesarne bribringethbnngethngeth forth much fruit for without me ye
can do nothing john 155 As john has said he that hath
the son hath life and liehelleile that hath not the son of god hath
not life 1 I john 5120125 12 and christ gives us a modern as
suranceaurance otherwise ye could not abound dacd&c 885088 50 in
participating inin the sacrament we do literally partake not only
of emanating powers but of what peter calls the divine
nature by inviting into our systems through the tokens or
emblems of broken bread and water or wine thetiietile elements of
higher life higher spirit higher power the powers of god
I1linessi 8 WwhichI1 ich by his own lifeilfe victory christ now embodies
and diffuses

in other vivifyingvilifyingvivify ing ways christ isis the life many christian
interpreters roberts observed tend to concondemnderrin and mortify
the virile qualities of human nature and to commend instead
servility and even cowardice they recognize in christ a cer
tain mellow forgiveness and compassion but ignore his master
fulnessfalness and his involvement inin the whole spectrum of earth
experience likewise some conceiveconceive the christian enterprise

smith teachings p 162
see hhiss notes on haldane and huxley BHRC
those whoho suppose that love and joy and peaces emerge inin man by fiat

or happenstance or even by grace as traditionally defined or that a good
life self conceived assures themhem salvation are missing this vital thread life
power comes down to and into and up through our natures as through a fruit
tree and seeds must precede stem trunk and branches and blossoms must pre
cede fruit and we must be planted inin a goodly land by a pure stream
dacd&c 97997 9
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as the attempt to escape fromfroin or01 live above the earth rather
thanddlan to transform it roberts wrote with rare penetration that
if religion is worth anything it must take account of and work
through the whole life and with the needs of this earth not
by secularizingsecularizing the sacred but by sanctifyingsanctify ing the secular for
this very planet isis to become heaven to those who ignored
the pressing tangible problems of civilization roberts respon-
ded A holy maninan isis a citizen of the here and now

on the other hand if the new dispensation contributed
nothing else it claimedclain led the indispensability of christ inin this
wider concern a mode of living that does not ariseanse from teach
ing alone but from his glorifyingglorify ing life man is as dependent
upon divine nourishment as liehelleile isis upon air that makes reli-
gion more than an ethical political or social scheme

religion is more than mere morality it is a new birth a

spiritual power it isis conformity to his will and a careful
performance of all that he has ordained as necessary to the
completion of the life let no one therefore attempt to dis
place god s gospel plan by a substitution of humanitarianism
by which isis here meant a system of morals based upon what
is recognized as contributing to human welfare the basis
merely of social relations and individual wellbeingwellweliweil being truly
the gospel is expressed in a life but it isis a life in harmony
with god s purposes with fellowship and with complete
unionunion with god established through spiritual birth and con
scioussciousnesssciousncssness of ia onenessone ness with god s life 79J

LIFE I1 IGHTLIGHT SPIRIT POWER

here roberts holds uplipuipulp thetiietile key to the ancient eitherelther or con
trotroversytroveisytroversetroveversyisy god s personal transcendence or god s immanenceimmanence
classical and contemporary theologians often obscure or elim
mate personality from their concept of god inm order to make
wayay for a universal spirit assuming the everywhereness
of god they are led to assume that inin the end they must
deny him particularized personality physical resurrection even
spatial temporal location scofco to this roberts answers with one
of thetlletile sweetestswesheerest messages of god unto man sl doctrine and

TWL chapter XLVIII p 13

see roberts discussion of this problem inin the seventysSeventys couisecourse inin
theology 0volvoio 5 part 1I divinedione immanence ppap 113515535

conference addlessaddress delivereddelnered inin april 1916 conferencecondeiconfei euceenceeure renottreport ppap 13413 4

39
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covenants 88 which affirms clarifies and personalizes what
roberts called divine immanenceimmanence 118282

his elaboration of the doctrine must be read in the context
of his entire book and each term nmustlust be defined not in the
traditional sense but inin the new dispensation sense

this light then the light of truth and named for us men
11 the light of christ which proceproceedethproceedetliproceededethetlietil forth from the
presence of god to fill the immensity of space is also
god even the spirit of god or of the gods for it proceeds
forth or vibrates or radiates from all the gods from all who
have partakenpartakerpar taken of the one divine nature hence the god of
all other gods mentioned by our prophet of the new dis-
pensationpensa tion doc and cov sec cxxicxxi the god of gods

the lord of lords proceeding from MANY yet ONE
incarnatedIncarnated inin all personal deities yet proceeding forth from
them to extend the one god into all space that he might be
inin and through all things bearing all the powers in earth and
sun and stars world sustaining power and guiding force
bearing all the mind and spiritual attributes of god into the
immensity of space becoming god everywhere present
omnipresentomni present and everywhere present with power omni-
potent extending everywhere the power of god also all
knowing all seeing all hearing omniscientoniniscient bearing
forth in fact all the attributes of deity knowledge wisdom
judgment truth holiness mercy every characteristic or
quality of all divine intelligences since they are one and
this divine essence of spirit becoming the light which is
in all things that givethgivelh ilfelijelife to all things which is the law
by which all things are governed even the POWER of god
who sitteth upon his throne whowiiowilo isis inthein the bosom of eternity
who isis inin the midst of all things united in this divine
essence or spirit isis the mind of all gods and all the gods
being incarnations of this spirit become god in unity and
by the incarnation of this spirit in divine personages they
become the divine brotherhood of the universe the ONE
GOD though made of many 83

christ s life may envelope all of man s life and thus all of
man s life even its iimostlost secular details may be sacramental

for roberts this had much to do with prayer he penned in a notebook
prayer isis not a mechanical function one may not always pray when one

chooses something more than words are needed prayer is soul of man com-
muningmun i ng with soul of god the infinite in man reaching upward to touch the
infinite of god god must be a party to the blending of souls else there is no
prayer

he spoke of this during his last year 195519331953 as his greatest personal
treasure in the gospel the sense of the nearness of christ more than the
spirispirlspirittoror light of christ christ himself

B H roberts last seven discourses of B H roberts salt lake city
deseret book 1947 ppap 9910099 100
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tllethetiie SERMON ON THE MOUNT

what difference follows such awareness roberts answers
consult thetiietile sermon on the mount As the master taught the
sermon on the mount lie was that sermon two chapters
coincolncoinparecomparepare the accounts of the sermon in the gospels and inin 3

nephi which roberts called the fifth gospel and inter-
lace them with certain insights of the prophets 84 again the
hallmark of roberts analysis isis inclusive harmony he sees
that the prime christian virtues of faith hope and charity
must be combined with wiswisdomdoindorn courage temperance and
others he sees that when christianity denies the expressive
beauties of art the gains of scientific control the manifesta
tionseions of culture the lyrical and refined joys of marriage and
familyfaintly when it shows contempt for any phase of man or wo-
man or of any phase of life it isis false to itself and gone astray
but to be beneficial all elements of life must not only be used
properlypioperly but infused properly

thus the sermon on the mount is enveloped in life affir-
ming 158 beatitudes than list of inde-
pendent

synibolsymbolsS the are more a
virtues to be willed and aspired to they are the out-

come of the coming in of christ the description of the fruit
of rebirthlebirth roberts deals with the commandments regarding
anger hatredatredli and lust performance without oaths almsgiving
and prayer the christianchristianss vital breath he teaches the
3 nephi clarification that the way to cope with temptation isis
like thetiietile master to take up our cross in the visionvistonvision of righteous
fulfillment he corrects matthew s lead us not into tempta-
tion with suffer us not to be led into temptation and ad
vocatesvacates fasting as spiritual feasting and the eye single serviceservice
as transcending the 11 two masters

in a related chapter liehelleile analyses thetlle epistles of peter on the
spiritspuit of thetiietile christian ministry and the christian virtues sup-
plementingplemplenipiemplent enting them with paul the result isis the familiar outline
of falth virtue knowledge temperance and patience inin peter
and paul s masterful discourse on the crucial need of chantycharity ag8g

roberts saw thetiietile new dispensation the downward dis

bensingpensing of truth the way and the life as the amplification

TWL chapters L and LI theme life the sermon on the mount I1 and
II11

snotnot lustjustust as much commentary suggests instruction inin a social gospel
see roberts notes on rausehenbusch and his allies BHRC

TWL chapters iiiiliLII111lil and LIII1111illilili the christian character the teachings
of the apostles I1 and II11if
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the expansion and intensification of all former commands he
taught that thetiietile healing power of christ relates to every sin
and sickness of mind and heart and body 87 he touches on the
great social implications of the gospel its provisions for the
poor its law of consecration and stewardship its foundation
for the kingdom that isis statesmanship more than politics 88 he
says inin summary

this dispensation isis characterized by a fullness of the law
of righteousness as it isis by a fullness of ordinances of
authority from god or priesthood of a fullness of events
that will restore all things to the order that god has decreed
for themtilem completing both the salvation of man and the
redemption of the earth itself to the status of a celestial
world a habitat of immortal and glorified inintelligencestellteliteil 1gences 89

THE resurrection
he concludes his book with a chapter on resurrection

teaching without qualification that christClirist s resurrection isis a
prototypeproto type of thetiietile resurrection of all nienmen the actual physical
resurrection of the body of all men the restoration and re-
awakening of all life all life power all lives this liehelleile calls
the covenant of eternal life made before the foundation of
the world 90

we shall be like him conformed to the divine image
that isis the end then for the spiritually born man liehelleile will
be conformed into the image of god conformed to the type
of the spirit life that has taken up his abode inin him how
long shall it take who knows and what shall it matter
the important thing isis that it shall be done the important
thing for us men isis that the spirit birth takes place that
unionunion with god be formed the ages may wait upon a man
longer to make supermansuper man but the eternal years are his who
isis born of the spirit and again I1 say the important thing for
us men is to have that spirit birth and then are we sons of
god and while it doth not appear what we shall be for
the height and glory of that isis beyond our human visionvision
ultimately we shall be like him and see him as he is and be
conformed to the christ image that isis to say to the divine
nature unless one shall sin against the holy ghost 91

these all and more are interrelated with the whole healthy person
who is christ 1 I am the law and the light look unto me 3 nephi
159

TWL chapter LIV the ethic of the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of
times

ibid p 15
see Ttitustus 12
this isis his final quotation in the seventysSev entys course in theology 5109
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MEANING THAT LASTS

of 13 H roberts role in the new dispensation opposite
appraisals are often urged one that liehelleile was an original inde-
pendent and audacious innovator who tried everyone s patience
including those closest to him at the other end it is claimed
that lie was delimited by discipleship so intertwined with the
modern revelation of jesus christ that lie did not create his
own individuality or his own meaning if there is perspective
in either judgment there is deeper insight in both and they
become the burden and also the glory of his life

his teaching and writing were centered in the consuming
desire to breathe all liehelleile could of the fresh air of christ s new
dispensation of course helielleile had to measure and magnify the
master as we all have to through his own raw experience and
his own gifts but what helielleile was and what lie saw and felt
required him to ponder and pray on a grand scale to stretch
11 as high as the utmost heavens and search into and contem-
plate thetiietile darkest abyss and the broad expanse of eternity 922

in that asitsils no one knew better than lie liehelleile was reaching for the
ever receding whole for what is both ancient and modern for
what isis eternal in that term eternalism his own word for
the uniqueness of the new dispensation helielleile discovered and
recovered thetiietile templetempie of god which is also the temple of man

called often to make war in defense of the gospel of peace
lie was inin the image of his master deprived denied despised
and afflicted but likewise blessed with resilient joy and a

sense of life stronger than death in his own life roberts was
tormented actually as christ could only be tormented vi-
cariouslycariously with giant frailties more not less visible because
they were thetiietile frailties of a giant because of all that rather
than in spite of it helielleile made the truth his truth christ be-
came his one way and in the final reckoning his one life
and one thing will ever be said of him he kept the vision

from joseph smith s epistle to the church written from liberty jail
25 march 1839 inin smith teachings p 137



rey L pratt
and the mexican mission

dale F beecher

I1 enjoy my work inin mexicolMeximexicocol true it is I1 have seen
some horrible things during my stay there for months in
the city of mexico we awakened every morning to the musicmusic
of cannons day after day we saw houses and even people
burning in the streets and yet I1 am ready to go back and
stay as long as the servants of the lord shall desire ititi

rey lucero pratt said this of revolution ridden mexico inin
the october 1913 general conference showing at once the
spirit inin which lie led the mexican mission through its most
critical quarter century and why his name isis still linked insep-
arably to the success of the church inin latin america

when elder pratt was called to labor inin the mexican mis-
sionsionslon inin 1906 helieite found it a small and struggling operation it
had been first opened inin 1879 just a month after liehelleile was born
but due to political problems and a shortage of missionariesmissionaries it
had been closed down from 1889 to 1901 during that period
the only contact southern mexican converts had with the
church was an occasional visitor from the mormon colonies inin
chihuahua and sonora in the capital for some business reason
this obviously was not sufficient guidance to support a young
and essentially foreign institution and it deteriorated badly
many of the saints slipped away from church doctrines and
practices some whole branches falling into apostasy

even after the missionmission was reopened its new president
ammon tenney served for over a year as its only elder three
years later his successor hyrum harris noted that the missionmission
was growing but that the people are very weak and full of

daledate F beecher isis a doctoral candidate inin history at the university of utah
and wrote this article while a research fellow with the church historical de
partmentapartmentpartment

rey L pratt conference report of the church of jesus christ of lauer-
daday saints april 1913 p 47
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transgressions 2 by 1906 there were still fewer than twenty
missionaries who with the members of the church there now
over 400 in number were yet in the process of putting branch
organizations into functioning order

one of the principal reasons for this confusion and
struggle was a lack of stability in the leadership of the mission
mexicans have a psychological commitment to a system of
personalismo whose antecedents date back to pre columbian
times hugh M Harhamillnill jr summarizes the thinking of many
scholars in saying that the common people had developed an
attitude of submission to authority under the aztec empire
then accepted its replacement by a paternalistic spanish hier-
archy that laid the foundations for the social order which
would evolve through the next several centuries this is an
order in which personalities take precedence over organization-
al structure and often over principle the leader becomes the
personification or incarnation of authority where helielleile who
governs acts with an extraordinary charismatic moral ascen-
dancy over his people advising them guiding them leading
them paternally 4 in spite of the 1928 declaration of pres-
ident calles that archaic personalist rule had been replaced by
thetlletile government of law the guidelines and fixed procedures of
an establishment simply do not mean much in the mexican
tradition

the mexican saints iimostlost of them recent converts needed
strength and continuity in their leadership a man in whom
they could place a complete trust on 29 september 1907 they
hadllad their leader when rey pratt was set apart as president of
the mission he was never released

the choice was a wise one although pratt was born in
salt lake city liehelleile had grown up in mexico his father hel-
aman pratt had been with the epic 1875761875 76 expedition that
explored and proselytedproselyter in mexico and later helielleile had served
there as missionary and inismissionsionslon president in 1887 the family
was called to settle in colonia dublindublandubian one of the LIDSLDS colonies
inin chihuahua

thus at the age of nine rey became a pioneer he later
spoke of those things that I1 had to do as a boy for I1 went into

hyrum harris to heber J grant 16 november 1905 as published in the
millennial star 6777967 779

hugh in1Mina hamill jr dictatorship inin spanish america new york
knopf 1966 p 19

amadoemadoternadobernado N A cusvillasCus villas A case for caudillajecaudillafeCaudilcaudll lalelajelafeiafe in ibid p 205
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a new land and had to make fences build ditch kill snakes
ride the cattle range and do many things that neither I1 nor
my children are called upon to do now the pratts were
closer to the local mexicans than many of the other colonists
were and rey learned to speak spanish like a native perhaps
even more importantly liehelleile also grew to understand the history
and culture of the mexican people

at the same time lie learned a standard for religious and
secular living in 1898 young mary may stark visiting in
dublan was impressed that everyone in the colonies lived
their religion to the letter she was especially impressed by
rey pratt and they were married in 1900 eventually becoming
thetlletile parents of thirteen children the young couple settled on
a ranch outside dublindublandubian isolated from the bustle of an indus-
trializingtrial izing world they lived inin a log house under a big oak
tree cooked over a fireplace raised beef and dairy cattle
hunted deer and turkeys and rode their ponies over the range
together at the time of the mission call they were making
plans to expand their herd and install an electric generator 7

for years they had dreamed of returning to that idyllic setting
when the mission was over but that time never came

thus grounded in language culture and the goals to be
pursued pratt was the right man to lead the mexican mission
through the most turbulent years of that nation s history the
story of his presidency is a successionsuccession of seemingly crushing
difficulties which helielleile had to overcome that the mission might
succeed in the words of his daughter it just seems like they
were tried in fire such as you can t believe 8

from the first president pratt was beset by knotty organi-
zationalzational problems in a unique and somewhat cumbersome ar-
rangementrangement the mission was set up under the juarez stake
which was comprizedcomprisedcom prized of the colonies in the north at least
until 1912 the members were considered part of the stake and
the mission reported both to the stake presidency and to the
general authorities of the church

there was also a question of authority since pratt presided
over the mission for four years as an elder during this time

conference report october 1928 p 21
mary S pratt unpublished MS p 4 church archives church historical

department
rey L pratt diary vol 1 thisnis quotation is included in an appendix to

the diary apparently written by mrs pratt church archives
mary pratt parish recorded interview 5 june 1973 church archives
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liehelleile ordained at least one seventy manuel C naegle saying
that my calling as president gives me that authority 9 the
procedure was irregular but the ordination was evidently ac-
cepted as valid by the church

pratt had to contend with church bureaucracy he would
come back from salt lake city almost in tears having failed to
get needed support because of a condescending and vaguely
suspicious attitude toward things spanish and catholic 10

apparently the brethren were reluctant to allocate much of the
scant available resources to an area they believed to have little
potential this attitude changed rapidly largely due to pratt s
efeffortsforts

elder ernest young recalls from personal observation that
pratt visited the sick a good deal 11 indeed sickness harassed
the inismissionsionslon typhoid was common two elders having died
from it in the 1880s in 1904 apostle Abraabrahamharn 0 woodruff
and his wife whilewillie visiting mexico both contracted smallpox
and died pratt s year old daughter mary came down with a
severe case of smallpox in 1909 but survived his son carl
lee survived scarlet fever in 1911 but died of intestinal in-
fection inin 1925 when attending school in mexico city others
had cases some serious of malaria pneumonia and influenza
pratt himself nearly died of typhoid in 1909 and was inca-
pacitatedpacita ted for several months thetlle next year he was down with
appendicitis then inin 1913 with influenza

in spite of these hindrances during its early years the mis-
sion continued to grow the missionary force was increased
giving president pratt an office staff and allowing expansion
into new areas conversions accelerated more than doubling
the membership in his first six years and several new branches
were organized

EXODUS

the revolution of 191019111910 1911 seemed not to cause a great
stir in mexico city at least as far as the mission was concerned
in small towns outside the capital it was another matter the
power struggle surrounding the abdication of president por-
firio diaz inin may 1911 brought fighting close to home A
battle in cuautla morelos left one mormon home scarred by

W ernest young recorded interview 2523 february 1973 church archivesArch hes
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hundreds of bullets the trembling family inside counting the
marks of 150 which camecarnecaine through one doordoor1212 the missionaries
did not dare travel in outlying areas nor the members to hold
meetings after dark 13

the inauguration of president francisco madero calmed
the countryside in september though there was a renewal of
activity south of the capital due to what the mission record
refers to as depredations by zapata the southern bandit 14

but few regarded this as being of a revolutionary character
fewer still thought of the overthrow of diaz as more than a

coup d etatbetat or of the relative peace as a calm before the storm
even a protest inarch of 15000 people shouting down with
thetiietile clergy and the Catcatholiccatboliccarbolicholicbolic party was misread by the mis-
sionaries

mis-
sionariesslonsionariesarlesariesarles who thought the social revolution was a protestant
religious revival

in september 1911 president pratt traveled to salt lake
city to see if the trickle of missionariesmissionaries being assigned to mex-
icoico could not be increased there were also discussions of a

plan to settle mexican mormonscormons in colonies close to those of
the american saints a scheme tried unsuccessfully inin 1887 by
his father A little later liehelleile wrote an article for the improve-
ment era telling an optimistic story of the mexican mission

prospects were never brighter for the spread of the gospel inin
this land and we look forward to a bright and prosperous
future for the mexican mission ag1g

but by thetiietile time this article was published in april 1912
the revolution had broken out again on the l6th16tblath of that
month pratt received a telegram from president joseph F
smith instructing him to use whatever precaution he thought
proper for the protection of the missionariesmissionaries and to act inin
harmony with the united states embassy elders were regis-
tered with the embassy s protection committee and told not to
stay away fromgrom their quarters overnight in case a quick recall
should be necessary in june pratt visited the branches inin the
state of morelos this being the first trip into the country for
several months on account of the revolution 17 he found the

mexican mission historical report MS vol01ol A ppap 3683686969 377 church
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saints generally safe and well but often they had not been
able to hold meetings and in some instances people had fled
to mexico city

still the mission had always known difficulties and was
unwilling to view this new hardship as especially onerous for
an item in the july liahona pratt wrote that unsettled con-
ditionsclitionslons were a hindrance to missionary work but that the work
continued and prospered 18 the village of tepeiticTepe itic near cuer
navacacavaca was totally burned out and the members there scattered
but at the same time thetiietile elders were opening up puebla and
establishing ait branch in cholula As the fighting flared here
and there the missionaries were withdrawn from the southern
lowlands in august a new branch was organized near tolucatoluba
in september and in november all of the elders and many of
the saints of the tolucatoluba valley retreated to mexico city 19

fromprom this time on contact with the outlying branchesbrandies was
sporadic missionaries would pull out of a town for a few days
or a few months while it served as a battleground then return
to it when the hostilities moved on since midsummermid suminer they had
been aware that zapata was a revolutionary not a bandit and
that they were in the middle of a civil war

by august the situation inin the north too had deteriorated
to such an extent that the mormonmornion colonists were leaving their
homes for safety in the united states on hearing this pratt
went to the colonies and to el paso to ascertain the colonists
state of affairs it was indeed pitiable and after consultation
with president smith and apostle anthony ivins lieheile decided
to release those missionaries whose parents or perhaps their
own children were now refugees and in need

in september pratt went to utah to attend general con-
ference and to talk with the general authorities concerning
the future of the mission only twelve missionaries now re-
mained in central mexico and it was concluded that they might
reinainreinkinremain and continue their work as best they could the oc-
tober Improveimprovementimprovemewmemmew era carried this news item

most of the elders in the mexican mission have been re-
leased owing to the political troubles inin that country which
resulted in the mexican exodus of the latter day saints the
situation is still critical and it is not safe to return to the
colonies 20

18 liahona 1078
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for three months there was a respite from major violence
and the missionaries were again optimistic however at this
time mixfelix diaz and victoriano huerta were plotting their over-
throw of the madero government on 13 february 1913 fight-
ing exploded in mexico city the mission home itself being hit
by many bullets pratt s daughter remembers her mother having
to stay in the kitchen to cook where at least one stray shot nar-
rowly missed her the rest of the family and all of the elders
stayed in the stairwell where they were protected by an extra
wall pratt being armed with a baseball bat and others with
knives and hatpinshatkinshatpins they later picked up three unexploded
artillery shells just outside the house 21

for eight days the battle raged in the city while zapata s

forces attacked the skeleton garrisons left in the countryside
on the 19th the fighting stopped after madero s resignation
and the missionaries spent the day sightseeing the aftermath
pratt wrote a detailed account of his observations

part of thetiietile city was found to be in a terrible condition from
the effects of the battle and the streets were inin a horrible
condition with dead men and horses many of them being
burned in the streets 22

throughout the revolution the church in general and
american mormonscormons in particular maintained a very careful
neutrality never taking sides for or against any of the warring
factions 223 the mexican saints followed suit on the advice of
their leader and very few were ever involved unless they were
conscripted by one or another of the armies

still in those unstable times there were bound to be erup-
tions affecting even the most pacifisticpacipacl fistic neutralists in may
four brethren from cuautla were mistakenly accused of za
patisticbatisticpati stic sympathies and drafted into the federal army pratt
strenuously intercededintercedesinterceded on their behalf but they were taken
anyway and one of them shortly died of illness in june a
brother was falsely denounced as a zapatistapatistaZa and with no
chance for a hearing was executed on the spot in july some
mormon girls in tecalcomecalco were threatened with rape and while
pratt was arranging for their safety liehelleile found another sister ac-
cused of pro zapata activity she was shipped off to slave

parrish interview
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labor inin quintana roorog in spite of all liehelleile could do 24 in august
brother perez of san vicente received an anonymous letter
warning hirnhim to renounce mormonism and get ridnd of the elders
or be killed along with them and his family pratt took the
letter to the governor of the state of mexico with the result
that armed guards stood nightly watch at the perez hornehome until
the danger passed 25

the missionariesmissionaries themselves were never molested inin their
work either by political factions or bandits ag2g nevertheless
the first presidency of the church recognized the potential
danger and authorized pratt to leave with his family and the
remaining seven elders should conditions warrant it pratt
still refused to admit lie was licked so rather than abandon
mexico altogether lie decided to move the missionariesmissionaries to
vera cruz and awaitawaltaalt developments there

while they were arranging this move packing and appoint
ing local brethren to take over the leadership of the branches
etc the missionmission was advised by the consul general to evacuate
all united states nationals taking this as an order from the
state department the pratts and the elders hurried their prep
arationsorations and left for vera cruz the next day on 5 september
they boarded the american steamer mexico with the other
refugees and the country was again left with no direct con
tact with the church 27

EXILE

in september 1913 with the revolution nearing its peak
there were over 1600 latter day saints in mexico somesorne 11501130
of them in the area of the capital with a few scattered ex-
ceptions in the colonies these were all natives and mostly
indians 21s without much leadership experience of their own
and without their shepherd

that shepherd was like a tigertigerI1 in a cage at the october
general conference of the church lieheile said

I1 have the spirit of that mission running through my veinsveins
to such an extent that isis is almost impossible for me to talk

2mexicanmexican mission vol B ppap 8168 16
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to the people here except I1 speak inin regard to the mexican
mission 299

he affirmed that the day of the mexican indians had come and
that lie was ready to go back and continue the work under any
conditions

at a meeting for missionmission presidents following the close of
conference pratt offered to return to mexico alone and do
what liehelleile could to hold the church there together for the in-
terim

in
the first presidency and the council of the twelve

discussed the matter decided that lie should not go back and
instructed him to guide the inismissionsionslon by correspondence until
the situation settled down 30 this helielleile did devoting himself al
most exclusively to the task for the next twenty months send
ing letters of encouragement and instruction to the mexican
saints

the reports liehelleile received were alternately heartening and
distressing the mexican saints along

1
with manmanyy other people

often went hungry some were reduced to scavenging inin the
streets and eating perhaps once inin twenty four hours some
of the men had been conscripted into military serviceservice were
illlii clothed and poorly paid their families left to fend for
themselves in 1916 pratt received a pathetic letter from senora
de monroy of san marcos whose son rafael had been left inin
charge of the little branch there telling of the execution of
rafael and his counselor by a villistavillittaVil lista detachment for refusing
to renounce mormonism in spite of such hardships these
humble people remained faithful they kept the branches
running with the longiong range instructions from pratt and they
scrupulously saved a tenth of their incomeincome for tithing even
when it meant going without food 32

during his enforced exile pratt wrote much and spoke
often to american mormon audiences he was recognized as
having a more profound grasp of the mexican scene than
anyone else inin thetiietile church and lie felt it important that every
one gain somesornesonne understanding his style helped said his
daughter he was an old time orator he wasngasn t this kind that

conference report april 1913 p 47 the conferenceconscience report and the
deseret evening news are at videwide varianceananceacance on the wording of this talk but they
agree on its substance
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got up and took you logically from one point to another he
just got up there and pounded the pulpit but people listened
to him 33

he always spoke highly of the indian people his talks
and writings constantly refer to book of mormon prophecies
on the birthright of the lamanitesLamanites in an especially incisiveincisive
article for the young woman journal inin 1914 and inin a seriesserlesseriesserles
for the improvement era inin 1928 liehelleile interpreted the revolu-
tion and other signs of the times as heralding the day of that
birthrightbirthright3434 the lamanitesLama nites were ready to assume a position
of leadership and it was the duty of the church to train them
and place them there he often chided the press and public
opinion for their prejudiced view of the indians especially
of those inin mexico and declared to church members that
their missionary sons far from working among the savages
were living anamongionglong a courteous and gentle people he openly
admitted that inshislus own prejudice ran against the spanish and
other european conquerersconquerors whose influence on native mexicans
had been one of corruption rather than enlightenment

for two years from 1913 to 1914 prattpratttpratti was only partially
active inin mexican mission affairs until the church called him
to a different kind of missionmission there were LIDSLDSliisllis missionariesmissionaries
inin all of the states along the mexican border but they spoke
only english no one had ever worked with the many mexican
and spanishSpani slisiisil american residents inin these areas in june 1915
pratt was asked to open a missionmission among these people

it was an odd arrangement the new field of labor to
open first in colorado and new mexico came under the aus
apicespices and direction of the western states mission at the
same time pratt still presided over the mexican mission which
was a separate entity

the new missionmission was soon going strong but liehelleile continued to
worry about the old one by autumn of 1917 the civil war
in mexico had wound down to a level where people could re
turn to their homes and settle down to a more normal life style
cutting through red tape at the border pratt went back to
mexico after an absence of four years

his record of the train ride from laredo to mexico city
describes a long panorpanoramaarna of destruction and hunger the
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capital and surrounding area were inin better shape than liehelleile had
expected but the people still suffered fromfroin a scarcity of
just about everything including food 313 in spite of this and
other problems in the wake of war the church and its members
were in remarkably good condition during his month long
visit pratt found nearly all of the branches functioning ac-
cording to the instructions liehelleile had sent through keeping in
touch with the man they had come to regard almost as a father
figure the saints had remained faithful their own organiza-
tional abilities and even their numbers had gradually increased

in the following spring pratt made another trip again
visiting the branches the mainmalnmainmaln purpose of this trip however
was to initiate a program of bringing mexican saints to zion
arrangements had been made for fifty families to work for the
church controlled utah idaho sugar company As it turned
out the iincompatibilitiesncompatibi I1 i ties between mexican and united states
immigration laws were insurmountable and the project had to
be scrapped 1 perhaps the failure was partly due to pratt s dif-
ficulty in getting along with mexican officials his sister re-
calls that helielleile always hadllad trouble with cucustomsstorns inspectors and
showed little patience with latin bureaucracy 3717 this probably
hadllad something to do with his antiantl spanish bias as well

back in salt lake city for april conference pratt met with
the church officials who together decided to separate the
spanish speaking people from the english speaking missions
accordingly in may jurisdiction of all spanspanishish speaking
branches and missionaries was transferred to the mexican mis-
sionsionslon 38 pratt also expanded the proselyting into texas in no-
vember 1918 the mission headquarters was moved fromgroin ma-
nassa colorado to el paso texas this being a more central
location as missionaries moved into the rio grande border
towns and across the river into mexico itself

crossing the border was still a bit risky in june 1919
elders abelabet paez and victor hancock went over to do some
tracting inin and around ciudad juarez they suddenly found
themselves in the midst of a pitched battle between villistasVil listas
and federal troops and could not get back to el paso while
waiting for a chance to reach the river safely they had an
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opportunity to interview villistavillittaVil lista general felipe angeles and
elder paez spoke with pancho villa himself both of the gen-
erals expressed friendliness toward the mormonscormons and approval
of the missionary work being done inin mexico 30

the rewards outweighed the risks however and in october
a branch of the church was opened near ciudad juarez this
was the first new one inin mexico since the exodus and the first
inin the northen part of the country outside the colonies in
1920 as thetlletile elders moved down into southern texas some
were also sent to chihuahua city and monterrey the first
regularly assigned to the interior of the country since 1913

by 1921 the civil war was effectively over and the tintimetinieie was
ripe to reopen thetlletile mission in the south the first of march
saw pratt a pair of elders and church historian andrew jen
son on a train headed toward mexico city again they re-
ported much evidence of the war along the route and some
towns in ruins

during the next few weeks ten more elders arrived and all
of thetiietile old branches were visited for some places cuautla
morelos which was zapata s homehornehoine town for example this
was the first visit by american elders in ninenine years working
as a team to reorganizereorcyanize and to gather9ather history pratt and brother
jenson made a comprehensive tour of the branches and the
capital 40

at thetiietile conference of the juarez stake in november 1921
the chihualluachihuahua mission which had functioned under stake
authority was transferred to the mexican mission the local
saints had alaysalways supplied the area with missionaries but due
to colonial attrition in thetiietile revolution this was no longer pos
siblesible4sibler now pratt s elders took over all of the branches in
mexico except those in thetiietile colonies themselves and liehelleile assurassumedned
thetiietile presidency of all spanspanishish speaking organizations in the
church

their number grew over thetiletiie next three years as pratt moved
missionariesmissionaries into queretaro leon guaymasGuaymas and balabajabaia cali-
fornia in 1924 liehelleile opened up work among spanish speakers
in southern california for the first time and established a
branch in los angeles
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mission headquarters remained in el paso but much of the
time pratt was on the go to administer his far flung and ex-
panding constituency his daughter says that helielleile was con-
scientiousscient ious about attending every conference including those
in his mission those of the juarez stake and the general con-
ferencesferen ces in salt lake city he wasngasn t home any more than
four or five days at a time and when liehelleile was there was no
time for anything as liehelleile was always busy translating and re-
vising church literature then helielleile was off again to zion s

printing and publishing company inin independence missouri
to utah or to some part of the mission 4212

A NEW CALLING A NEW MISSION AND NEW TROUBLES

in january 1925 pratt was called to salt lake city and
given an added responsibility at the april conference liehelleile was
sustained and set apart as one of the first seven presidents of
the seventy contrary to his expectations helielleile retained his
duties as mission president and so was seldom able to meet with
that council but liehelleile did bring to it the experience of a pro-
fessionalfess ional missionary the authority liehelleile was given enabled him
to perform greater serviceservice in the mission field

since parley P pratt s abortive attempt to establish a chil-
ean mission in 1852 there had been no church representation
whatever inin south america now in Septenseptemberiber 1925 pratt was
called together with apostle melvin J ballard and fellow
seventies president rulon S wells to open a mission there
and they went to buenos aires argentina in november

although liehelleile was engaged inin his favorite activity pratt re-
garded the next few months as the hardest of his entire life
proselyting met considerable resistance among the Argentines
and mission progress was slow the recent death of his son
carl lee weighed upon his spirits his wife wrote of illness
and other family problems at homehornehoine he himself was sick and
only semiseini active for a long period 4 although helielleile accomplished
much on that trip and never regretted going liehelleile was very happy
to return home in september 1926

meanwhile back in mexico disaster had struck again in
order to prevent the catholic church from regaining its former
position of political dornidominancenance the landmark constitution of

12 parrish interview
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1917 had placed tight restrictions upon ecclesiastical activity
an amendment dealing with the problem specified among
other things that to exerciseexercise within the territory of the re-
public of mexico the office of minister of any church it isis nec-
essary to be a mexican by birth and all religious ceremoniesceremonies
of public worship must always be under the direct supervision
of the civil authorities 14444

early in 1926 the government reacted to a pro catholic
revolt with a stiff enforcement of these laws it was aimed
primarily at this crlcristerocnsterocristeloCriCn stero movement but of course it applied
to all other churches as well kenneth haymore acting as
provisional president of thetiietile missionmission inin pratt s absence had no
choice but to comply by august all missionariesmissionaries not born inin
mexico were withdrawn to the united states

upon his return fromgrom south america pratt found himself
again directing the greater part of his missionmission by correspon-
dence with local members work in mexico was seriously
handicapped but lie was optimistic if the crackdown loosened
the strangleholdstrangle hold of thetiietile catholic church liehelleile reasoned the re-
sult should be greater religious frefreedomedorn and growth inin the
missionmission 4

pratt told thetiietile 1927 october general conference of the
church that thetlletile missionmission in mexico was struggling along with
a skeleton crew of mexican born elders the branches some
twenty of them were being maintained inin an operational if
not thriving condition by the local priesthood holders46holders46 it
seems alnainalmostlost to have been a test of the members to see
whether they were ready to give up some of the reliance on
the paternalistic figure and handle things on their own

by 1930 the catholic church had capitulated to government
demands and was functioning normally again hoping that
this might mean a relaxationlaxationle of restrictions US ambassador
J reuben clarkdarkoark approached the government concerning foreign
missionariesmissionaries but was unable to get permission for their return
at thetlle same time february and march pratt tried hisins own
luck with local officials north and south not only was he
unsuccessful but as helielleile toured the branchesbrandies liehelleile was prevented

pratt to B H roberts 9 december 1929 church archives this letter
includes a translation of those articles dealing with religious matters and a com-
mentary on them
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as an alien minister from speaking to the congregations during
regular meetings 4717

in november and december liehelleile spent several weeks south
of the border he found the branchesbrandies in good order although
still struggling under the restrictions it was his last trip to
mexico

pratt spoke again in general conference on 6 april 1931
inevitably helielleile talked optimistically about the mexican mission
the government of mexico had recently interpreted the church
control law to mean that religious services could be heldfieldheid only
in buildings exclusively dedicated to that purpose the saints
whowiiowilo had been meeting in private homes or rented locales had
responded by building four chapelscliapels in and around mexico
city 48 with spirit and initiative like that they coudaoud not fail

after the conference was over on 9 april pratt entered
the hospital to have a hernia corrected it was not a serious
operation even for a inmanan of fifty three but complications set
in and on the morning of 14 april 1931 rey pratt died

friends relatives general authorities and several hun-
dred mexican saints many from far away packed the as-
sembly hall on temple square for the funeral 49 president
heber J grant lifelong friend and confidant apostle ant-
hony W ivins and others of the authorities who knew pratt
best spoke at the service their main theme was one of regret
that liehelleile could not stay to see his work reach full fruition

it is sad that helielleile did not live a few years more although
the restriction against foreign missionaries was imposed to a
greater or lesser degree into the 1960s native mexicans carried
on beginning inin 1934 they were joined by a trickle of elders
from thetlle united states and after world war II11 the few be-
came a flood the mexican mission that rey pratt left in 1931
has since been divided and redivided in mexico itself there
were in 1974 five missions and eleven stakes the greatest
monument to rey L pratt is the fact that there are now over
98000 mormonscormons in mexico more than in any other country
except the united states 50
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poems

by iris corry

ANOTHER HOME

trees were our umbrellas they sang of rain
the dry weeds talked I1 wanted to leave
the hot beet fields and sociable cows inin the pasture

after supper we visited late with mother
in the kitchen small gray mice listened outside
the rattlesnakes were coming streamward

one sunday a neighbor in his boots
carried my brother s body home from the water
my mother wept her apron to her face

MORMON SHADE

trees were a trademark any tree would do
As long as it cast a shadow from the big horn
south the people then the trees near the water
quick growing and soft boxeldersboxelders elms cottonwoodscottonwoods
and lombardy poplars like exclamation points

now shade for lopsided houses roots in cesspoolscesspools
peeled carcasses along forgotten ditches
the trees are old and the houses and the children
who put the cuttings inin the soil they watered

irisuris parker corry received her BS degree from Brgbrighamharn young university in
1941 she has published poetry in dialogue and was the first president of the
southern utah branch of the utah state poetry society
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moral free agency

daniel H ludlow

the subject I1 should like to discuss is basic to the gospel of
jesus christ and yet I1 am not going to talk primarily of faith
or of repentance or of the atonement but faith repentance
the atonement and all the other principles ordinances and
doctrines of the gospel are based on this principrinclprincipleprincipiple inindeeddeed
they would be virtually inoperative and nonexistentnon existent were it
not for the subject that we will discuss moral free agency

concerning the principle of free agency president david
0 mckay has written

next to the bestowal of life itself the right to direct that
life is god s greatest gift to man freedom of choice is

more treasured than any possession earth can give it is in-
herent inin the spirit of man it isis a divine gift to every
normal being everyone has this most precious of all
life s endowments the gift of free agency mans inherited
and inalienable right 1

in discussing this topic I1 would like to start at the begin-
ning but so far as I1 can tell there never was a beginning as
far as the exercising of free agency is concerned according
to the prophet joseph smith our minds or intelligences that
part of our being with which we think and make choices and
determine actions have always existed the prophet said

the mind or the intelligence which man possesses is
coequalco equal with god himself

the intelligence of spirits had no beginning neither will
it have an end there never was a time when there were
not spirits for they are coequalco equal that is coeternalco eternallsternalleternal with
our father in heaven

devotional address delivered at brigham young university 2 july 1974
dr ludlow is director of correlation for church internal communications
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intelligence is eternal and exists upon a self existent
principle it is a spirit from age to age and there is no
creation about it 2

thus the capacity of choice which is a most essential element
in free agency has evidently always been part of our being

in the process of time our intelligence was clothed with a

spiritual body by heavenly parents and we became personages
of spirit with bodies that had eyes and ears and hands and
feet all of us on this earth had the same father of our spirit-
ual bodies and because liehelleile lives in heaven we have been right-
fully taught to refer to him as our father in heaven

our spirit bodies were capable of tremendous accomplish-
ments but they also had some serious limitations there were
some laws that they could not obey and therefore there were
some blessings not available to themthern thus our heavenly
father called us into a grand council in heaven where liehelleile pro-
posed a plan that would give us further opportunities for
growth and development by giving us further opportunities of
choice there the importance of moral free agency and its
four necessary and essential conditions were explained to us
first we must have the opportunity of choice that is the op-
eration of law second there must be the possibility of the ex-
istence of opposites good and evil virtue and vice these make
possible the third the freedom of choice that is free agency
then finally a knowledge of the law and its consequences all
four of these conditions are necessary to accomplish the pro-
gressiongression which would enable us to become as our father in
heaven which was the main purpose of this new earth plan
that liehelleile proposed

when we lived with our father in heaven we did not need
to exercise faith in whether or not lie existed we knew that
liehelleile was because we saw him we walked and talked with him
we knew liehelleile existed and were convinced of his existence but
were not necessarily converted to himhirn or to his great principles
because our knowledge of him had come from external sources
with virtually no effort on our part so that we would come
to a knowledge of him in and of ourselves our heavenly
father proposed that when we came into this earth life a veil
of forgetfulness would be placed over our minds so that we
could not remember our pre earthly existence with him only

joseph fielding smith compiler teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1973 ppap 35354353 54
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then could the choices that we make here upon the earth
truly come from within us our father in heaven then prom-
ised us that while we were here on the earth liehelleile would give us
law and provide the possibility of opposites give us free agency
and send angels and prophets to teach us and give us scriptures
so we could learn the laws and understand why we should keep
themthern thus helielleile promised us the necessary conditions on this
earth so that we could become morally free before him

the nature of law was also explained in that pre earthly
council that eacheacil law has consequences opposite and equal
whenever a law is obeyed the consequence is a blessing which
results inin joy or happiness whenever a law is disobeyed the
consequence is a punishment which results in misery or un-
happiness this simple and perhaps overgeneralizedgeneralizedover explana-
tion of the law of justice portrays how order is accomplished
for in the payment of the law of either obedience or disobe-
dience the law is brought back into a state of balance and
thus order prevails the law of justice then always requires
a payment

but another law also operates inin the moral realm the law
of mercy which in no way robs or violates the law of justice
but which makes possible the vicarious payment of broken law
for example the law of mercy permits a person s disobedience
to be atoned for by the obedience of the savior providing that
the person who disobeyed the law will cease being disobedient

in other words providing that the person repents
thetiietile great plan of salvation and exaltation was then ex-

plained to us why the possibility of opposition must exist upon
the earth and how it would occur through the fall of man how
the law of justice would require a payment for the broken law
and how the law of mercy would make the atonement pos-
sible the explanation of these things was later revealed to
the prophet lehi and he taught it to his family in these words

for it must need be that there is an opposition in all
things if not so righteousness could not be brought to
pass neither wickedness neither holiness nor misery neither
good nor bad

there is a god and he hath created both the heavens
and the earth and all things that in them are both things to
act and things to be acted upon

and to bring about his eternal purposes the lord
god gave unto man that he should act for himself where
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fore man could not act for himself save it should be that
he was enticed by the one or the other

and the messiah cometh in the fulnessfalness of time that he
may redeem the children of men from the fall and be-
cause they are redeemed from the fall they have become
free forever knowing good from evil to act for themselves
and not to be acted upon save it be by the punishment of
the law

wherefore men are free according to the flesh and all
things are given them which are expedient unto man and
they are free to choose liberty and eternal life through the
great mediation of all men or to choose captivity and
death 2 nephi 211 141614 16 262726 27

it was then explained to us in this great pre earthly coun-
cil that as we would comecornecoine to the earth the spirit of christ
would be placed within each of us and another member of the
godhead the holy ghost would then be empowered to wit-
ness reveal and testify to our spirits then even though we
had a veil of mortality over our minds the holy ghost would
be able to bring all things to our remembrance if we would
listen to the prophets would read the scriptures and would
respond to the spirit of christ that isis within each of us by
praying to our father inin heaven this time however the
knowledge would come to us by an act of will on our part we
would have internalized it it would have become part of our
very being and therefore no one throughout all eternity could
take this knowledge away from us unless we by an act of will
would allow it to be taken away

now there were other purposes of course for earth life
we came here also to receive physical bodies capable of pro-
creation but the god given power to have children would
not be placed inin our physical bodies until we had arrived at an
age of accountability and had matured inin experience so we
could exercise our free agency in using these powers in righ-
teousness

it was soon evident when this great plan was presented to
us that because of the atoneratonementnent and the principle of free
agency this earth life could become a great testing and proving
period where if we proved faithful to all the laws given to us
by our heavenly father we would become even as liebelleile is and
share with him his power and glory perhaps it was when we
realized this that the sons of god shouted for joy as recorded
in job 387
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there were somesorne however inin that pre earthly council who
did not shout for joy they eitherelther lacked faith in our heavenly
father in the savior in the gospel plan or inin their own ability
or willingness to keep the law that would be given to them
thus they actively opposed the plan of our heavenly father
their leader was called lucifer the son of theonthernthernorningthe morningorning
he isis also known as the devil or satan

lucifer not only opposed the plan of our heavenly father
but helieite sought to change the terms of salvation by denying inenmen
their free agency and by de throning our heavenly father the
exact words of lucifer s boast are contained inin the book of
moses 1 I will redeem all mankind that one soul shall not be
lost and surely I1 will do it wherefore give mernerde thine honor

moses 4411

we do not know all the details of lucifer s amended plan
but we do know from revelation that liehelleile sought to destroy the
agency of man moses 43 this could be accomplished in
many ways including denying us either the opportunity or the
freedom of choice in eitherelther case not one soul would have
been lost it isis sin that causes a soul to be lost but how can a
person sin if helielleile does not have the opportunity to sinsin that isis
how can a person disobey a law if helielleile does not have a law

lucifer s plan appealed to some but it did not appeal to
any of us in this audience we saw that under his plan we
would lose the challenge of growth and progression we did
not want to live in a world where we would be on the same
plane forever we had enough faith inin our heavenly father
and in his plan in jesus christ and in ourselves that we wanted
to live in a world where there would be opportunities for
further development at the same time I1 am sure we realized
that if we were not faithful to these laws and opportunities
we might be even worse off than we were before

thus there was a great war in heaven and a key issueissue in
that war was whether or not man was to be a morally free
agent while upon the earth A vote was taken by the way
that in itself indicates that we had our free agency there in a
sense lucifer exercised his free agency in an attempt to deny
us the right to exercise our free agency two thirds of those
present voted for the plan of our heavenly father one third
voted against the plan and did not participate in it

so the plan was put into operation A physical earth was
created physical bodies were prepared for adam and eve
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their spirit bodies were placed in those physical bodies and
they became living souls then our heavenly father started
to keep the promises that he had made to us by giving themthern the
opportunity of choice he did this by giving them law by tell-
ing them what they should do and what they should not do

partake of the fruit of the tree of life multiply do not
partake of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil
through his selection of the laws lie also gave them the pos-
sibilitysibi lity of oppposites

next helielleile explained the consequences of those laws partake
of the fruit of the tree of life and you shall live forever mul-
tiply and you shall have joy and rejoicing in your posterity
partake of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil

and you shall surely die then our heavenly father did one
other thing liehelleile explained the consequences of their choices
and also explained that they would have the freedom to choose
under this great earth plan notice how all of these elements
are present in one verse in the book of moses

but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil thou
shalt not eat of it nevertheless thou mayest choose for thy-
self for it isis given unto thee but remember that I1 forbid it
for in the day thou eatesteanest thereof thou shalt surely die

moses 317

well you know the rest of the story lucifer and his fol-
lowers were cast out of heaven in order to make all of us
subject to him thus enabling himhirn to put his throne above the
throne of god liehelleile needed to accomplish two things first of
all to get sin into the world and then to keep jesus christ
from atoning for that sin

therefore lucifer tried to get adam to disobey one of the
laws when lie was unsuccessful in this liehelleile concentrated on
eve and finally enticed her to partake of the fruit of the tree
of knowledge of good and evil eve then persuaded adam
to partake of that same fruit although adam and eve had
great intellect and powers of reason in the garden of eden
they were without experience although they had the oppor-
tunity of choice and the freedom of choice in the garden of
eden yet they were not morally free because they did not fully
understand the consequences of their choice oh they heard
the words of our heavenly father in the day thou eatesteanest
thereof thou shaltshallshailshait surely die but what was death to adam
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and eve the veil of forgetfulness had already been placed
over their minds they had never seen death nor experienced
it they could not understand it and because they did not
fully comprehend the consequences of what they did their dis-
obedience of the law is referred to as transgression 11 not as
11 sin and consequently comes under the unconditional part of
the atonement of jesus christ

As a result of those transgressions two deaths were intro-
duced onto the earth physical death which resulted from their
partaking of that particular fruit and spiritual death which re-
sulted from their disobeying our heavenly father thus misery
and suffering which are the consequences of broken law
entered into the world

now because of limitation of time let us skip 4000 years
of history and come down to thetiietile birth of christ a time which
was a very important period so far as all mankind is concerned
indeed the prophet jacob in the book of mormon said that if
jesus christ did not atone then all mankind must unavoidably
perish and we would all become devils angels to a devil to
be shut out fromfrornbrorn the presence of our god and to remain with
the father of lies in misery like unto himself 2 nephi 99
the plan was that jesus christ would be born into this earth
as the only begotten son of god in the flesh and would have
power over the physical death the plan also required that
jesus christ would be sinless while liehelleile lived upon the earth so
that he would have power over all the laws and would be able
to atone for the spiritual death introduced by the fall of adam
and eve

lucifer knew these two essential and necessary character-
istics which christ must possess he may have known thistillstilis be-
cause of his pre earthly experience if not then surely lieheile knew
it because of the words of the prophets of god here upon the
earth therefore when the savior was born lucifer tried in
every way that liehelleile could think of to keep jesus christ from
achieving his great divine destiny he tried to get him to deny
his divine sonship but the savior replied 1 I came into the
world to do the will of my father he tried to get jesus christ
to break one of the laws for liehelleile knew that if he could get him
to break only one law to commit only one sin then the sav-
ior would not have power over all of the laws and therefore
could not atone for the sins of all mankind

but jesus completely resisted the enticements of lucifer
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jesus did not disobey any laws and so liehelleile is referred to in the
scriptures as the sinless one jesus christ was thus able to
atone for both the physical and the spiritual death he was able
to atone for the physical death because of the power that he
inherited from the father as thetiietile only begotten son of god
in the flesh helielleile was able to atone for the spiritual death be-
cause lie was sinless

thetiletiie next crucial question was would helielleile be willing to atone
for those deaths would liehelleile be willing to endure the intense
suffering and pain that would be required to pay for the sins of
all mankind would helielleile be willing to submit to the chains of
physical death and thereby voluntarily break the bands of
physical death for all mankind the new tetstamentTetstament records
the drama of the experiences of thetlle savior inin gethsemane at
golgotha and at the tomb inin which liehelleile fully atoned foror the
two deaths conquering both the grave and hell and thus be-
coming the great savior and redeemer of all mankind in re-
membrancemem brance of the two aspects of the atonement we have been
commanded that when we partake of thetiietile sacrament we partake
of two embleembieemblemsins bread inin remembrance of the body of christ
which liehelleile gave as a ransoransomliiiiilit for all and a liquid in remembrance
of the blood of christ which helieiteile shed for the remissionremission of our
sins see matthew 2622252622 25 inspired version

As a result of the atoneratonementnent of jesus christ we are all
freed from the bondage of the original transgression of adam
and eve as well as frcmfram all those transgressions we committed
before we arrived at the age of accountability As the savior
himself has said 11 I the lord god make you free therefore
ye are free indeed and the law also makethinakethmakesh you free dacd&c
988 therefore because of the atonement the extent of our
individual free agency today isis inin direct proportion to the
number and kind of laws we know and keep likewise the
loss of free agency today can be measured inin direct proportion
to the number and kind of laws we disobey perfect freedom
is made possible to us through the atonement but it can cornecome
only through perfect obedience to thetiietile law

the atonement of jesus christ also meant that lucifer
could not obtain his goal he cannot win all of us he cannot
winwin christ christ isis already beyond his power he cannot
winwin those who have already lived on the earth obedient to the
laws of our heavenly father and who have now been resur-
rected
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but lucifer isis trying to run up as high a score as helieite can
and liehelleile does this by trying to keep us individually from achiev-
ing the great divine purposes for which we came here upon
this earth including the exercise of our free agency he can
do it by denying us any one of the four essential qualities of
moral free agency he can do it by denying us the opportunity
of choice and liehelleile tries to do this through governments dicta-
torshipstorships through anarchy and so on he tries to do this by
destroying inin our minds at least the idea that there is a ne-
cessity of opposition and therefore lie tries to teach us there
is no sinsin it rnatterethmatterethmattereth not what a man does whatsoever a
man doethboeth is not sinsin eat drink and be merry for tonitomorroworrow
we die thus liehelleile destroys the role of opposition inin our lives
or at least liehelleile attempts to do so

he can also do it by destroying our freedom of choice by
enticing us to give up our right of free agency to other persons
or to other institutions and allow them to make our choices for
us resulting inin the evil that presidents of the church have
seen inin conimunisnicommunism and socialism and other orders of this type

he also does it by trying to encourage us not to comecorne to a
knowledge of our heavenly father by not listening to the
prophets by not studying the scriptures and therefore not
knowing of the consequences of our choices the scriptures
are irrelevant today they were written a long time ago don t
pay any attention to them he says there are no such
thing as prophets upon the earth they ceased at the time of
christ or liehelleile says that the heavens are sealed there isis no
revelation today he even says that god isis dead

thus in one way or another helielleile tries to entice usLISuis to become
like him and to become subject to the misery and unhappiness
that liehelleile now suffers to achieve his devilish aims lucifer
can and does work through iimanylany means business combines
governments on all levels military forces educational institu-
tions secret combinations of all kinds and even families
teachers and churches wherever and whenever you find a
person or an institution that seeks to destroy the free agency
of man there you will find the influence of lucifer

president henry D moyle talked on this subject inin these
words

all we have to do isis examineexamine any movement that may
be brought into our midst and if it attempts to
deprive us inin the slightest respect of our free agency we
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should avoid it as we would avoid immorality or anything
else that is vicious free agency is as necessary for our
eternal salvation as is our virtue and as we guard our
virtue with our lives so should we guard our free agency 3

president marion G romney when he was a member of
the council of the twelve in a 1957 baccalaureate address
given here at BYU gave this advice

one of the fundamental doctrines of revealed truth is

that god endowed men with free agency moses
732 the preservation of this free agency is more impor-
tant than the preservation of life itself everything which
militates against man s enjoyment of this endowment per-
suades not to believe inin christ for he is the author of free
agency

now the world today isis inin the throes of a great social and
political revolution in almost every department of society
laws and practices are being daily proposed and adopted
which greatly alter the course of our lives indeed some of
them are literally shaking the foundations of our political
and social institutions if you would know truth froinfrom error
in this bitterly contested arena apply mormon s test to these
innovations as recorded in moroni 71618171618716 18118 do they
facilitate or restrict the exerciseexercise of man s divine endowment
of free agency tested by this standard most of them will
fall quickly into their proper category as between good and
evil 4

As an example of how sin can put us into bondage let us
consider for a moment the word of wisdom because this is
a physical law that we can see and understand rather readily
the lord has said tobacco is not good for man that is the
law we have our free agency either to obey or disobey the
law if we obey the law and do not use tobacco we enjoy
better health than we would had we disobeyed the law also
by keeping the law we still have our free agency as to whether
or not we will continue to keep the law however as soon as
we disobey the law in this case when we use tobacco we
not only suffer the penalty of poorer health but we also
practically lose our free agency in the matter the broken law
has a claim over us we have become slaves to the drug and
the broken law will continue to have a claimclairn over us until we
stop breaking the law that is until we repent and essen

henry D moyle in conference report of the church of jesus christ of
lafterlatterlifterharterbarter day saints october 1947 p 46

marionclarionmarlon G romney BYU speeches of the year 30 may 1957 ppap 101110 11
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nailydailynally the same principle is involved in all of the laws given to
us by our heavenly father

now rather than interspersing this discussion with some
scriptural quotations I1 wanted to develop at least this much
and then simply to quote a few scriptures pertaining to these
principles

1 if ye continue in my word then are ye my disciples
indeed and ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make
you free john 83132831 32

2 though he were a son yet learned he obedience by
the things which lie suffered and being made perfect he
became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that
obey him hebrews 58958 9

3 stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith christ
hath made us free and be not entangled again with the yoke
of bondage galatians 51

4 men should be anxiously engaged in a good cause
and do many things of their own free will and bring to pass
much righteousness

for the power is inin them wherein they are agents unto
themselves and inasmuch as men do good they shall in
nowise loseioselosetheirtheir reward dacd&c 5827285827 28

6 and it must needs be that the devil should lemattemptremptlemar
the children of men or they could not be agents unto them-
selves for if they never should have bitter they could not
know the sweet dacd&c 2939 italics added

7 whosoever perishethperi sheth perishethperi sheth unto himself and
whosoever doethboeth iniquity doethboeth it unto himself for behold
ye are free yee areaieatedie pefpetpermittedmilredmilled to act for yourselves for behold
god hath given unto youycu a knowledge and he hath made you
ffreeree

he hath given unto you that ye might know good from
evil and he hath given unto you that ye might choose life
or death and ye can do good and be restored unto that which
is good or have that which isis good restored unto you or
ye can do evil and have that which is evil restored unto
you helaman 1430311430 31 italics added

8 be not deceived god is not mocked for whatsoever
a man sowethhoweth that shall lie also reap galatians 67

9 to him that knoweth to do good and doethboeth it not
to him it is sin james 417

10 the wages of sin is death but the gift of god is
eternal life through jesus christ our lord romans 623

11 this is life eternal that they might know thee the
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only true god and jesus christ whom thou hast sent john
173175175

an atmosphere of freedom isis necessary for the teaching
and accepting of the gospel of jesus christ the missionaries
and the message of the restored gospel have been received by
the nations of the earth in almost the same proportion as those
nations have accepted the principles of freedom so inter-
twined are thetlletile principles of the gospel and the principles of
free agency that they have become almost as one this charac-
teristicte was pointed out by president john taylor as early as
1878

besides the preaching of the gospel we have another
mission namely the perpetuation of the free agency of man
and the maintenance of liberty freedom and the rights of
man we have a right to liberty that was a right that
god gave to all men and if there has been oppression fraud
or tyranny in the earth has been the result of wickedness
and corruptionscorrupt ions of men and has always been opposed to
god and the principles of truth 5

now if what we have been saying here today isis true we
as latter day saints should be the most free of any people on
the face of this earth we have all the opportunities of choice
that other people have and more because we have the ad-
ditionalditional laws and principles of the restored gospel we have
all the possibilities of opposites shared by other people and
more because of the differences between the brightness of the
noonday sun of the restored gospel as compared with the moon-
light of protestant and catholic christianity and the darkness
of skepticism agnosticism and atheism we have all the free-
dom of choice enjoyed by other people and more because we
have modern scriptures and living prophets to guide us day by
day thus if we as latter day saints are not the most free
people on the face of the earth then we should be because we
have to a greater extent the necessary components of free
agency

now essentially that is the message that I1 wanted to give
today and I1 hope that you will agree with me now that the
theme could apply as well at a fourth of july celebration or at
a political rally as in sacrament meeting however before I1

finish I1 should like to share with you a statement by the late

john taylor inin journal of discourses london latter day saints book
depot 1878 23632365256523 63
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elder richard L evans pertaining to this topic which liehelleile gave in
conjunction with an independence day celebration the title
of elder evans brief address isis thank god for freedom

may we take a moment from some of the side issues and
from some of the irrelevant celebration and clear our
thoughts and humble our hearts and get down on our knees
and simply fervently thank god for freedom and then
get on our feet with a firm resolve toletogetogeserveto preserveserve it against all
who secretly or openly would set it asiaslasidee

thank god for freedom and for the founding fathers
who reaffirmed to a new nation an eternal timeless truth
that the right of choice that the free agency of man is a
god given inalienable right and is essential to the peace and
growth and progress and salvation of the very soul

this truth has been challenged again and again and
will yet be challenged again and again it was challenged
in the heavens before time began by the brilliant but re-
belliousbel lious lucifer there was war in heaven for freedom
and anyone who seeks to enslave men inin any sense inin mind
in spirit inin thought anyone who seeks to enslave the minds
the hearts the spirits of men is essentially in league with
satan himself for where the spirit of the lord is there
is liberty 2 corinthians 3171317517

thank god for the constitution of our country which
was brought into being by the hands of wise men whom
the lord god raised up unto this very purpose dacd&c

10180110180 thank god for the promise that inin this choice
land men shall be free from bondage and from captivity
and from all other nations under heaven if they will but
serve god ether 2121212

thank god for the right of choice for the right to be-
come whatever we can become in a free and provident land
that despite its imperfections has proved to be more efficient
for progress and human happiness than any society founded
on the false philosophies that would seek to enslave the
minds and souls of men

god grant that we may repent wherever we have de-
parted from the principles of freedom that we may pre-
serve the right to failfallfali and the incentive to succeed and live
as did the founding fathers knowing that there are no ac-
ceptablecep table substitutes for freedom

we teach our children that when they pray they should
thank our heavenly father for the blessings that he has given
to them I1 hope that in our daily private and family prayers

richard L evans from the crossroads new york harper & bros
0955 p 45
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we will always thank our heavenly father for the great
blessing that helielleile liashas given us on this earth the gift of moral
free agency and also for the right and opportunity to exer-
cise this gift as members of his church and kingdom and as
citizens of this country

I1 bear my personal witness to the fact that our heavenly
father and his divine son jesus christ are the fountainhead
of all truth and freedom by following their teachings we can
be free indeed and can find the joy and happiness that sur
passethbasseth all understanding this is their church president
spencer W kimball is their prophet on the earth I1 bear wit-
ness and testimony to you this day of these things in the name
of our savior jesus christ amen



religion and communism
in the soviet union
and eastern europe

robert R king

the starting point for many a discussion of communism
and religion isis the statement by karl marx surely one of his
most frequently quoted passages that religion isis the opium
of the people the context inin which this particular passage
occurs however isis less sarcastic

religion isis the sigh of the oppressed creature the heart of a
heartless world lustjustust as it isis the spirit of a spiritless situa-
tion it isis the opium of the people 1

in this case marx saw religion as a compensation to those who
were deprived of happinessliappiness inin this world and who therefore
sought it inin looking forward to better conditions inin the life to
comecorneconne while liehelleile was charitable toward those who inin his viewview
were forced to turn to religious fantasies inin order to find satis-
faction he was harshly critical of the bourgeoisie whom he
considered to be cynically making use of religion wittingly
or unwittingly as a tool inin their suppression of the working
class

marx s concept of historical materialism which holds that
thetlletile social and political systems determine phenomena inin the

dr robert R king isis senior analyst for rumania and bulgaria inin the research
and analysis department of radioradiradlo0 free europe munich west germany he
has written a number of books and articles on eastern europe including
Minoriminoritiesllesliesiles under communcommunismcommansm harvard universityUmersity press 1973 the author
would like to express specspecialal thanks to dennisdennnenni s rasmussen and stan A taylor
for their very helpful comqntscomments on an earlier draft of this article

karl marx contributions to the critique of hegel s phphilosophylosophy of
right inin K marx and F engelsen teisgels on religion moscow foreign languages
publishing house 1957 p 42
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sphere of consciousness and that the social and political orders
are ultimately determined by the underlying economeconomicic base
provides the basis for atheism and criticism of religion in
communist ideology in his writings on the alienation of man
liehelleile declared that maninan must create himself must become what
helielleile essentially is instead of losing himself in a religious dream
religion provides pseudoselfpselidoself realization by accepting a reli-
gious view man accepts the shadow of self realization rather
than its substance seeming rather than being for marx
then religion was a delusion or an expression of false con-
sciousnessscious ness

in his dialectics of nature engels moved one step beyond
historical materialism creating the metaphysical system known
as dialectical materialism which is stronger yet in its implied
atheism lenin was also more explicit than marx in denying
the existence of anything nonmaterial and thus also in denying
any basis for religion

the philosophical and ideological foundations of marxism
leninism s atheistic and antireligious content however are
only one aspect of the relationship between communism and
religion of no less significance is the political question of
how these ideological prescriptions are interpreted andand applied
by communist parties once they have come to exercise political
power in a specific state ideologies of any type do not long
survive as abstract philosophies they seek to capture for them-
selves a power base either a party a social class or ulti-
matelyinalnately a state such a conquest however results in a transfor-
mation of both the ideology and its power base the demands
of the ideology and the requirements of retaining political
power force the creation of a symbiotic relationship con-
stantinest s decision to adopt christianity profoundly influenced
the roman empire but at the same time this transtransformationformatlon
could not have taken place if the church had not adapted itself
to the demands inherent inin serving as the official creed just
as the state officials satisfied demands of the church so the
church acted to further goals of the state

the ideas of marx and lenin as interpreted by the com-
munist parties of the soviet union and eastern europe have
undergone a subtle process of transtransformationformatlon as they have con-
fronted their national historical inheritances and contemporary
realities this does not mean that the atheism inherent in
communist doctrine has been abandoned it does suggest how
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ever that inin practice the communist attitude toward religion
has been subject to significant variation and thus the relation-
ship between communism and religion is subject to dispas-
sionate analysis just as are other less emotional topics

there are a number of aspects to the political relationship
between religion and the communist states in eastern europe
each of which hasliasilas required a different type of response from
the communist regimes three mainmalnmainmaln areas are particularly rel-
evant in considering church state relations first are the ideo-
logical or philosophical differences which have resulted in
party and church competition to influence the beliefs of the
population second are state efforts to control the organiza-
tional or institutional elements associated with religion the
hierarchy church schools and seminariesserninaries property the adiadladminis-
trative

ninis
organization third and peculiar to eastern europe

and the soviet union is the effect upon the church state re-
lations of the close link between religion and national con-
sciousnesssciousnessscioussciousness religion isis a malormajormaior factor in determining nationality
in this area of the world

RELIGIOUS FAITH AND MILITANT ATHEISM

the first aspect of the relationship between religion and
communism inin eastern europe isis the struggle to influence
the beliefs of the population the ideological atheism of
marxism leninism and the obligation of the party to propagate
this viewview conflict sharply with the religious concept of a su-
preme being and the consequences of this premise although
there are a number of true nonbelieversnonbelievers in thetiietile party ranks who
feel an obligation to convert the world to atheism the cam-
paigns against religious belief are conducted as much for po-
litical as for ideological reasons

A primary consideration that lies behind the militant athe-
ism of the party isis the fact that religious belief challenges the
ideological justification for communist party rule the official
versionversion of marxism leninism casts the party inin the role of the
11 vanguard of the working class it rules as the expression of
the interests of the proletariat in the process of bringing about
social economiceconomic political and ideological revolution although
most members of the working class may not yet have reached
the point of recognizing their own true interests the party
seeks to educate the proletariat inin this respect and claims to
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act on behalf of this class As zbigniew brzezinski phrases
it ideology liashasilas the important effect of transforming the
party s power into authority 2 if this justification for party
rule is to be valid however one must accept the idea of class
conflict advanced by marx and engels and the concepts of
historical and dialectical materialism upon which it is based
marxism leninism therefore presents itself not merely as an
economic political or social theory but as an integral beltanweltanwleltan
schauungschauung which seeks to explain the nature of the world since
the party rules as the incarnation of official ideology to admit
the validity of any other world view opens the door to potential
challenge of its position and power

another reason for propagating atheism is related to the
party s compulsion to dominate all institutions in society and
to eliminate any serious rivals for power one of the funda-
mental sources of the influence wielded by the church as an
institution is the allegiance the faithful give to it because of
their belief in god and their conviction that the church is a
means through which they can draw closer to him in pre
communist times the power of the churches was also based
on the property they possessed and their connections with the
ruling elite but communist rule liashasilas resulted in the seizure
of church property and the imposition of severe restrictions
on the church as an institution As a result the spiritual alle-
giance of the faithful is now the most important source of the
church s strength and in seeking to destroy belief in god ath-
eist propaganda seeks to undermine this remaining source of
influence

communist authorities are very careful to make a distinc-
tion between state and party attitudes toward religion the
state according to their view must see that religious insti-
tutions are completely separated from the state and the school
system and that they restrict their activities to the performance
of religious rites individuals so long as they do not violate
the laws of the state should be permitted to follow any re-
ligion but they must also be permitted to hold no religious
belief if they so choose in any case personal beliefs should
not be cause for discrimination and all religious institutions
should be treated equally the communist party on the other
hand has an obligation to work actively to liberate the popu

zbigniew brzezinski ideology and power inin soviet politics rev ed
new york frederick A praeger 1967 p 80
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lation from religious prejudices and to this end engages in ex-
tensive atheistic propaganda

this distinction between state and party responsibilities
however has not been strictly adhered to in practice although
a separation of functions exists the lines between party and
state are blurred and it is often difficult to distinguish where
party functions cease and state ones begin the control of re-
ligious organizations is essentially a state function but the
motive for this control is to eliminate any competing center
of power that might rival the party although waging the cam-
paign against religion isis primarily a party function the state
liashasilas actively assisted the party inin this task through among other
things the school system the educational system is specifically
commissioned to educate youth in the spirit of marxism lenin
ism and the state carefully limits or prohibits religious edu-
cation of the young

despite this overlapping of functions with the state the
party has assumed the primary responsibility for combating
1 religious prejudice among the masses party propaganda or-
ganizations have led the attack on religious belief but since
their responsibilities include the whole spectrum of party propa-
ganda concerns antireligious activity has received somewhat
sporadic attention

in most communist countries special antireligious agencies
have been set up under the party to deal primarily with the
task of spreading atheism in the soviet union where atheistic
propaganda liashasilas probably been the most vigorous a party
commission on the implementation of the decree on the sep-
aration of church and state attached to the central com-
mittee was established in 1922 to guide antireligious policy
in 1925 a mass organization the league of the militant godl-
ess was created to foster the spread of atheism and by 1932
its membership was said to be over five million during the
second world war and until stalin s death in 1953 a more
tolerant attitude toward the churches led to the dissolution
of the league and to a decline in antireligious propaganda
although no new mass organization was established in 1954
when the antireligious campaign was renewed the znanieananie

knowledge society an organization designed to mobilize
the intelligentsia to provide adult education and spread propa-
ganda among the massesinasses was encouraged to take the lead but
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although its lecturers frequently deal with atheismatlieatlleatile ism it has not
become a purely antireligious institution 3i

generally speaking there has been an attempt to link
sciencescience with the campaign for atheism in most cases the
national scientific academies have sections that produce and
disseminate scientific knowledge which discredits religious
beliefs the slovak academy of sciences for example has
among thetiietile nuninumerouserous institutes attached to it an institute of
scientific atheismAtlieatlle ism the antireligious propaganda campaign
liashasilas received a loerlower priority than other urgent problems facing
the parties and this aspect of party work has thus been allotted
to or has attracted fanatical but less competent party cadres
than have other areas

there are certain elements of communist ideology whichwinch
make it a substitute for religion A communist must be con
vertedaverted and once liehelleile is converted liehelleile is expected to convinceconvince
others and the ideology demands full devotion there are
prophets marx engels lenin and sacred books das kap
traiitalhalnalnai the communist manifesto imperialism the highest
stage of capitalism to name only a few in its antireligious
campaign the party hasliasilas gone still further and has sought to
duplicate church ritual in order to fulfill the need for special
celebrations at certain points in an individual s life secular
naming and burial ceremonies are analogous to religious bap
cismtism christening and burial rites and much effort has been
made to add pomp and ceremony to civil marriage in order
to discourage religious weddings

despite official restrictions on church activities and the
party sponsored propaganda campaign against religious be-
lief the number of believers in communist states is still sur-
prisinglyprisingly large precise figures are not easily found and are
still more difficult to verify nevertheless there are some inin-
dications in slovakia the results of a survey published inin
1970 showed that 734 per cent of the blue collar workers
91.291291291 2 per cent of the peasants and farmers and 54354.354554543 3 per cent
of the white collar workers are believers and only 14 per cent
of the total slovak population could be classed as atheists
the published report of a similar sociological survey in ru-
maniamaniamanla did not give specific data but concluded that the study

for a discussion of the mainmalnmainmaln linesinesiines of sovietsolet atheist propaganda see joan
delaney grossman leadership of antiandannantl relreireligious1gious propaganda inin the soviet
union studies inin soviet thought 12 1972
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1

provides proof of the persistence of religion in hungary
the party hasliasilas officially criticized party members for permitting
their children to be baptized and to participate inin religious
instruction and for participating themselves inin religious cere-
moniesmonies including weddings and burials it isis frequently noted
inin reports on eastern europe that religious belief persists
primarily among the older generation and that young people
are less influenced by it this isis probably true but nevertheless
many young people are still believers in rumania the party
leader criticized members of the union of communist youth
not only for attending church servicesservices on special holidays but
for being inin the first rows bowing and praying 4

THE CHURCH AS A RIVAL FOR POWER

the system of governing which the communist parties of
the soviet union and eastern europe sought to establish when
they carnecame to power included what brzezinski calls an organi-
zationalzat ional compulsion to absorb andor destroy all social
groups that might even constitute passive obstructions to the
movement s dynamic need to subordinate society totally to its
power r this unwillingness to tolerate competing centers of
power and the effort to eliminate any form of pluralism isis
one of the major characteristics of communist political rule
this isis not to say however that this end has been successfully
achieved circumstances have required adjusting the goal of
achieving monolithic power to the realities of politics it must
also be kept inin mind that there are significant variations among
the communist states of eastern europe and over time there
are differences inin the degree of control achieved within any
single state

the goal of eliminating all rival loci of power although
it hasbas not been completely achieved hasliasilas brought the com-
munist regimes into conflict vithith church institutions which
inin eastern europe and the soviet union wielded considerable
political and economiceconomic power prior to thetiietile establishment of the
communist governments theytlleytiley claimed the allegiance of

adloradloadioradio bucharest 2 october 1972 ceausescu s speech which was broad
cast livelie contained very sharp comments on the attitude of youth to religion but
inin the versionersionerslonarsion published inin the party daily scinthiascinteia on the following day these
criticcriticismsismsiams were considerably toned down for informationnformad on on the persistence of
religious beliefs see sociologiasocioloviasociologicSociosacro logialovia bratislavBratbratislavabratislaaBratisislavalaa no 1 january march 1970
vntorulvfiforul social bucharest no 1 1973 and paiteletparfelelParfelpaftPait eletfletfietel budapest december
1972 and december 1973

brzezinski ideologyveovegdeo log109 and powerpou ei ppap 686968 69
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sizable portions of the population the roman catholic and
orthodox churches exercised control over large arnamountsarnountsounts of
property extensive charitable activities increased their influ-
ence and education was dominateddoininated or heavily influenced by
the local established church

once the communist parties succeeded in consolidating
their authority the pattern of action against religious institu-
tions was much the same laws and constitutional provisions
were adopted which granted freedom of religion but at the
same time the right to disbelieve was expressly specified the
soviet constitution of 1936 for example provides freedom
of religious worship and freedom to engage in antireligious
propaganda are recognized for all citizens 0 in most cases
however the freedomfreedoni to engage in antireligious propaganda
was interpreted rather broadly while the freedom of religious
worship was rather narrowly circumscribed laws were en-
acted under which church operated schools were nationalized
and church property seized in some cases buildings used for
worship were ultimately returned but since a large proportion
of church revenues had comecorne from other land holdings char-
itable activities had to be curtailed the clergy had to undergo
considerable hardship and the funds available for the upkeep
of the buildings that were retained were limited the nation-
alizationalization of chchurchu rchach operated schools was a serious blow to
religious influence in hungary for example some 60 per
cent of the schools in the country were roman catholic the
activities of seminaries and ether institutions for the training
of clergy were restricted severe limitations were placed on
the number of students they could admit and many were
closed altogether church and state were legally separated
and each communist government created an office of religious
affairs to control church activity these government agencies
exercised considerable authority over all religious denomi-
nations the state provided funds for the church regulated
appointments of the clergy and approved the election of of-
ficials to the hierarchy church officials were required to pro-
claim loyalty to the state and its policies and those who op-
posed these measures were brought to trial and imprisoned

article 124 the provisions of this article are almost identical with article
13 of the 1918 soviet constitution for the texts of these documents see jan F
triska ed constitutions of the communist party states stanford california
the hoover institution 1968
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because the issue was one of control churches that were
willing to acknowledge the supremacy of communist authority
and reach accommodations with it fared better than those that
resisted generally speaking the eastern orthodox churches
were more willing to cooperate than was the roman catholic
the eastern orthodox traditions of separate autonomous
national churches having only superficial links with each other
and with the ecumenical patriarch in istanbul and of close co-
operation with state officials both of which long predated
the communist parties acquisition of power made such ac-
commodation easier clergy who were willing to accept com-
munist demands were given preference and those whowilowito op-
posed the new restraints were incarcerated

in the soviet union the process of bringing the russian
orthodox church under state and party control was given high
priority after the bolshevik coup d6tatdetatd etatbetat of 1917 because of
the very close relationship between the church and the tsarist
regime that had existed before the october revolution the
communist party regarded this as a particularly important
task in the period between 1917 and 1941 the church was
subjected to three major campaigns involving persecution of
the clergy and the placing of restraints on the right to worship
coupled with antireligious propaganda each of these cam-
paigns was in turn followed by a period of moderation during
which antireligious activities did not cease altogether but be-
came less vigorous germany s attack on the soviet union in
june 1941 marked the beginning of a new period of toleration
toward the russian orthodox church As soviet troops sought
to hold back the invading wlehrniachtwehrmachtwebrWehrmacht the orthodox hierarchy
rallied to the defense of the motherland by issuing proclama-
tions encouraging the war effort and making financial con-
tributions faced with the task of defeating germany stalin
altered his earlier approach and adopted policies favorable to
both the russian orthodox church and russian nationalism
the church benefited from this arrangement there was a re-
vival of religion and the number of orthodox congregations
increased significantly after the war the church was permitted
to maintain and even improve the position it had achieved
inin return for its support of soviet foreign and domestic policies
but the relative tolerance of religion that marked soviet policy
tinderunder stalin after 1941 did not continue long after the dic-
tator s death in 1954 an intensified campaign against the
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church and religion was initiated and has continued with
varying degrees of vigor since then the situation of the
churches remainsremains far from favorable but the persecution to
which they are subjected is relatively minor compared to that
of the 1930s although it is still serious nevertheless the
size and influence of the russian orthodox community are
significant there are more functioning orthodox congrega-
tions at present than there were in 1944 statistics must be
treated with caution but the number of people actively prac-
ticing religion in the soviet union is in the realm of 40 million
with some estimates as high as 64 million 7 the russian ort-
hodox church survives in the soviet union because it is no
threat to the regime church dignitaries call upon the faithful
to pray for their god protected country and its governgovernmentmen C 8

the government in return acknowledges the services of the
church for exaexampleniple patriarch aleksei received the order of
the red banner of socialist labor three times 9

the process of achieving an accommodation between the
orthodox churches and the communist governments after 1945
went more smoothly inin eastern europe than it had in the soviet
union the serbian orthodox church in yugoslavia and the
bulgarian and rumanian orthodox churches came to terms
relatively quickly with the new governments although the
activities of all three were restricted and inin all somesorne members
of the clergy were uncooperative the serbian church has re-
tained sornesomewhatwhat greater autonomy because of the unique polit-
ical situation in yugoslavia the bulgarian and rumanian

davdavidd povellpowell the effectiveness of soviet antireligiousanti religious propaganda
the public opinion quarterly 13 fall 1967

telegram from patrpatriarchi arch pipimenmen of the russrussiani an orthodox church to chair-
man of the council of ministers aleksealeksei kosyginkosigin on the 50th anniversaryanniersary of the
soviet ununionon thurnalzhurnalZhur nal moskovskoi paltiarkhilpatnarkhii I11 Janujanuaryaryl 1973

the following discuss the status of religareligireligionon inin the sovsovietletiet union michael
bourdeaux patriarch and prophets persecution of the russian orthodox church
today london macmillan 1969 robert conquest religion in the USSR

london bodley head 1968 max hayward and william C fletcher eds
religion and the soviet starestatestalesrste A Diledilemmavlmanimamima of power new york frederick A
praeger 1969 richard H marshall jr ed aspects of religion in the soviet
union 191719671917 1967 chicago university of chicago press 1970 walter ko-
larz religion inin the sonetsoviet union london macmillan 1961 william C
fletcher religion and soviet foreign policy 194519701945 1970 london oxford uni-
versity press 1973 bohdan R bocBocibodbolibociurkiwIL

i urkiw religion in the USSR after
khrushchev inin john W strong ed the sonetsoviet union under brezhnev and
kosiginkosyginKosy gin the transition years new york van nostrand reinhold 1971
joan delaney grossman khrushchev s antireligiousanti religious policy and the cam-
paign of 1954 soviet studies 42342425 3 january 19751973 and bohdan R bociurkiwBoci urkiw
the shaping of soviet religious policy problems of communism 22322 3
may june 1973
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churches however have become essentially instruments of state
policy

dealing with the roman catholic church has been a more
complex and difficult task for the east european communist
parties the catholic faithful and clergy acknowledge alle-
giance to and accept guidance from a supreme authority beyond
the boundaries of all individual states the catholic church s

strong international connections give it a resiliency that auto-
nomous national denominations do not have also the cath-
olic tradition in western and central europe has not been one
of subservience of church to state as was the case with the
eastern orthodox denominations the resolve of the east
european regimes to establish control over catholic religious
bodies within their boundaries was strenastrenstrengthenedythenedYth ened by the anti-
communist stance of the vatican and its links with catholics
in western europe

one of the actions taken by the soviet and rumanian
governments was to force the merger of the uniate or greek
catholic churches with the predominant eastern orthodox
church the uniate groups acknowledge the pope as supreme
head of thetiietile church but their liturgy and organization follow
the eastern orthodox tradition which they have observed
since their conversion to christianity before the ninth century
uniatesunmates living inin transylvania now western rumania ac-
cepted papal authority in the seventeenth century when the
area was a part of the austrian empire thetiietile uniatesunmates of the
soviet union were ethnic ukrainians who inhabited territories
that were annexed from poland and czechoslovakia after
world war 11II they had likewise accepted papal authority in

the seventeenth century when they were under austrian rule
when the communist party came to power in rumania and
when the soviet union annexed eastern galicia from poland
and thetlletile carpatho ukraine from czechoslovakia during world
war 11II there were approximately one and a half million and
three and a half million uniatesunmates in the two states respectively
since these christians observe the byzantine rite which the ort-
hodox churches also follow it was considered simple for them
to sever connections with rome and return to the fold of ort-
hodoxythodoxy tillsthis served two purposes it broke the uniate link
with the vatican and it emphasized to the more compliant
orthodox hierarchy the value of cooperating with communist
officials since the reconversion of the uniatesunmates had been an
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orthodox aim for generations the ukrainian uniate con-
gregationsgregations were merged with the russian orthodox church
in 1946 and the transylvanian uniate congregations joined
the rumanian orthodox church in 1948 these moves were
accomplished under official pressure and members of the
clergy who opposed it were imprisoned

the roman catholic church in poland hungary czecho-
slovakia and northern yugoslavia however proved to be more
of a problem to the new communist regimes catholics made
up the major portion of the local population and since they
were solidly latin by tradition they could not easily be merged
with the orthodox church the leading catholic clerics in
all four countries became focal points of opposition to the new
communist regimes and all were subsequently restricted to a

greater or lesser degree in the performance of their pastoral
duties this was the fate of archbishop stepinacstepanacStepinac of zagreb

yugoslavia cardinal mindszenty of hungary archbishop
beran of czechoslovakia and cardinal wyszynski of poland
communist authorities were more successful in ultimately
securing the compliance of catholic leaders in czechoslovakia
and hungary than they were in poland and croatia although
in all areas resistance was vigorous in czechoslovakia and
hungary the catholic population while still substantial rep-
resents a smaller proportion of the total calvinist protestants
make up a quarter of the population of hungary and there are
lutheransLuth erans as well protestant groups are also to be found in
czech areas in hungary slovakia and croatia somesoine of the
catholic hierarchy were tainted by association with the fascist
governments of these areas during world war 11II and in most
cases at least some were found who were willing to cooperate
on terms acceptable to the new regimes and this in turn led
to division within the church associations of catholic laymen
and clergy were formed which accepted communist authority
but the more staunchly communistanticommunistanti hierarchy supported
the vatican refused cooperation and vigorously opposed any
state encroachmentsencroach ments upon church prerogatives

by and large the parties in hungary and czechoslovakia
succeeded in weakening catholic influence and in undermining
the church as a center of power outside party control in
croatia the break between tito and stalin in 1948 and the
political and economic reforms that followed forced accommo-
dation between the party and the catholic church although
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archbishop stepinacstepanacStepinac was not permitted to resume his duties
church officials acceptable to both the vatican and the yugo-
slav league of communists were found As yugoslav society
and the country s econeconomyorny have evolved in the direction of
greater pluralism the catholic church as well as other re-
ligious groups in yugoslavia hasliasilas been given greater latitude
the recent strengthening of the party and the concern for
ideological revitalization that has been evident since 1971 have
led to renewed conflict as the party has sought to limit church
influence

in poland thetiietile catholic church has been most successful in
maintaining its power despite efforts of the communist party
to undermine it the catholic position in poland is strength-
ened by the fact that as a result of the boundary changes
which resulted from world war II11 the country is almost en-
tirely polish and overwhelmingly catholic polish nationalism
has been linked with catholicism and the church played a
significant role in polish life before the communist dominated
government came to power to a greater extent than in any
other east european country the polish catholic church has
remained a strong dynamic alternative center of power

the unique position of the church in poland before world
war 11II prepared the way for the continuation of its influence
but political developments since 1945 have also contributed to
this throughout eastern europe at times when the party
clearly liashasilas the upper hand the campaign against religion is
rigorously pressed but when communist control is threatened
the party relaxes its campaign against the church in the wave
of unrest that swept through eastern europe in 1956 poland
very nearly suffered the chaos and disaster that befell hungary
inin its ill fated revolution As part of liishisilis program to stabilize
the situation the new polish party leader wladyslaw gomulka
reached an unwritten modus vivendivisendi with the church in which
the latter would support his efforts to avert chaos in poland
in return for full freedom of religious activity neither go-
mulka nor cardinal wyszynski nurtured any illusions about
the other s intentions but it was in the interest of both to reach
an agreement once the party had reestablished its control it

began a policy of petty harassment of the church whose power
made the consequences of a frontal assault too costly the
church for its part used the temporary respite to strengthen
its position in the struggle with the party by the mid 1960s
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howeverlioiioilowever the party and state had again regained the initiative
and attacks on the church were intensified in the internal
crisis that followed the polish workers riots of december 1970
the polish regime again made conciliatory moves toward the
church nevertheless the underlying differences were not re-
solved and following a period of improvement their relation-
ship is again strained

oilon the question of relations between the catholic church
and the communist governments the vatican is a significant
issue the appointment of bishops and higher church officials
requires the approval of the vatican as well as that of secular
authorities at various times east european governments have
sought to weaken and divide the national catholic hierarchies
by making direct approaches to the vatican this was en-
couragedcou raged by popes john XXIII and paul VI both of whom
showed interest in reducing the hostility between the catholic
church and the east european governments the polish gov-
ernment approached the vatican in the early 1960s and indi-
cated interest in direct warsaw vatican negotiations in ailanallali at-
tempt to undercut cardinal wyszynski s position in the polish
hierarchy and to encourage those elements who favored a more
flexible approach to church state relations rome howeveriiolioilowever
insisted that cardinal wyszynski must be involved inin any
warsaw vatican negotiations and little progress was made
in the aftermath of the events of december 1970 and the
changes in government and party leadership that followed
the polish government established official contacts with the
vatican for the first time and other high level negotiations
have subsequently taken place A limited agreement was
reachedreadied to maintain permanent contact but a number of im-

portant issuesissues remainremain unresolved
A limited agreement was also reached between the hun-

garian government and the vatican in 1964 under which a
number of long vacant sees were to be filled although full res-
olution of all outstanding issues was precluded by the probproblemlern

of the primate of hungary cardinal mindszenty who had
sought asylum in the american legation in budapest inin 1956
and had remained there in september 1971 however the
hungarian government and the vatican came to an accord
under which mindszenty eventually went into exile in vienna
and certain personnel changes were made in the administration
of the church in hungary although the vatican formally con
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tinuedlinued to recognize cardinal mindszenty as primate until early
1974 the hungarian government has not done so since his
trial and imprisonment in 1949 the vatican s desire to retire
mindszenty as archbishop and primate of hungary a decision
with which the cardinal did not agree led in january 1975 to
agreement between the vatican and the hungarian govern-
ment on the appointment of a seriesserlesseriesserles of new bishops

in early 1973 czechoslovakia also took a first step toward
improving relations with the vatican by working out an agree-
ment on the appointment of four new bishops though nego-
tiationstiations were difficult and protracted and both sides were re-
quired to compromise

the efforts of the east european governments and the vati-
can to reach compromises reflect a new attitude on the part of
both the vatican has shown increasing willingness to come to
terms with the political realities of eastern europe in the in-
terest of preserving what remains of the church s influence
and of creating a climate in which it isis hoped the clergy will
be given more freedom to carry out their duties this has pro-
duced certain conflicts of interest between rigidly anti com
munistinunisteunist elements in the east european clergy on the one hand
and other members of the clergy and vatican officials who are
more flexible on issuesissues of church state relations on the other
the east european governments also have their own reasons
for permitting the churches greater latitude than in the past
in part this is because the regimes feel a good deal iimorelore self
confident today the economic and social progress achieved in
eastern europe has been in large measure responsible for an
increasing degree of popular acceptance of communist rule
and in response to the growing interest in detente the gov-
ernmentsern ments have been anxious to show good will and resolve
outstanding east west conflicts improving relations with
the vatican is part of a more conciliatory policy toward the
west which liashasilas been emerging generally inin eastern europe
over the last few years 10

in their efforts to eliminate rivals for power the com-
munist parties of eastern europe have had the greatest suc-
cess in establishing dominance over the national eastern ort-
hodox churches As noted above the catholic church has

on vatican relations with eastern europe see knut waif die ostpolitik
des vatikansVa tikans aussenpolifikaussenpolitik 4thath quarter 1973 and hansjacobhansjakobHans jakob stehle va
tikanischetikanische ostpolitik europaeiicheeuropaeischeEuropa eische mundschaurundschauRund schau 741 january march 1974
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resisted far more vigorously owing to its stronger international
ties with the vatican and a tradition of greater assertiveness
visvis Aa visvis the state communist success with protestant groups
has been mixed generally speaking the traditional calvinist
and lutheran protestants inin eastern europe have close rela-
tions with similar foreign religious groups but at the same
tirnetunebirne they are less numerous and less centrally organized
for the most part they have come under state control and re-
ceiveceiveceide state financial support inin return for which they have had
to accept restrictions on their activities the more radical sects
have been perhaps the least willing to compromise and as a re-
sult have suffered the greatest persecution and restriction the
jehovah s witnesses and certain pentecostal groups have en-
countered the most severe penalties inin many countries inin
eastern europe for example they are legally prohibited
primarily because of their refusal to acknowledge loyalty to
the state to serve inin the armed forces to salute the flag etc

the communist parties have inin general been successful
inin their attempts to dornidorninatedominatenate the churches of eastern europe
the weapons available to the state are formidable restrict-
ions including imprisonment of church members and clergy
and the physical power to enforce state decisions and induce-
ments financial support control over buildings used for
worship and permission to train clergy have been used inin
carrotcarroi and stick fashion to secure compliance and establish
state control there are however individual variations the
polish catholics have retained the greatest freedom of action
and the rumanian orthodox church represents perhaps the
other end of the spectrum at which the church accepts state
control and cooperates with political authorities inin achieving
communist goals n

NATIONAL consciousness AND traditional VALUES

an additional element which complicates the relationship
between religion and communism inin eastern europe isis the role

the situation of the churches inin eastern europe isis discussed inin the fol
lowing works vladimir gsovski ed church and slarestatestale behind the iron curtain
new york frederick A praeger 1955 hugh seton watson the east eu

ropeanpopean retoReiorevolutionlution 3rdard ed london methuen 1956 ppap 28795 and the
chapters on religion inin the variousvarious olumesvolumesblumes inin the seriesserlesseriesserles east central europe
under the communists published by frederick A praeger inin 1957 L A D
dellin ed bulgaria vratislav busek and nicholas spulberspelberSp ulber eds czechoiloczechosloCzech osloajio
vailavakiavagiavasia stavro skendi ed albania oscar halecki ed poland and stephen A
fischer galati ed romania two noteworthy articles are stanislaw staron
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of religion as a primary element in determining the nationality
of the peoples of this region particularly in the balkan penin-
sula and poland in the balkans nationalism developed even
later than in central europe because the social conditions that
foster its rise were less advanced in areas which had been part
of the turkish empire the turks virtually eliminated the
local nobility as they conquered the balkans and controlled
their subjects indirectly through greek religious leaders
nationalism in the area was strongly influenced by religious
identification because the struggle against the turks was
linked to the struggle for church autonomy the serbian in-
dependence movement became a struggle to obtain a serbian
patriarchate greek national identity was maintained primarily
through the greek orthodox church montenegrinsmontenegrinoMontenegrins who were
never officially subject to the turks were led by priest princes
who ruled in both secular and religious affairs the real be-
ginning of bulgarian nationalism was the sultan s recognition
of the bulgarian exarchate in 1870 serbsgerbs and croatschoats have the
same racial origins and the same language but serbsgerbs are ort-
hodox and croatschoats are roman catholics the serbo croatian
speaking moslems of bosniabesnia herzegovina have preferred to
call themselves yugoslav moslems rather than serbsgerbs or croatschoats
in post war yugoslavia albanians are the exception about
70 per cent are moslem 20 per cent orthodox and 10 per
cent roman catholic hence national identity in the former
turkish territories is primarily determined not by territorial
or ethnic considerations but by religion 12

in poland the catholic church and polish nationalism be-
came linked in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
when the failure of attempts to bring about national unity
under the political leadership resulted in sentiment for unity
shifting to the polish catholic church and poles outside it

state church relations in poland world politics july 1969 and frank din-
ka sources of conflict between church and state inin poland review of pol-
itics july 1966

for four interesting studies of this link between nationalism and religion
in the balkans see george G arnakis the role of religion in the develop-
ment of balkan nationalism in charles and barbara jelavich eds the balkans
inin transition berkeley university of california press 1963 ppap 11544115 44
radu R florescuFIoresflorescu the uniate church catalyst of rumanian national con-
sciousnesssciousness the slavonic and east european reviewrenew 45 no 105 july 1967
32442324 42 emanuel turczynskyturczynskyjTurczynsky nationalism and religion in eastern europe
east european Quarlquarterlyerly 54 january 1972 ppap 46886468 86 and asen G dimofdikof
george S rakovskikrakovskiRakovski in the struggle for the Reestablishment of the bulgarian

church east european quarterly 8 no 2 june 197417720219741771974 177202177 202
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were considered to have doubtful national loyalties this
trend was strengthened as first parts and eventually all of
poland became annexed to prussia russia and austria be-
tween 1772 and 1795 with the bulk of the polish population
and territory under protestant prussian and orthodox russian
control fronifromfroni 1795 until 1918 a primary distinguishing feature
of thetiietile polish nation was its catholic religion particularly in
that part of the country dominated by prussia and later the
german empire religious channels were used for the ex-
pression of polish political views and the institutions of the
church were utilized to preserve polish culture the church
became the rallying point for polish nationalism and the strug-
gle between german and pole became at least in part one
between prussian lutheranism and polish catholicism bis-
marck s policy of kulturkampf against the poles ultimately suc-
ceeded inin strengthening polish nationalism and tied it more
closely to the catholic church in those parts of poland under
russian domination the struggle to control the restless poles
likewise assumed many of the features of an orthodox cath
olic conflict this very close identification between catholicism
and polish nationalism continued after the establishment of an
independent poland in 1918 and was one of the primary rea-
sons for the strong position of the catholic church even after
the communist party came to power in 1945 13

because of the link between religion and national conscious-
ness communist governments in eastern europe have on oc-
casion made use of religion when it has served their goals
A classic instance was the creation of the macedonian ortho-
dox church in yugoslavia the crux of the question is the na-
tionalitytionality of the slavic inhabitants of macedonia an area that
has been the source of conflict between serbia yugoslavia
after 1918 and bulgaria for the last century

during the second world ward tito in line with his plan
to solve the yugoslav nationality problem by creating a fed-
eration of different national republics recognized the existence
of a macedonian nationality which was neither serb nor
bulgarian under communist direction a yugoslav people s

republic of macedonia was founded in 194419 linguists and
literati began the process of creating a separate macedonian

for a discussion of nationalism and catholicism in poland see lech
trzeciakowskiTrzeci akowski the prussian state and the catholic church in prussian poland
187119141871 1914 slavic review 264 december 1967
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literary language in 1945 historians began writing mace-
doniandonian histories and a macedonian culture was developed

initially the bulgarian party accepted the existence of this
macedonian nationality but inin 1956 it reversed its stand
during a period of strained relations between yugoslavia and
the soviet union in 1958 bulgarian leaders proclaimed the
population of macedonia to be bulgarian concerned that the
bulgarian claims might find an echo among some of the mac-
edonian population the yugoslav league of communists ap-
proved the convening of a church conference which pro-
claimed the establishment of an independent macedonian
orthodox church the league of communists and the yugo-
slav government were deeply involved in its creation although
the basic hostility to religion was not altered the party how-
ever recognized the importance of religion as a means of af-
firming national existence and stimulating national conscious-
ness the independent macedonian church was a means of em-
phasizingpha sizing macedonian nationality and hence it was encour-
aged 14

in the soviet union as well religion and nationality have
tended to reinforce each other in both tsarist russia and the
soviet union however the russian orthodox church in the
interest of preserving its own power and the state inin the in-
terest of furthering its nationality policy have opposed auto-
nomous orthodox churches for the non russian nationalities
particular objections were raised to the establishment of an
autonomous ukrainian church a separate ukrainian orthodox
church had been merged with the russian orthodox church in
1686 because the ukrainians are closest in culture and lan-
guage to the great russians and represent the largest non
great russian nationality in the soviet union the desire to
integrate the ukrainians into the russian group has been an
element of both tsarist and soviet nationality policies similar
considerations underlie the opposition to separate status for
the byelorussian orthodox church which was terminated by
the soviet government in the 1950s1930s after a short lived struggle
for autonomy autocephalous orthodox churches existed in
estonia where about one fifth of the population are orth-
odox and latvia where only about 9 per cent of the popu

on the creation of the macedonian orthodox church see stephen E
palmer jr and robert R king yugoslav communism and methefhe macedonian
questionQueshionfion hamden conn archon books 1971 ppap 16573165 73
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lation are orthodox during the period when these countries
were independent after 1918 but they were merged with the
russian orthodox church once the soviet union annexed
these baltic states during world war 11II

the georgian orthodox church which was absorbed by
the russian orthodox church in 1811 shortly after the tsar
acquired georgia declared itself autocephalous in 1917 in the
confusion following the collapse of the tsarist government
A century of russian dornidominationnation however led to the russifi-
cation of the church and to its estrangement fromgrom the georgian
population its independence was acknowledged by the russian
orthodox church in 1943 shortly after stalin had removed a
number of restrictions on the hierarchy of the latter although
there is no direct evidence linking him with the decision to ac-
knowledge the georgian church in his youth stalin who was a
georgian had studied at a sernseminaryinary in tiflis and liehelleile had
firsthand knowledge of the conflict between the russian and
georgian churches

the armenian apostolic church which still retains cer-
tain historical distinctions from the orthodox churches has
also succeeded in maintaining its independent status in the
soviet union although its activity has been restricted by the
soviet government and its membership has suffered as a result
of antireligious campaigns conducted by the party the church
is a major factor in armenian national consciousness more
armeniansArmen ians live outside the soviet union than within its bor-
ders and hence the soviet government has found the church
and its head the catholicos of all armeniansArmen ians useful adjuncts
to soviet foreign policy 15

the proportion of roman catholics in the soviet union is

not large particularly since the uniate or eastern rite catholic
groups were forcibly merged with the russian orthodox
church after world war 11II nevertheless the population of
the soviet republic of lithuania is about 80 per cent latin
rite catholic and lithuanian nationalism has been linked with
that religion the catholic hierarchy in lithuania has been
placed in a very awkward position soviet officials have de-
manded compliance with the government policy of discrediting
dissident elements but significant segments of the clergy and
population are pushing the hierarchy to represent lithuanian

for a discussion of the armenian and orthodox churches in the soviet
union see kolarz religion inin the soviet union ppap 9512795 127 and 15075150 75
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national interests more vigorously to soviet authorities the
pressure on the hierarchy was particularly intense inin may 1972
when a wave of national and religious unrest swept the republic
after a lithuanian student immolatedimmo lated himself in protest against
soviet policies vis a vis the church

mohammedansmobarnmedansMohammedans constitute the second largest religious com-
munity in the soviet union their primary influence is con-
centratedcent rated among the less developed nationalities in the cau-
casian region and soviet central asia here again culture and
national consciousnessconsciousness are very closely tied to religion alt-
hough the campaign against islam isis pursued along much the
same lines as that against the christian religions soviet for-
eign policy has occasionally required that thetiietile campaign against
the moslems be toned down when the USSR liashasilas sought to
establish good relations with the moslem states in the middle
east and asia attempts have been made to soften the worst
features of the antiantl islamislain policy in the case of the moslemmoslenI

groups however an additional element has conditioned soviet
policies their religion is seen as one of the major impediments
to the social and economic modernization of the peoples of
islam As a result soviet policy vis a vis the moslems is based
on the assumption that mohammedanism encourages adher-
ence to backward reactionary cucustomsstorns and is opposed to
education and iimodern culture in discussing the problem as
it affects soviet central asia a soviet newspapernewspaper1616 noted that

11 old and harmful traditions cucustomsstorns and ceremonies are as a
rule linked with religious beliefs but our soviet way of life
demands new customs

the communist concern to eliminate traditional ways of
life and induce social and economic modernization is a serious
and sincere effort because religion and particularly islam
and other non christian religions tends to encourage and
perpetuate traditionalism the campaign against them in
central asia and the eastern soviet union is as much a function
of thetlletile ideological drive for modernization as it is an effort to
promote atheism in their ideological activity the communist
parties have emphasized thetiietile link between ideological indoctri-
nation and technical modernization making modernization
seem like the consequence of ideologically inspired action
thetiietile organizational compulsion of the party for ideology ac

sodelSovetSovelsovelskayasovetskayatesjaskayatesfa kirgiziaKirg izia 11 november 1972
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tion thus bebecomescornes the source and means of modernization 11171

religion particularly the non christian variety isis seen as an
obstacle to economic and social progress and the antireligious
struggle bebecomescornes linked with the antitraditionanti tradition campaign 18

LATTERDAYLATTER DAY SAINTS AND EASTERN EUROPE

in light of the policies toward religious institutions inin
communist eastern europe the injunction to preach the re-
stored gospel to every nation kindred tongue and people isis
at present difficult to obey in most cases religious belief and
worship are permitted within certain limits but the collection
and any disbursendisburdendisbursementlent of church funds are handled by the state
and the publication of religious literature isis carefully controlled
and censored by government agencies these regulations would
cause difficulty but the church could probably live with them
the most seriousserious obstacle is the general prohibition on pros
elytingeluting the problem isis not just the difficulty of bringing mis-
sionaries

mismls
sioslosionslonsionanesnanesariesarles into eastern europe from other countries but the
restriction on proselyting generally As noted above the soviet
constitution of 19561936 whichwinch isis still in force specifies that all
citizens are entitled to freedom of religious worship and free
dom to engage in antireligious propaganda the right to en-
gage inin religious propaganda isis not guaranteed and soviet
authorities have generally opposed or prohibited such activity
A representative of the church was told that the latter day
saints could have a meetinghouse inin the soviet union but
missionariesmissionaries would not be permitted 19 the other east euro
pean states also generally restrict religious proselyting in
rumania for example changing one s religion isis made difficult
by administrative measures the baptist church there whose
situation is somewhat analogous to what the latter day saints
situation would be cannot baptize a new member without
first receiving permission from a local official of the depart-
ment of cults and permission isis generally given only for
those who come from families that are already bapBaptistbaptist20tistaist 2021

brzezinski ideology and powerpouey ppap 798079 80
one interesting study on the relationship between religion and social

change isis ethel and stephen P dunn religion as an instrument of culture
change the problem of the sects inin the soietsovietsoletcoiet union slavic review 23323235 3

september 1964
defdeseretDes eiel newsneusneutnewt church section 3 november 1973 p 10

iosiflosifjosif ton the present situation of the baptist church inin rumania re
ligion inin communistcommuncommanst lands supplementary paper no I11 london centre for the
study of religion and communism november 1973 ppap 111211 12
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A related problem that would face the latter day saints
in initiating activity in eastern europe would be the small
number of local members of the church most communist
governments permit existing religious groups to practice their
faith but they are reluctant to permit the introduction of new
ones yugoslav government officials said for instance that
an LDS church would be given the same status as other
churches in yugoslavia but that it would have to be founded
and operated by yugoslav citizens 221 the only area of eastern
europe today with a sizable latter day saint community is
east germany where a number of prewar members of the
church have remained theytlleytiley are permitted to conduct services
and the dresden mission headed by an east german citizen
who is a member of the church is currently supervising their
organizations but the church is subject to a number of restric-
tions some of them severe 22 in the other countries of eastern
europe and the soviet union membership has never been
large and most latter day saints have now left these areas

the latter day saints connections with the united states
would also make the initiation of missionary work in eastern
europe more difficult although state to state relations be-
tween moscow and washington have improved considerably
in the last few years western influence is still seen as a chal-
lenge to communist ideology soviet attitudes have moved be-
yond the claim made inin 1951 that mormon missionaries in fin-
land were engaged in war propaganda kindling revanchistrevanchist
feelings maintaining active liaison with representatives of
outlawed fascist parties of finland etc 1223 nevertheless the
fact that the church headquarters are in the united states
that the bulk of the church membership lives there and that
the americas are considered to be the promised land would
make the task of the church more difficult

in order to lessen the identification of the church with
america if missionaries are eventually permitted to enter east
european countries they probably should be citizens of countries
other than the united states particularly the neutral european
states of austria switzerland finland and sweden even
more favorable would be the use of missionaries from other

deseret news church section 53 november 1973 p 10

22forfor a brief comment on the church in east germany see BYU today
28 no 9 december 1974519719744 5

izvestia 19 june 1951
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communist states if the opportunity for missionary work does
develop church members from east germany would be in the
best position to gain permission to preach the catholic church
and its current success in improving relations with the east
european governments might help the latter day saints if
agreement can be reached with the vatican which has exten-
sivesive international influence agreement with the latter day
saints is also possible sincesince mormon connections with salt lake
city would be seen as a threat of lower order

political conditions do not yet appear to be ripe for the
church to expand into eastern europe and the soviet union
however although the current climate of detente may mark the
beginning of a new period in which conditions may arise that
will ultimately permit this the process of improving soviet
american relations has begun and promises certain improve-
ments in terms of a reduction of international tension the
soviet union and the east european countries are anxiously
taking steps to prevent western ideas from influencing their
internal development as they improve interstate relations with
the west nevertheless it seems probable that as interstate re-
lations improve western ideas will more easily reach eastern
europe As progress is made toward detente increasing east
west contacts should provide an opportunity for citizens of
communist states to travel inin the west and to meet westerners
who visit their countries which will create opportunities for
them to hear and accept the gospel missionary work in italy
for example started among the italian gastarbegastarbeiterGastGas tarbearbeiterlteriter living in

west germany in view of the large numbers of croatian
workers also in germany the way to begin missionary work
directed toward yugoslavia right now would be to develop
a program for these people in west germany the larger
the number of church members inin eastern europe the easier
it will be to secure permission to expand church activity and
ultimately introduce missionaries

although the communist party is currently the major ob-
stacle to church activity in eastern europe it isis the party itself
that is creating the conditions which may help the church to
be successful once the opportunity to proselyte presents itself
one of the more serious problems is the link between religion
and nationality in poland and the balkans at least changing
one s religion isis almost the equivalent of denying one s na-
tionalitytiona lity the communist governments have set inin motion
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social and econeconomicornic changes that are beginning to weaken
this link however and the process of social and economic
modernization industrialization and urbanization that is taking
place under the communist aegis is likewise weakening the
traditional minded rural population which has been a primary
source of strength to the established churches in eastern eu-
rope the latter day saints have had considerable missionary
success among people who have found themselves separated
from their traditional society or who are searching for stability
in a world from which their traditional values have disap-
peared hence missionary work in urban areas has been more
successful than in rural areas conversions in nineteenth cen-
tury england for instance were particularly rapid among the
lancasliirelancashire workers who were among those most affected by
the industrial revolution and today latin Arnericaamerica undergoing
the upheaval of modernization is one of the most rapidly ex-
panding areas for the church and by encouraging social
political and economic change the communist parties in east-
ern europe are preparing the field for the harvest



the neophyte

roger ladd memmott

when you first came to me

dovelike and impeccable
on the ocean s mourning edge
I1 bent obsequiously to your voicevolcevoicevolce
your call some ancient memory
a dream perhaps
stranger than the past
buried somewhere beyond

now
fed by thetiietile shadow of your breath
I1 become a paradox
insatiate yet fulfilled
and when addressed
I1 turn
led by the invincible string of your voice
a puppet
suspended in time

mr memmott teaches english and creative writing at the university of cin-
cinnati
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the historians corner

A NEWLY discovered 1838
WILFORD WOODRUFF LETTER

robert H slovesloversiove

in 1838 wilford woodruff was thirty one years old and
had been a member of the church five years he had already
completed three missionsmissions one to the southern states and two
to the fox islands in august of that year liehelleile was inin scar-
borough maine at his in laws home he was on a mission
leading a group of saints from the fox islands to the head-
quarters of the church in far west missouri 1

during the month wilford had time to give some thought
and attention to his family both his own and his parents his
full brother azmon had accepted the gospel the same time liehelleile
hadllad inin 1833 only a month earlier helielleile had happily baptized
hisllis own father and mother and his half sister eunice in his
native home of farmington connecticut and had organized a
branch of thetiietile church for them and the other converts there 2

but there were others of the family for whom he was con-
cerned one of these was his half brother Asasahelaliel with whom
liehelleile had already shared spiritual experiences

asahel was not a member of the church and in that au-
gust of 1838 wilford wrote a letter to him hoping to touch
his spirit in such a way that lieheile might be convinced of the truth

dr slover isis associate professor of political science and institute of govern-
ment servsenidessenicesces at brigham young university

the events of this perperiodod of time from the baptbaatbaptism1 sm of wilford and his
brother azmon on 5131 decedecembercerzer 18183333 by elder ezra pupulsipher up to the period
of his sosojournjcourn at scarborough inin august 1838 where the letter to his half
brother asahel was written are recorded in mathias F cowley wilford
woodruff history of Hhithiss life and labotslaboislaborslafors As recorded in his dadarlydailydurlyay7y journals
salt lake city the deseret news 1909 ppap 3298529832 98 A little known source

on wilford woodruff s missionmission inin arkansas isis an article written by mark E
petersen A mormon in arkansas arkansas gazette magazine 9 no 14

2 december 1934 reprints of this article are available
cowley wilford wooduffwoodmfflfoodruffWoodm ff p 91 this incidentinc ident is also described in

autobiography of wilford woodruff tullidgesTullid ges quaffQuaitquarterlyeily magazine 3 no I11

october 1838 22
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this letter gives us an interesting insight into the young man
who some fifty years later would become the president of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 3

besides showing concern for his family the letter demon-
strates wilford s deep spiritual insight and clear understanding
of the will of the lord concerning his people and particularly
concerning wilford woodruff it gives his moving testimony
of the divinity of the church the missionmission of the prophet jo-
seph smith and the recognition that each man must gain his
own testimony through the influence of the holy ghost it
notes his hope that this influence would enable me to reach
the fountain of my brother s soul

we know little about this half brotherbroiher asahel hart wood-
ruff to whom the letter was written born 11 april 1815 inin
farmington connecticut lie was the second child of sixsix born
to wilford s father aphekaphea woodruff and his second wife
azubah hart in 1838 asahel was a twenty three year old
merchant living in terre haute indiana 4

As early as 1830 asahel then fifteen years old was inin
fluencedfluenced by a religious revival and made a profession of re-
ligion to which liehelleile seemed devoted wilford too was con-
cerned with religion as liehelleile tells us

I1 prayed night and day and the lord blest me with much
of his spirlspiritspirit these began to be the happiest days of my
life I1 felt that the sun inonmeluon on and stars the mountains
hills and valleys and that all creation were united in the
praise of the lord 5

asahel and wilford were baptized on the same day 5 may
1831 by a baptist minister who finally agreed to perform the
baptism even though wilford refused to join the baptist church
because it did not harmonize with the apostolic church which
our savior established

it isis interesting to note that wilford and asahel also had

these letters were recently found by this writer in canada among his
mother inin law s papers she norma woodruff wood apparently got the letters
from her father asahel hart woodruff who apparently got them from his
father president Wwilfordifordlford woodruff they were found among other pertinent
president woodruff materials

archbaldarchibald F bennett the lineage of wilford1 1 woodruff utah genea-
logical Maudanddud historical magazine 22 april 19319311 60 in the autobiography
of wilford woodruff inin tullidgesTullidges quarterly magazine the birth date of
asahel hart isis given as 11 april 1814 one year earlier than inin the archibald
bennett lineage article

cowley wilford woodruff p 27
ibid p 29
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A little known C R savage photograph of wilford woodruff
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other similar spiritual experiences this is demonstrated in an
incident inin 1832 wilford planned to go with hisllis brother
azmon to western new york to buy a farm but liehelleile said

the spirit that was upon me day and night said go
to rhode island my mind was greatly exercised over the
matter for I1 could not comprehend what it meant I1 went
to live with my brother azmon until our departure for new
york after saluting him I1 said 1 I wonder what the lord
wants of me inin rhode island the spirit of the lord has
rested upon me for two weeks and said go to rhode
island in about an hour after this my brother asahel
arrived on a visit after shaking hands with him almost
the first words he spoke were 1 I wonder what the lord
wants of me inin rhode island the spirit of the lord has
been upon me for two or three weeks and has told me to go
to rhode island tillsthis caused us to marvel exceedingly
we had not seen each other for several months 7

but they did not go to rhode island at aziaaiazmonnon s insis-
tence helielleile and wilford went to new york to buy their farm
and asahel wentvent on west to indiana later they learned that
if they had gone to rhode island they would have met elders
orson hyde and samuel H smith and could have heard the
gospel from those powerful missionaries

asahel received wilfordwilwll ford s letter in terre haute and on
10 september 1838 sent a reply making no mention of any
effect wilford s powerful testimony and concern had had upon
him but letting wilford know lie was looking forward to
seeing him

presumably wilford received his brother s letter for liehelleile did
not leave scarborough until 9 october he wrote

on the afternoon of the 9thath of october we took leave of
father carter and his family and started upon our journey
of two thousand miles at this late season of the year taking
with me my wife her nursing babe to lead a company of
fifty three souls from maine to illinois s

after suffering hardship and sickness on the journey the
company arrived in the vicinity of terre haute the night of
I111I1 december 1838 and wilford looked forward to the long
anticipated meeting with his brother the next day but the
meeting never took place for on that night wilford learned
of his brother s sudden death on 18 october 1838 his sorrow

ibidibiibl d p 30 see also autobiography of wilford woodruff p 2
cowley wifordwiuordJF ilford woodruff p 95
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and disappointment at not being able to see his brother and
try once again to reach himhinihinhinli must have been great he wrote

the weather being very cold on the night of the lith I1

stopped for the night at an inn I1 there learned of the sud-
den death of my brother asahel H woodruff a merchant
of terre haute indiana I1 had anticipated that the follow-
ing day I1 should have a joyful meeting with this brother
instead of this I1 had only the privilege of visiting his grave
in company with my wife and of examining a little into his
business I1 was offered the posiposlpositiontien of administrator of his
affairs but I1 was leading a company of saints to zion and
could not stop to attend to his temporal business strangers
settled liishisills affairs and took possession of his property his
relatives obtained nothing from his effects but a few trifling
mementoes 90

0 thou god of israel who holds the destiny of men and at
whose ccmmandcommand goes forth the issues of life and death and
by whose permission the sun sheds its beams to illuminate
the earth and gladden the face of nature I1 implore thy assis-
tance to inspire my pen while I1 address my absent brother
0 deliver me from error drive me from falsehood and save
me from folly and by the power of truth enable me to reach
the fountain of my brother s soul 1

scarborough maine aug 25 1838

my dear brother
yours under date of terre haute july 22221 1838 is now

before me and believe me brother asahel when I1 say that
it hath caused the most peculiar and interesting sensations to
vibrate my bosom of any production of your pen that hath
fallen before my inspection it hath brought many tears of
joy from the fountain of my soul and filled my mind with
hours of pleasing meditations if you ask the cause of this
I1 answer because it hath unlocked the secrets of your soul
and spread before me the furniture of your mind which
hitherto inin a measure was hid from me like gold in its bed
conceledcanceledconceled from human view with what deep interest we
watch every movement of our friend when we are anxiously
wishing and seeking their good especially wheraher eternal life

ibid p 98 see also autobiography of wilford woodruff p 25 it
can be assumed that one of the trifling mementoes was this letter asahel had
received from his brother wilford

FOOTNOTES letter
this appeal for god to guide his pen appears at the top of the first page

of the letter in small print enclosed by a box of several I1linesiinesnes closely drawn
together it is part of the letter and would have been read by his brother origi-
nal spelling punctuation and capitalization have been retained
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is at stake again what a privilege we enjoy to be permitted to
unbosom our feelings to each other in confidence with our
pen while separated thousands of miles by hills and dales
I1 feel thankful for such blessings I1 think I1 can say in truth
that I1 never attempted to write to you when I1 had more
matters crowding into my mind that I1 wish to communicate
than at this time I1 feel that I1 need the art of comprehend-
ing a volume inin a page inin order to fully pour out my feel-
ings before you the interest of your letter isis so great it
contains such important questions questions that involve
eternal consequences so much so that I1 cannot do justice to
them on a sheet like this there is many things I1 would like
to say to you both inin answer to your letter concerning you
and myself and our friends of things past present and to
come I1 have long desired an intimate and unreserved corre-
spondencespon dence with you it is to late inin the day to be reserved
in cur communications the day is far spent the night is at
hand I1 believe a correspondence of this kind will be a
benefit to us both I1 have just returned to the bosom of
my family from my last missionmission to the fox islands and I1

have something like 10 late letters from my correspon-
dents which I1 am about answering and as I1 have just filled
a sheet to sister eunice I1 concluded also to direct one to you
at this time the day of trifles with me are past our youthful
days are gone and with them their folly then let them sleep
and let us like men pass through the urgent events of the last
dispensation and fullness of times which is now rolling upon
the earth I1 was edified with your remarks concerning your
following me in my ministry with your mind as I1 have
traveled through the country I1 rejoice that I1 have got a
brother who feels an interest inin my welfare while I1 am the
reproach of my enemies and at times the ridicule of my

I1 have endeavored to give you a correct account
of my procedingsproceedingsprocedings during my pergrinations untill I1 have at
times feared it was dry and uninteresting to you thinking
that you might desire to learn more upon temporal matters
than the cause in which I1 was engaged while at the same
time the interest of temporal and worthy concerns fled

inin my mind before the spiritual things of the kingdom of
god like the sable shades of night before the king of day
but I1 rejoice to learn that this hath notnetnut been the case but that
you have continued to feel a deep interest inin these matters
and inin my welfare and as I1 learn this isis the case I1 shall still
continue to give you an account of my travels inin the earth

which have just begun and inform you of the dealings of
god with me and the sucesssuccess I1 meet with among the nations
of the earth I1 design dropingdraping a few remarks here con-
cerning my labourslaboure sincesince I1 wrote you in farmington my

21nn the letter this word isis justust a squiggle so we have no indication who
was ridiculing him
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visit was attended with more interest after I1 wrote than be-
fore I1 preached several times at father s house to the cit-
izenseizensizens of farmington some of all classes attended and the
lord enabled me to set the truths of the everlasting gospel
before the people and on the first day of july after setting
forth the order of god I1 was blessed with the glorious
privilege of leading our father mother and our only sister 3

aunt anna cosett cousin seth woodruff and also a meth-
odist class leader into the waters of baptism inin farmington
river while solemnity and good order pervaded the congre-
gation who can contemplate such a scenery with insensibility
or suppose that I1 could have adminisadministeredceredtered this solemn ord-
inance of the house of the lord on this occasion with
feelings of an ordinary kind had I1 room and opportunity
I1 should be glad to set before you this whole scenery with
all its appendigesappendagesappen diges attached to my last visit with my friends
but as I1 have not suffice if to say it was the most interesting
visit I1 ever enjoyed at a fathers house after baptism I1
attended to the ordinance of confirmation or laying on of
hands and inin the evening I1 organized this small branch of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and com-
muned with them I1 ordained brother dwight webster the
methodist class leader to the office of a priest cousin
betsy and ann cossett was present at these meetings betsy s
mind seemed much interested inin the same I1 truly rejoiced
to behold our sister eunice independent in maintaining the
cause of truth and of god I1 had many a pleasant walk with
this dear sister while with them I1 never before knew what
it was to enjoy the unlimited and unreserved embraces of a
sisters love we mingled our joys tears sympathies and

Erayersprayers together before a throne of grace I1 would to god
dearr brother that you might enjoy the same and even more it
is your right your privilege but duty called me to take the
parting hand with those dear friends I1 did it on the morn
of the third day of july with a firm belief that time would
not erase from my memory the recolectionrecollectionreco lection of those days
nothing worthy of note transpired while on my journey to
maine excepting while going from boston to portland by
water the steem boat in which I1 sailed picked up the wreck
of a spanish brig and towed her into portland she had
been wrecked 10 days at sea all her crew was on board no
lives lost after spending a few days with my family and
friends in scarborough during which time we were blessed
with the birth ofcf a daughter on the l4th14thlath of july mother
and babe doing wellweliweilweila I1 took the parting hand with the

wilford woodruff s full brothers were azmon and thompson hihiss half
brothers and sister were philo asahel hart franklin newton julius and
eunice

wilford emphasizes this event in the letter by printing the words in pa-
renthesisren thesis whereas everything else in this portion of the letter is written in
script
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friends to once more go to the islands of the sea this mis-
sion was not so much to preach the gospel as it was to pre-
pare the saints to go out of babylon and stand in holy places
while judgments work inin the earth and by the assistance
of god I1 accomplished my object in this thing in a good
degree notwithstanding the malace and hatred of wicked men
and devils although my enemies plotted for my destruction
inin secret chambers threatened me with tar feathers and
death posted off a sheriff at my beds yet in spite of all
their ungodly devices I1 was enabled to assist in purchasing
about fifteen hundred dollars worth of horses wagons har-
ness and tents &cac to convey about fifty of the saints to the
land of zion or city far west this labour fell upon me in
consequence of those saints being seamen and unacquainted
inin such matters thus you see my mission inin this generation
is diverse from the sectarian priest with their high salaries
it isis no small matter to have such a trust required at ones
own hands however I1 was enabled to perform the task and
return home without molestation from even my worst en-
emies this camp cf saints will leave the town of camden
on the mainelandmaitelandMai neland the loth10th day of sept next month we
shall leave father carter s in scarborough the 19th day of
sept I1 shall lead this company of which I1 have been speak-
ing to the far west missouri I1 should rejoice to have our
sister and parents and other friends in connecticut go with
us to that land yourself not excepted but I1 suppose I1 shall
not be thus favored at present we shall pass through albany
we shall also pass through terre haute ia5la5iab where you reside
and if you are at home I1 shall calculate to have an interview
with you it will probably be about the last of october as we
shall have about 1500 miles to journeylourney before we reach you
the only aggravation of such a visit might be that the time
might be limited to an hour or a night in consequence of the
care of the camp upon my saints however I1 will be thank-
ful for even a few hours interview with my brother I1 have
so many things resting upon my mind that when I1 close
I1 may find that I1 have not touched upon the most important
parts of your letter but as you have manifested such interest
inin my wellfare and the cause inin which I1 am ingaged I1 feel
disposed at the time to lay before you my calling inin life and
that unreservedly so that you may have a view of the road
inin which I1 shall walk inin this day and generation my dear
brother what I1 have done sincesince I1 became a member of the
church of latter day saints I1 have done for myself and
not another I1 have done it to with my eyes open and not
shut I1 have done it inin knowledge and not ignorance and
I1 know before the living and true god that the cause in

the abbreviation for indiana at that time was laia on the letter asahel
sent in reply to wilford s letter there isis a stamped postmark bearing the words
terre haute laia sept II11I1 I1
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which I1 am engaged is eternal truth and the work of god
and that it will stand while babylon falls to rise no more
it is the little stone cut out of the mountain without hands 6

it is the last covenant that god will make with israel in
pruning his vineyard for the last time and restoring unto
them his kingdom if you ask how I1 know I1 answer by the
word and spirit of god by the open visions of heaven and
the revelations of jesus christ by the power of the holy
ghost and the gifts and graces of the same that follow
the believer if we have the spirit of christ and the comfort-
er we may know of the doctrine whether it be of god if
we lack wisdom ask of god and we 11ll obtain it I1 despise
the principle of being dependent alone upon the testimony
of adam moses abram daniel paul or joseph or any
other man for my knowledge of a god and god despises it
to if I1 am a saint of god let me unlock the battles of
heaven and rend the veil of eternity let me feel after god
and see if I1 cannot find him when liehelleile is not varyvary7varyl far from
every one of us this dear brother is my religion and priv-
ilege and anything short of this isis folly Is god unchange-
able are not his ways equal then where are our privileges
compared with the ancient saints 0 my soul mourns over
the unbelief of man and the ignorance of the earth we
talk of deception and truly there is a world of it and why
should their not be when their isis a whole generation wor-
shiping they know not what 8 whether a god without mouth
eyes ears body parts or passions as he does not revealeceveale
himself unto them but their isis no deception with the saints
in any age of the world who worships the living and true
god of revelation you will say then that my assertions are
no testitestimonymonyO0 to you or at least are not satisfactory evidences
of the truth of the work and probably this is the reason
why you say that my admissions are not satisfactory to you
not being as explicit as you could wish I1 answer I1 do not
wish you to lean upon my testimony alone or any other
mans for your knowledge of the work yet if god sends
a man inin any age of the world by revelation to preach the
gospel or deliver a message and any man rejects that test-
imony he is under condemnation what is to be done then
I1 answer let a man go before god for himself and ask the
father in the name of jesus christ if these things are not so

see daniel 25423425455234552543523435234 35
either for emphasis or clarity vary is isprintedprintedimprinted above the written word
the seal on the letter has torn a small portion of the letter off where the

last word of the phrase would be it is assumed the phrase should read they
know not what

beginning after the word testimony the writer resorts to very minute
printing of his words to the end of the letter in order to get more on the re-
maining page however wishing to say more and to utilize every bit of paper
he uses the folded portions of the back page also resorting partly to script and
partly to small printing
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and helielleile may have the witness for himself and I1 now say
unto you brother asahel never receive the work in which I1

am ingagedungaged because I1 say it isis true but humble yourself
before god and covenant with him with full purpose of
heart to walk in the light and truth when he shows it unto
you then ask the lord in the name of jesus christ if these
things are not true and he will manifest the truth of it unto
you by his spirit but see that you do not grieve the spirit
by rejecting the light when shown you search the scriptures
daily for inin them you think you have eternal life and they
are they which testify of all our doctrine and if you receive
no testimony or light upon the subject stand where you are
untill you come before the bar of god then you shall know
these things are true thus to your own master you must
stand or fall it is one of the greatest desires of my soul
that you may see understand believe and imbraceimbruce the work
brother I1 am sensible I1 have not taken a systematic course
of citing you to passages of scripture in proof of all our
doctrines as I1 have passed along from time to time but I1

am willing to do it as far as it is requested ask me any
questions you please I1 will endeavor to answer them in mek
ness and humility for I1 feel a deep interest in the salvation
of your soul and I1 beg the privilege of enjoying your society
in a celestial kingdom I1 said I1 write to show you the road
in which I1 shall walk inin this generation when I1 first em-
braced this work we profess to be led by revelation I1

was ordained a teacher jan 2112 1834 and airiestayriesta priest nov 5

1834 june 28 1835 1I was ordained an eleldereiderer may 31
1836 also a member of the second seventy on the 3 of
jan 1837 1I was also ordained as a member of the first
quorum of the seventy elders by revelation and I1 have
just received several lengthy letters from the presidency in
zion in which I1 am informed there hath been some vary
interesting and important revelations lately received of the
lord inin which I1 am commanded in person to come immeimme-
diately to that place viavlaviavla far west and also to take upon me
the bishopprickBishop prick or apostleship of one of the twelve which
have fallen away and that I1 am to take the parting hand with
the saints in zion and to leave this contenantnontenantcon tenant inin company
with the other eleven on the 26 day of april next and to
cross the mighty deep to visit other climes to bear the keys of
this last kingdom beforbedfor the kings and princes of the nations
of the earth thus my brother you see the path spread be-
fore me I1 am ready to go my heart and soul responds
AMEN I1 count not my life dear unto myself truly the
lord choseschases weak things brother asahel be reconciled to my
calling be notnet troubled about me I1 worship a god of
power knowledge and revelation and he is with me by
day and night when I1 am sick he heals me when I1 am
cast down he comforts me when my enemies are upon me
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he tells me of it and shows me the way to escape he shows
me by dreams visions and revelations all things that await
me I1 do not war as those that beat the air I1 know in
whom I1 trust then dear brother go with us and you will
say the half hath not been told you the lord hath had
his eye upon you from your cradle his unseen hand has
mysteriously guided you from many dangers temporal and
spiritual your afflictions are governed for your good then
strive not against the providence of god keep his com-
mandmentsmandments and you shall one day understand the cause of
ALL asahel H woodruff yours inin the love of god will-
ford woodruff 10

you will discover from my writings that I1 am about to
go to the west consequently it would be improper for any of
my friends to send any more letters to this eastern country to
me I1 was informed by sister eunice that you thought of
visiting your friends in connecticut this fall should this be
the case I1 shall

shouls
probably not see you as I1 pass through terre

haute I1 should be pleased to have you visit your friends
in the east for they would all be happy to see you I1 should
also esteem it a great favor to have an interview with you
but I1 would not wish you to defer your visit to the east on
my account for I1 know others wish to see you also should
it so happen that I1 should not see you as I1 go west you will
please direct your next communication to far west caldwell
county missouri I1 wish you to answer your mind freely
and ask me any questions you wish and it will be with plea-
sure and cheerfulness that I1 shall endeavor to answer your
every question according to the best of my abilities I1 am
sensible that there hath many things transpired with us as a
people that may appear strange to one at a distance who has
heard the report of these things and not known the circum-
stances under which they have transpired I1 should like to
have you give the book of mormon and also the doctrine
and covenants another reading and let it be accompanied
with prayer before god that you may have a knowledge of
their truths and while perusing those books consider the
limited privilege of J smith jr and then see if it appears
rational that he or any other man could be the author of
those things without the assistance of god again would the
son suffer any man to prosper to bring forth such a book as
the doctrine and covenants even if he had power to do so
and then palm it upon the world for the revelations of god
when they were his own make judge ye the 311 no of the
pres woodruff signs his name with two Iss willfordwiliford throughout

the letter and in the printed notation on the letter presumably written by
wilford woodruff at a later time it reads willford woodruff s last letter
written to asahel before his death in reply to his of july 22 1838

here begin the inserts on the reverse side of the last page before the
first sentence which begins you will is what looks like a notation P 3
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elders journal is now before the public printed in missouri
I1 expect they will come regular and I1 trust you will obtain
them so as to know something what is going on with us I1

pray the lord that you may yet see the cause of jew and
gentile in its true light and I1 hope yet before you die you
will be an instrument in the hands of god of sounding the
glad tidings of salvation to some of the house of israel in
this generation yourself 0 what tidings this would be to my
soul far more glorious to me than to hear that my brother
had obtained the riches of china or perue or the honourshondours

of the east 12 I1 cannot yet believe that god hath bestowed
upon you the mind you possess for nought and I1 trust it will
yet be employed with all its forcible powers in a cause that
will do honour to a saint I1 can t give it upLIPtip my vary soul
shrinks at the idea iamlamI1 am determindeterminede termin to plead with god for this
desire of my heart to be granted while hope remains but my
paper isis used uptipuipulp and my mind still pressed thetiietile subject is as
inexhaustible as the fountains of the atlantic mrs wood-
ruff remembers your complements with gratitutdegratitutcle and wishes
to be remembered to you and ever share inin your love and
friendship excuses for poor paper and writing will not help
you read this sheet

asahel H woodruff willford woodruff
1311 I am not so weak and unkind as for a moment to har-

bour the thought that anything inin you letter is written inin un-
kindness or hardness brother answer your feelings speak
plainly it is ycurscur right and duty so to do and if I1 have the
spirit of christ I1 shall never be offended at your honest
plainessplainestpl ainess I1 say with yourself god forbid that we should be
under the influence of mormonism if it isis not the work of
god I1 ask none of my friends to engage inin it that have not
the evidence and witness in and for themselves I1 know the
work to be of god and true for myself and not another and
without this knowledge I1 never should have desired our
father mother sister and other friends to have engaged
in it and if those of my friends who have not engaged inin it
do not find it to be the work of god they will be much
troubled to find a work which is of god inin this generation
you see brother that I1 speak plain and pointed myself but
bear with me in these things for I1 speak them all with the
best of feelings under the consideration that I1 am accountable
to god for all I1 certainly have hadllad a chance to know for my-
self whether the work be of god or the devil as five years
ex perance withi joseph and the church inin all their councils

this word crowded inin at the end of a line on the page is difficult to
read it appears to be east

here wilford woodruff resorts to small printlprantlprintingng again this passage
would have appeared across the back of the letter under the fold which was
sealed down
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an 1853 photograph of wilford woodruff

etc must leave me without dubiety upon my mind I1 have
much I1 would like to say to you upon this subject which
I1 must defer untill another time as you see I1 am in close
quarters so farewell for the present WW 1411

the letter isis then folded sealed and addressed on the outsoutsideide to mr
asahel H woodruff terre haute indiana in the upper right hand corner
isis the number 25 indicating the postage fee paid in the upper left hand
corner isis the notation scarborough aug 29
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JESSE GAUSE COUNSELOR TO THE PROPHET

robert J woodford

As we restudy church history there appears for a few brief
moments in 1832 an unobtrusive character who might have
become one of the leading authorities of the church but in-
stead took his exit as silently as helielleile had entered never to be
heard of again this man whose namenarnenaine should also be as well
known to the latter day saints as are the names of sidney rig-
don frederick G williams hyrum smith joseph smith sen
and john smith was jesse gause rhymes with house now a
virtual unknown gause was the first of these men called to be
a counselor to the prophet joseph smith how jesse gause
came to such prominence and then faded into obscurity is not
known among the pages of church history unfortunately
there is so little recorded concerning him that forming a pro-
file of the man isis difficult

our earliest reference to jesse gause is as a member of the
shaker communities in hancock near pittsfield and possibly
in north union ohio as well 1 his conversionconversion and baptism
are not found in any of the records of the church but one writ-
er has suggested that lie was converted by reynolds cahoon
in late 1830 2 it was not until 8 march 1832 when jesse gause
was called to be a counselor to joseph smith in the presidency
of the high priesthood that his name is even mentioned inin sur

robert J woodward isis an instructor for seminaries and institutes and for the
BYU salt lake center

mariomanomarlo S depillis thene development of mormon Commcommunitansmcommunitarismunitarism
182618461826 1846 phd diss yale university 1961 p 171

ibid
joseph smith received a revelation inin november 1831 that gave him inin

structions concerning the organorganizationrilrii
i zationbation of the presidency of the high priesthood

most of that revelation is now found published as section 10710759100107595910059 100loo inin the
doctrine and covenants joseph smith was ordained president of the high
priesthood on 25 january 1832 by sidney rigdon

362562
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vivingbiving church records the notation inin the kirtland revelation
book is as follows

march 8 1832 chose this day and ordained brother jesse
gause and broth sidney to be my councellorscouncillorscouncel lors of the ministry
of the presidency of the high priesthood AI1

one week later a revelation concerning jesse gause was
received by joseph smith confirming jesse inin his work and
giving further direction inin his office and calling there are
two manuscript copies of this revelation extant one inin the
kirtland revelation book located inin the church historical
department and the other inin the library of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in both of these
jesse gausecause s namenarne liashasilas been crossed out and frederick G
williams namenarne written above it since that timeilme all pub
lisheddished copies of this revelation section 81 of the doctrine and
covenants list frederick G williams as the one to whom it is
directed since thistinstius revelation contains instructions duties and
promised blessings to the one called as counselor to the prophkroph
et the revelation was just as appropriate for frederick G wil
liams as it was to jesse gause

after jesse gause was ordained lie appeared inin a leading
role inin the church for only a short time in april 1832 liehelleile ac
compamedcompaniedcompaniescompacompniedamed joseph smith newel K whitney and peter whit
mer jr on a trip to missouri they arrived 24 april and be-
gan holding conferences with the saints in zion on the 26th G

in the minutes of a meeting of the literary firm held on mon-
day 30 april jesse gause was listed as a counselor to joseph
SMsmithsmtthit1j 7 joseph left independence that day to return again to
kirtland and jesse gause remained behind to conduct further
business s on his return trip home liehelleile stopped at north union
ohio to retrieve inshis wife from the society of the shakers
there an elder of this shaker community matthew houston
wrote a letter to his friend seth Y wells who was a member

kirtland revelation book p 10 located in the church historical de
partmentapartmentpart ment

the author of this change remainsremains unidentified
6 journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1

24 apraprilaar1 1832 church historical department see also far west record
typescript p 24 church historical department

far west record p 27
ibid ppap 2734275427 34

the formal name of this church is ununitedted society of true believersBelie ers in
christ s second appearing thetle church originated inin england with ann lee as
its founder
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of thetlle shaker bishopric at new lebanon about jesse gausecause s

vainvalnvatnvain attempt to reunite with inshisiuslus wife part of this letter reads
as follows

and sure enough I1 presume you was acquainted with
jesse gausegalise from hancock he was lierehere a few days sincesince after
his wife minerva she utterly refused being his slave any
longer he had to go away without her altho he tryedaryed what
the law could do for him he was very much inragedenraged threat
ened to take away minerva s child she presented it to him
but liehelleile went away without it and her he is yetet a mormon

& and is second to the prophet or seer joseph smith
this state of exaltation may tend to steady him or keep him
away from us a little longer for which I1 am heartily glad
for he is certainly the meanest of men

but minerva certainly conducts herself cleverly so far we
find no fault with her at any rate she cut off old jesse
verry handsomely & he felt it to his gizzard lu

one important item in thetiietile letterlettelietter is the reference to jesse
gausecause s being second to the prophet or seer joseph smith

upon his return to kirtland jesse was called to serve a mis-
sion

mis-
sion with zebedee coltrin they began their journey on I11 au-
gust 1832 and traveled until the 19tlil9thlath at which time coltrin
decided to return to kirtland because of severe pains in his
head after praying with and for each other they parted jesse
gausecause continued east and walked right out of the history of
the church never again to return ll11 there appears to be no
other record of the man either inin or out of the church 121

somesornesoine months after the departure of jesse gausecause the pres-
idency of the high priesthood was reorganized with frederick
G williams replacing himhinihinl as counselor this reorganization
was commanded inin section 90 of the doctrine and covenants
and actually took place in IS18 march 1833183518551853 1

matthew houston to seth Y wells north union 10 august 1832
WHRSWEIRS as quoted inin depillis dissertation p 184 spelling errors are inin the
original

zebedee coltnncoltrincolann journal apppp 2935295529 35 church historical department
under the date of decernterDecerndecemberterier 3 1832 joseph smith recorded br jese

and mogan and william mccoien wasas excommunicated from the church &cac
D michael quinn feels jesse gause is one of these three men excommunicated
on that date see D michael quinn the evolutionEo lution of the presiding quorums
of the LDS church journal of mormon history 119742411974 24

joseph smith jr history of the churchchinch of jesus christ of latterlallerlaileylairey dayda
saints ed B H roberts 2ndand ed rerev salt lake city deseret book 1959
60 1534155413341 354334554



book reviews

cracroft richard H and neal E lambert editors A believing
people literature of the larterlatter dafday saints provo utah brig-
ham young university press 1974 495 pages hardback

1095 paperback 795

reviewed byb eugene england assistant professor of english and tutor
in the paracollegeParacollege at saint olaf college in minnesota and one of the
founding editors of dialogue A donnaljonnallournal of mormon thought

when I1 was allanaliail undergraduate at the university of utah
inin the 1950s it was already fashionable there to condemn the
LDS church as invincibly antiantl intellectual and the local cul-
ture as a wasteland I1 remember one barrage of letters in the
student newspaper about mormon literature music etc A
proudly disaffected graduate student after a caustic but ac-
tually quite accurate description of mormon artistic achieve-
ment said the deficiencies resulted from our theology and
church practice our emphasis on opportunity for expression
and development for all members as part of the very process
of salvation liehelleile then with effective sarcasm described the
prototypical mormon artistic offering as a rather sentimental
christmas cantata sung in sacrament meeting by a large but
somewhat unbalanced and unsteady choir made up of and led
by volunteers and even joined inin the climactic chorus by all the
rest of the congregation including the leaders oilon the stand
to form an unbroken ring of what liehelleile saw as mere enthusiastic
mediocrity recently I1 participated in just such a mormon ar-
tistic endeavor one of the dedication sessions in the solemn
assembly room of the washington temple at the climax
of the serviceservice after we had all stood to express our joy in that
unique mormon ritual of celebration the hosanna shout
following the dedicatory prayer a volunteer choir which like
ninenine others for the other sessionssessions had traveled by bus hundreds
of miles from one of the variousvarious regions in the temple district
remained standing inin their places to the side of the room

365
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facing at an angle both the audience on the mainmalnmainmaln floor and the
general authorities and other leaders on the stand and sang
the hosanna anthem we our leaders and the choir all
still standing and facing each other then joined in singing at
the anthem s close the spirit of god like a fire is
burning while the choir voices soared above us in a descant
welding us together in one unbroken ring of not aesthetically
great art perhaps but what is much more important unparal-
leled spiritual unity and power and beauty which the musical
quality of the choir diminished partly by the emotion they felt
along with all of us did not create but did in fact contribute
to I1 ve heard and deeply appreciate some great music written
and performed by great musicians including some great re-
ligious music by people of sincere faith but I1 have never ex-
periencedperienced any other music nearly as moving or pleasing or
worthwhile as that singing in the templetempie

and I1 have come gradually I1 must confess to a similar
conviction about literature I1 know much of the world s
11 great literature well well enough to teach it and write
about it and love it and to be continually refreshed and
strengthened and challenged by it as I1 engage in the lonely
task of working out my salvation and I1 know that we have
not yet produced in mormon culture nor are we likely to
produce I1 think any literature that can be called great by
the general standards that I1 refer to in using the term yet I1

feel absolutely no need to apologize for mormon literature
nor a more subtle form of apology to make extravagant
claims for its future my main criticism of A believing people
which is the first significant anthology of the literature of the
latter day saints is that the editors richard cracroft and neal
lambert of brigham young university still appear a bit too de-
fensive too apologetic including claiming too much for the
future though they are certainly better inin this respect than
those who have preceded thernthem inin critical attention to our liter-
ature

the editors introduce their volume with a quote from orson
F whitney that we must assume expresses their own per-
spectivespective and hope

we shall yet have miltonsmillons and shakespearsshakespeareShakespears of our own
god s ammunition is not yet exhausted his highest spirits
are held in reserve for the latter times in god s name and
by his help we will build up a literature whose top shall
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touch heaven though its foundation may now be low on
earth

but if I1 may differ with brother whitney I1 don t believe god
heldheid his highest spirits in reserve that they might come forth in
the latter days as our great writers certainly not as ernest hem
ingways or norman mailers but not even as miltonsmillons or
shakespearesShakespeares who whatever they may have contributed to the
aesthetic pleasure and sensitivity or even moral and philo-
sophical insight of us all most likely have brought few if any
souls to christ that after all is god s first concern and
would seem to be his primary mission for his highest spirits
yes I1 believe god held inin reserve the sensitive and articulate
apostle parley P pratt and also the plain spoken and stub-
bornly courageous handcart pioneer mary goble pay both
of whom produced good not great literature that is in-
cluded inin this anthology but the reason they were sent to us
in these latter days and the reason I1 most value them is not
for the greatness of their writing but for the greatness of their
I1livesivesilves

why should anyone be anxious about a great mormon
literature in fact given that at least in america 11 great
literature has almost invariably grown out of the religious
failure of a group eg the scalletscarlet letter or the religious
despair of an individual eg mogymoby dick and more given
that at least in the twentieth century great literature mean-
ing usually that it is commercially or aesthetically successful
has itself most often been shot through with seriousserious moral or
philosophical error should we not better be pleased to have
been spared such greatness this point was made profoundly
clear by an independent observer robert scholes the fine critic
from brown university speaking here at st olaf college liehelleile
reviewed the work of four major figures in the great tra-
dition of midwestern writing ole rolvaag willa cathergather
sinclair lewis and william gass helieite explored the influence
on that literature of a particular social and religious vision

the pioneers prairie consciousness which liehelleile saw as deeply
and tragically wrong because full of the arrogant delusion
that the land offered them limitless resources to be exploited
and he then examined the literature s satirization of that vi-
sion s inevitable heritage of materialism and babbittry in the
midwestern society of the second and third generations he
admired the literature but was forcefully critical both of the
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original vision and its social aftermath in later conversation
scholes and I1 discussed the less materialistic and exploitive pio-
neering vision of certain mountain people particularly the
mormonscormonsMormons the humbling physical constraints of mountain
and desert seemed to us an important cause though of course
the mormon consecration to an ideal of salvation through
personal and group development was also crucial then he
ventured the startling conjecture that those other pioneer en-
terprisesterp rises did not produce such a successful literature as the mid-
western at least by orthodox criteria precisely because they
were more successful religiously deja vu I1 thought how often
I1 had heard though they were offered condescendingly by
gentiles and apologetically by mormonscormons obviously thought
to be a kind of cop out similar explanations for the lack of
great mormon literature that mormonism answers well so
many basic questions and provides such a satisfying way of life
for most of its people that there is not sufficient tension or
tragedy and besides mormonscormons have been too busy doing
more important things but there is no need to apologize
religious success is certainly preferable to literary success and
scholes frankly said liehelleile would choose great religion over great
literature every time

of course we may not necessarily have to choose it isncisn t
always a simple either or situation but for me the insight
scholes was exploring about an almost inverse relation between
11 great art and great religion and the experienced reality of
my preference for that singing of the hosanna anthem in
the temple over a greater performance of bach s st
matthew passion must be accounted for in our still unde-
fined mormon aesthetic and in any criticism of our literature
the central point would seemseeniseeni to be the need to responsibly
include in our evaluations of literature a special conscious-
ness that life is larger than art that our assessment must in-
clude the literal truth of the religious and moral vision ex-
pressed and the rightness of thetiletiie religious and moral response
evoked mormon literature in particular must be approached
with criteria that do not underestimate the special values of our
best and naturally characteristic work that is certain auto-
biographical and confessional forms which give the sense of
genuinely successful humanhunnan life lived day by day and our
literature must not be subjected to the traps laid by various
forms of cultural relativism especially those rampant in
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psychological and mythological criticism and inin regionalism I1

mean the tendency to create as writers and then describe as
critics structures of thought and experience and perspectives
of life which are implicitly valued mainly because complex or
paradoxical or exotic or for mere correspondence to arche
typal or freudian etc categories without reference to any
kind of ultimate or historical truth As the editors of A be-
lieving people point out readers must never forget that for
the latter day saint his church as the doctrine and covenants
declares is the only true and living church on the face of the
whole earth and a literature or criticism of a literature which
fails to examineexamine mormonism on these terms isis not only unfair
it isis futile the church makes such absolute and unusual
truth claims including claims about literal historical events
that it isis impossible to merely ignore those claims as interest
ing ideas and focus on the independent reality and relativ-
istic literary values of morimorlmormonnon cuiculculteecultwecullurelure inin the way for instance
that people can and do with judaism or norwegian luther
anismaniamamsmamsa the church s claims are either essentially true or else
the church isis a terrible fraud if the latter mormon culture
isis built on sand implicitly incapable of producing great litera
ture or even of being taken very seriously the editors seeniseemseeni to
see this clearly and are clear in pointing out that mormon
writing is outside the mainstream of modern literary fashion
particularly heretical to adherents of the prevailing literary
orthodoxy humanistic existentialism but they still seem some
what too apologetic about this and don t say at least as clearlyclearly
as I1 feelfeet a need to hear that when it becomes necessary as it
does sometimes and perhaps will increasingly for the church
or the individual mormon writer or reader to choose between
great literature and great religion there is no question where
our commitments and greatest needs call usLIStis

but let me be more optimistic I1 realize that inin fact the
lives of parley P pratt and mary goble pay exert a good part
of their saving power through what they wrote about those
lives hisins polished autobiography and her unsophisticated
reminiscencesreminiscences and I1 know that a proper study of literature

cancallcatl hone our perceptions and deepen and broaden our sensi-
bilities

sensi
bilibillbihtiesbittiesties so that we can read those writings in a way that makes
possible fuller response to the saving power of those lives we
do have a fine literary heritage as a believing people and
there isis great value inin knowing it well As I1 have suggested
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that heritage shows to best advantage in various forms of per-
sonal witness to faith and experience genres in which the truth
of actual living and of quite direct confession is at least as
important as aesthetic or metaphorical truth I1 mean journals
and diaries letters sermons lyric poetry including hymns
autobiography and autobiographical fiction and increasingly
the personal essay the editors give us a fine selection of these
well edited and attractively published most of the se-
lections that I1 would have hoped to find are there besides
many valuable new discoveries the poignant humor com-
bined with unpretentious conviction in dan jones somesorne early
mormon fasttasttasifasi days give it a radiance nearly unparalleled
in frontier literature there are helpful perceptive notes and
introductions if anything too brief to the genre sections
and one of those introductions has an important insight that
particularly interests me here as the church finds itself
increasingly at odds with the moral values of the encroaching
world the personal essay will undoubtedly assume a larger role
as a vehicle for the expression of the values of a people as
manifest in the individual life of a sensitive writer I1 hope the
editors are right because for our time and for the widest pos-
sible appreciation by readers and participation by writers I1 be-
lieve the personal essay is the form that best suits the particular
needs and possibilities of a literature for a believing people
the editors give us some good examples and encouragement

because the editors recognize that their work is tentative
and growing and open to change and improvement I1 can t
resist making a few suggestions perhaps for the second edi-
tion this first edition which every literate latter day saint
should obtain for a source of delight and encouragement of
emotional sensitivity and moral and spiritual strength should
certainly sell out completely 25000 right at BYU I1 would
hope I1 suspect a better selection of letters could be made
from our rich resources especially from the twentieth century
and that journals and diaries from and history about the mod-
ern increasingly worldwide church could be included the
whole volume tends to focus too much on the nineteenth cen
ury and to reflect the utah church syndrome I1 missed some
of our finest lyrics clinton larson s to a dying girl from
the lord of experience karl keller s manti temple BYU
studies autumn 1959 and sylvia ruths for our consum-
mate passover dialogue spring 1968 and two of our
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finest pieces of autobiographical fiction wayne carver s A
child s christmas in utah carleton miscellany december
1965 and carole hansen s the death of a son dialogue
autumn 1967 it would have been good to see particularly
examples that could be found that are literature rather than
mere theology because the style and tone make them into mov-
ing expressions of personal faith one of lowell bennion s
fine essays of practical theology or one of sterling mcmurrin s

or george boyd s fine pieces of theoretical theology and
there should have been room for an example from the sermons
of elder hugh B brown with his unique combination of in-
tellectualtel lectual and literary with spiritual power and from president
spencer W kimball with his unique vigor and imagery and
from president marion G romney with his uniquely personal
and moving power to witness concerning christ finally I1

guess I1 just don t understand what principles of selection would
lead the editors to include may swenson yes she is thetiietile most
prestigious writer with a mormon background and did in fact
come from utah but she is fully expatriated and her writing
and vision seem to havellave nothing at all to do with a believing
people and yet exclude wallace stegner yes he is not a
mormon and thinks our theology only a powerful myth but
lie has adopted mormon country as his own and liashasilas written
with deep empathy and more skillfully and movingly than any-
one else in the twentieth century about our pioneer experience
eg ordeal by handcart colliers 6 july 195611956 nor can
I1 in conscience avoid mentioning the outrageous critical slip
of giving over ten percent of the book 56 pages to a decid-
edly inferior drama and they shall be gathered by martin
kelly while allowing us only four pages of what is probably
our best piece of mormon literature to date maureen whip-
pie

whip-
ple s the glantgiantgiani joshua

however A believing people is as the editors hoped a
good beginning and I1 urge everyone within earshot you
and all the friends relatives colleagues or fellow saints you
can influence to buy a copy and to communicate reactions to
each other and to the editors I1 also urge you to support the
work of mormon writers both those included in this volume
and others by buying and responding to their work and the
publications in which they appear literature is important and
valuable though I1 have been at some pains to remind us of
what is more valuable and we have now a community large
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and self conscious enough to support our own literary tra-
ditions 3555353.5 million people over 2 million englengienglishish speaking
certainly larger than shakespeare s or milton s audience with-
out worrying at all about modern literary fashions our need
is mainly to encourage the talent we have and keep it in good
perspective by building a supportive literary community in the
church of both writers and readers speakers and hearers to
do this we must explore our heritage and articulate principles
of criticism appropriate to that unique heritage and its modern
possibilities and especially must we build religious unity in
that community we must be less rather than more as has
sometimes been the case willing than our gentile friends to
excommunicate verbally or inin our hearts the too orthodox or
the too unorthodox the apparent egghead or the philis-
tine among us we must cultivate both a christlikechrist like love of
truth and a christlikechrist like humility and tolerance of those brothers
and sisters who see some things differently from ourselves we
should not expect the church to directly foster such a com-
munity nor even inin any decided way to foster good literature
its primary function is to help us with our primary task that
of using true principles to learn to love the lord and thus each
other and the church knows even if we sometimes forget
that despite shelley and matthew arnold and even T S eliot
literature is not a substitute for religion

great literature has helped prepare me to be more sens-
itive to certain spiritual experiences and it has helped me see
and especially to feel some important truths and I1 amarn grate-
ful but conversations with my pioneer grandmotherc have
done the same and so have manylanyn good pieces of good mormon
literature fromfroni A believing people and these things largely
because of their power to convey lived not merely imagined
religion have also strengthened my faith for which I1 am
much more grateful

mckiernan F mark alma R blair paul M edwards ed-
itors the restoration movement essays inhi mormon history
lawrence kansas coronado press 1973 10.001000
reviewed by chad J flake curator of special collections harold B
lee library brigham young university
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the restoration movement is a collection of essays on var-
iousiouslous facets of mormon history written by scholars of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints and the reorga-
nized church of jesus christ of latter day saints LDS and
RLDS following an introductory essay chapters 181 8 con-
cern thernthemselvesselves with the early church in new york kirtland
missouri and nauvoo and with the movements arising just
after the death of joseph smith this covers the first 5030 years
of the restoration the next 112 years are represented by the
final four chapters either as summary articles or as articles on
some aspect of mormon history subsequent to 1860

apparently the editors hoped for a work with some con-
tinuity which would provide in one volume a general outline
of the restoration movement the principal weakness of the
book however lies in the absence of uniformity certain arti-
cles broadly survey a particular era while others focus nar-
rowly on a specific problem more disconcerting than this
somesorne of the essays were obviously written for the expert while
others appear to have been written for the novice the editors
explain that they did a minimum of editing in order to retain
the flavor of the variousvarious backgrounds A larger editorial role
however would have improved the book

the work begins with an introductory essay by klaus J
hansen while one would expect an introductory essay to in-
troduce the book it is becoming more prevalent in scholarly
books to have an introduction that only generally relates to the
subject but that doesndoean t make it less objectionable particular-
ly when the introduction is quite esoteric hansen s essay is a
pretentious look at mormonism and its relationship to other
contemporary millenarian religions which ends with the ques-
tion whether mormonism as a cultural entity even now exists
As john sorenson has aptly commented on this essay hardly
a concept in the historian s and behavioral scientist s armamen-
tarium is omitted all somehow part of or related to mormon
culture yet we never learn what that elusive thing is when
we reach the concluding query Is it possible that as a dis-
tinct cultural entity mormonism liashasilas more or less ceased to
exist the vagueness of cultural and mormonism has
robbed the question of meaning 11 dialogue 82 p 19

the next two essays by larry porter and max H parkin are
summaries of the church in new york and ohio distilled re-
spectivelyspect ively from porter s dissertation and parkin s thesis dr
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porter s essay leads one again to wonder if except for the re-
vival controversy there is anything new to be found in the his-
tory of the church in new york parkin provides a good in-
troductiontroduction to the history of kirtland as well as a rather super-
ficial discussion of the elements which eventually caused the
expulsion of the church from ohio this article and the recent
charles redd lecture on the economics of kirtland by marvin
hill larry wimmerWiminer and keith rooker 15 january 1975 at
brigham young university point up the need for considerable
additional work on two aspects of mormon kirtland econom-
ics and polygamy

following these are two essays on the missouri period
both more restricted in scope warren jennings discusses social
conflict in jackson county where given the mormon zionism
its northern background and its seeming willingness for the
participation of blacks there was bound to be conflict in
retrospect the point seems so obvious that one hates to see the
jackson county episode so summarily dismissed

F mark mckiernan does better for the last part of the mis-
souri phase picking up the story with smith and rigdon com-
ing into far west and ending it with their arrest As in his
book the voice of one crying inin the wilderness dr mckier-
nan seems to place far too much eniemphasisphasis on sidney rigdon
his reliance on reed peck for the salt sermon seems a bit
risky as does his uncritical acceptance of corrill and hunt
there are also somesorne clear errors for example his assertion on
page 125 that the entire mormon hierarchy crumbled as a re-
sult of desertions

robert flanders takes up the story of nauvoo As in his
kingdom hyby the mississippi flanders emphasis is on failure
and liehelleile misses the point of nauvoo nallNaLInatinauvooVOO like the classic
tragic character should not be viewed by its final failure but
for what it almost accomplished

T edgar lyon s article on nauvoo and the council of
twelve and alma blair s essay on the beginnings of the RLDS
church constitute the highpointshighpoints of the volume lyon s nau-
voo expertise isis apparent as liehelleile traces the evolution of the
council of twelve as a ruling body a themetherne that has been en-
larged upon by michael quinn in the first issue of the journal
of mormon history blair s treatment of the emergence of
the RLDS church is characterized by insight and candor little
touched by polemic
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william D russell follows with an essay on jamesjarnesjaines J
strang whose story has been told elsewhere as ably russell s

idea that strang was a serious threat to brigham young isis

unjustifiable strang certainly took away somesorne of the member-
ship of the church but there is scant evidence for the idea
that young s leadership with the majority was ever in doubt

the next three essays are of little consequence leonard
arrington and michael quinn s essay on the church in the
far west isis particularly disappointing in view of the high
quality work arrington liashasilas produced in the past davis bit-
ton s article on life styles states inin effect that the utah mor
mons built homeshorneshoines with what was available ate what was avail-
able with due regard for the word of wisdom and did
what most other people oilonoll011 the frontier did for leisure activities
the value of the article lies in the quotes from various diaries
james allenalienailen s essay isis a pleasant susummarysuminaryminaryseminary of Mormomormonismnisin in
the twentieth century for those who do not have access to his
alofAloralormonismmormonismmonism inhi the twentieth century updated in dialogue
spring 1972

the final essay by paul M edwards concerns the supreme
directional control battle within the RLDS church after tilethetiietlle
ascendency of frederick M smith his statement that the
problem raged in the 1960s requires elaboration and his con-
cluding analogy between the RLDS church and the nation
seems rather dubious

finally a word should be said about bookmaking in ad-
dition to containing numerous errors the book is cheaply
bound and pcorlypoorly printed the review copy for instance has
a blank page 191 for the price one would hope for a better
job

S george ellsworth editor dear ellen two mormon wo-
men and their letters salt lake city tanner trust fund
university of utah library 1974 92 ppap 12.001200

agnes just reid letters of long ago brigham D madsen
editor salt lake city tanner trust fund university of utah
library 1974 93 ppap 9509.50950
reviewed by thomas G alexander professor of history and ass-
ociate director of the charles redd center for western studies at
brigham young university
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any reader isis pleased to find more in a book than liehelleile bar-
gained for and this reviewer was pleasantly surprised that the
dear eleuelenelleneieneilen volume consisted of more than the edited letterslettefs
of two mormon women opening with a biographical sketch
of ellen spencer clawson and ellen pratt mcgary professor
ellsworth tells of their early life inin nauvoo their exodus to
winter quarters and to utah and their separate lives in salt
lake city and san bernardino

this sketch leads to the heart of the book which is a series
of letters exchanged between the two women in 1856 and
1857 offering perspectives on conditions inin salt lake city
and san bernardino the letters tell of the lives of women
representing two social classes and two perspectives from
within the mormon comincommunityunity far from the center of mor-
mondom and daughter of a lower class family ellen pratt en-
dured two uneven marriages and divorces and a life which
took her from california to variousvarious towns in utah ellen
spencer on the other hand as the wife of hyrum B clawson
a socially prominentpron nnentanent businessman ecclesiastical leader and
polygamist saw mormon society from the top by focusing
on social and family concerns the letters tell much of life in
the two morimorlmormonnon communcommancommunitiesi ties

the third section of this book consists of biographical
sketches of the lives of the two women and their families un-
til the deaths of the central figures

though the book focuses on the letters exchanged between
the two women the strength of the volume lies in the com-
mentary found inin the first and third sections here professor
ellsworth has put the lives of the participants in perspective
one learns of ellen pratt s flirtation with spiritualism of the
failure of her two marriages and of life in beaver during the
1870s and 1880s he learns that ellen clawson s life centered
on her family the theatrical and business pursuits of her hus-
band and the concerns of a polygamous wife

though seemingly inin the same form as the nineteenth
century dear ellen letters professor madsen s letters of long
ago were in fact written in the early 1920s by agnes just
reid completed before the development of present oral his-
tory techniques mrs reid based the letters on the reminis-
cences of her mother eminaemma thompson just an early settler
of the blackfoot river valley of southeastern idaho
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written inin the form of letters to emma s father george
thompson a mormon convert who had returned to england
after the bitter disappointment and horrors of the morrisitemornsitemorrisineMorriMorn site
war of 1862 the narrative tells of life near fort hall res-
ervationer inin the 1870s and 1880s married at the age of fifteen
to george bennett one of the soldiers whowiiowilo helped escort the
morrisitemornsitemorrisineMorriMorn site refugees to idalioidaho emma was abandoned after sev-
eral years of movingiovingbovingn throughout the mountain west she re-
turned to the blackfoot river country in 1869 married nels
just shortly thereafter and began the life described in the
letters

the narrative conveys impressions of life and incidents on
the idaho frontier and includes such matters as relations with
thetlle indians the struggle for sufficient irrigation water and
the comingcorning of the railroad haunted by extreme loneliness
eminaemma just gave birth to ten children feared for her life and
theirs during the difficulties with the nez perce and bannocksBan nocks
in the late 1870s and endured an unhappy life with a man she
did not love the letters end in 1891 when george thompson
decided to return to idaho

one particularly interesting passage tells of her return to
salt lake city to testify inin the trial of robert burton accused
of the murder of joseplijoseppi morris and others the trial resulted
inin burton s acquittal because many of the witnesses including
mrs just could not identify himhirn and were hazy about details
of thetiietile events which had taken place nearly two decades before

in general the editorial work in both the ellen and emma
volumes isis well done thetlletile letters are put inin perspective
through introductions postscripts and notes and the identifiidentify
cationscanions of those persons and places identified are adequate
fortunately a map supplied with the reid letters helps to
locate many of theilieille places mentioned but inin the ellen volume
a number of places are not identified

it is usually impossible for the editor of any volume to
identify all of the persons and places mentioned some simply
defy identification because they cannot otherwise be located
in some cases however the failure to identify seems to have
comecornecoine because the unidentified person or place was not part
of the central interest of the editor in the reid volume for
instance an entire letter isis devoted to thetiletiie experiences of thetlle
just family with an unidentified captain baker the letterietter
however gives enough information that a perusal of francisfiancisfeancis
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B heitman s historical register and dictionary of the united
states army washington GPOGFO 1903 makes it possible to
identify the captain with a high degree of probability as step-
hen baker of michigan who served as a private corporal and
sergeant during the civil war and advanced to lieutenant and
then to captain by june 1874

one caveat should be raised about thetiietile reid volume since
like many oral histories it purports to relate emotional states
and events thirty to fifty years removed in time it must be used
with caution did emma just for instance really have the
continual death wishes portrayed in the volume or is this a
projection of her state of mind as an invalid septuagenarian
at the time of the interview though many of the reminis-
cences can be compared with contemporary sources and thus
add insight into the events social historians particularly must
be careful in using such material in the absence of contempo-
rary evidence as an indication of the attitudes of a pioneer
during the 1870s and 1880s

withal the editors are to be complimented on the fine
work they have done professor ellsworth s volume adds con-
siderablesiderable insight into the life and attitudes of nineteenth
century mormon women and professor madsen helps us to
understand life on the idaho frontier in addition the tanner
trust fund and the series editors should be congratulated for
ovidingprovidinghvidingIM volumes of this quality

dean C jessee ed letters of brigham young to his sons salt
lake city desert book company 1974 xlivaliv plus 375 ppap
9959.95995
reviewed by stanford J layton coordinator of publications and res-
earch utah state historical society

writing to his son willard in july 1877 brigham young
expressed pleasure that no historyliiillstory was being made at that par-
ticular moment inin zion sincesince history as usually written is
principally filled with the wars the troubles and misfortunes
of mankind the observation is particularly interesting
inin relationship to this book of letters to his sons since nothing
better suggests just how completely thetiietile historical community
liashas managed to burst the constraints of its nineteenth century
preoccupation with the tragic and the colossal than this hand
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some volume these letters are generally low key mild con-
cerned with family thingslingsti singularly devoid of those block
busting brigham young jererniadsjeremiadsieremijeremi ads which colored his public
speeches and generously laden with those precious details of
everyday life that comprise the essence of historical under-
standing it is appropriate that such a work be the inaugural
volume inin the new mormon heritage series under the general
editorship of LDS church historian leonard arrington for
no one hasliasilas done more than liehelleile in his many distinguished
works to coax such enriching detail to the surface of utah and
mormonmornion history

the ninety five letters in this volume were chosen to com-
prise a genre those dealing exclusively with business or com-
munity matters were not included this is not to say that
such extrinsic material is entirely absent indeed immediately
after his comment that no history was being made brigham
apparently unaware of the irony mentioned that twenty three
indictments had been handed down the previous evening by
the grand jury investigating the morrisitemorrisineMorri site tragedy of 1862 his
comments in that regard are brief but revealing here and
there the reader also catches glimpses of such significant his-
torical matters as the godbeiteGod beite apostasy the mining activity
of patrick connor and corruption among appointed territorial
officials but the focus is strictly on the filial and that is how
the book must be approached the letters are didactic even
evangelical at times as the concerned and loving father
coaches cajoles chastizeschastiseschas tizes encourages and enjoins his atteattentiventiveetive
and admiring sons

though all the letters share a common tone they do not
become commonplace in thetiietile reading this may be due less to
the nature of thetiietile letters than to the acumen and careful schol-
arship of dean C jessee he has given each letter a meaning-
ful historical context by setting it against a biographical sketch
of the son to whom it was written and by explaining where
that particular son was at the time and what had been the
nature of his latest communication to his father the result
is actually a dialogue and fromfroingrom it an entirely new appreciation
of the brigham young family is possible the dynamic and
enigmatic john W the charismatic willard the artistic joseph
don carlos the cultured alfalesalfaresal falestalesgalesgaies the ungifted oscar the tragic
phineas and the eminently lovable brigham jr these and
the rest of thetiietile seventeen sons who grew to maturity begin to
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assume their historical identity it is a heady trip for the his-
torian raising as many questions as it answers particularly in
regard to the sharply restricted scope of the young influence
in religious and political matters after brigham s death this
dimension of the book notwithstanding the reader s greatest
reward will be the additional insight helielleile gains into brigham
young himself sometimes a very complex man sometimes
remarkably simple always interesting and still eluding a cap-
able biographer

three or four pages in the review copy of the book were
irregularly inked but there is no reason to suppose that this
slight blemish persisted in other copies having brigham
young s letters set with a ragged right margin adds a nice
touch and serves to eliminate the intimidating effect produced
by using smaller type for lengthy direct quotes jack adamson s

foreword is a literary delight dean jessee s editorial work is

especially well done the introduction the explanatory foot-
notes the extensive biographical appendix and related back
matter and above all the commentary on the sons and excerpts
from their letters and diaries he has set a most worthy stan-
dard of excellence for the entire series

thomas A curtis and jeffrey hill the pearl of great price
comprehensive concordance salt lake city utah hawkes
publications 1973 190 ppap 2952.95295
reviewed by james R harris assistant professor of ancient scriptures
at brigham young university

since the 1961 publication of lynn M hilton s concor-
dance of the pearl of great price went unnoticed by authors
curtis and hill they assumed that they were writing a book
which had never been written before hilton s concordance
not only predates the work of curtis and hill by thirteen years
but it is also a more accurate tool for scriptural study

inclusion of historical information on thetiietile whole pearl of
great price as well as each individual book therein is a valuable
contribution of the curtis hill publication however somesoine areas
of the narrative are misleading because vital bits of information
were not included

the authors discuss three maiormajormalor editions of the pearl of
great price naming elders franklin D richards and james
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E talmage as editors of the first and last 1902 edition but
failing to identify orson pratt as the editor of the 1878 edition

their assigning specific dates to revelations received by
ancient prophets is a precarious practice

they made no attempt to identify the book of moses as
part of the inspired revision of the bible the absence of this
information made it difficult for thenthemi to explain why the
1878 edition was more complete than the 1851 edition in
the process of revising the book of genesis joseph smith re-
vised his revision and revised his revised revision before he
was satisfied with the results the 1878 book of moses was
mainly a product of that third and mostmosi complete revision
by the prophet consequently it was more complete than the
1851 edition see BYU studies 8 summer 1968 ppap 361
377 382.382582 curtis and hill should have looked for a more cur-
rent treatment of this problem than the 1955 pioneer publica-
tion of dr james R clarkdarkoark story of the pearl of great price
while clarkdarkoark s book is still a valuable source several areas have
been superseded by two decades of additional research

the authors seem unaware that we do not have all of the
book of Abraabrahamharnhain they also suggest that the 24th chapter of
matthew was not published until 1851 when it was a popular
broadside prior to 1851 probably inin 1835 see BYU

studies 12 durnisurnisummerner 197211972 ppap 5057505 7

the following errors in the concordance listings in the
comprehensive concordance are illustrative not exhaustive

1 the most prevalent error was the many times a ref-
erence was listed two three or four times when it needed list-
ing only once for example on page 27 under beloved
moses 42 was listed twice when it needed listing only once
see also pages 13 26 5252.

2 there are numerous mistakes in references instead
of moses 526 the listing reads moses 525 these errors are
found as frequently as every four or five pages

3 several references are out of their proper order for
example on page 27 under being JS 267 precedes JS 258
and JS 232 precedes the whole book of abraham

4 added to these mistakes are a number of typographical
errors in the words following the references

on the positive side of the ledger the curtis and hill con-
cordancecordance is readily available to the student of scripture while
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the better hilton book is out of print their paragraphs are
brief and to the point so the reader s endurance is not taxed
size wise the volume is a handy companion to the average
triple combination there are a number of references in cur-
tis and hill that are not listed in hilton s work as on page 43
under desire JS 215 unfortunately there are also many
references in hilton completely left out of the curtis hill pub-
licationli

possibly the most redeeming characteristic of the curtis hill
work is an inclusion of specific leads to hyphenated forms
synonyms and variations in tense person and so forth for
example note the following

AFFECTION see compassion feeling for
afterwards see after afterward following

the inclusion of common words such as also am a an are
art as at be etc in the main concordance or in a special sec-
tion in the back of the book mayinayluay be considered an advantage
or a nuisance according to personal preference

the problems of this new volume point up the need of re-
printing the hilton concordance if that is not forthcoming
the curtis hill book is better than none

thomasthornas E cheney the golden legacy A folk history of
1 golden kimball santa barbara and salt lake city pere-
grine smith inc 1974 xii 155 ppap 6956.95695
reviewed by peter crawley professor of mathematics at brigham
young university and book reviewreview editor for BYU studies

the events surrounding the publication of the golden leg-
acy well illustrate the controversy that followed J golden
kimball during much of his life in 1973 brigham young
university press published the first edition and then recalled
it after the sale of a few copies tiiethetiletlle second edition published
by peregrine smith inc isis a reprint of the first except for two
stories which arearc replaced by a single story not in the first
edition

in all the golden legaclegacyleracylegaryy contains approximately 90 J
golden stories and 100 extracts from kimball s discourses
replete with damns and hells and with earthy language that
was less offensive two generations ago following an opening
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biographical chapter that is largely built up from anecdotes
and bits of golden s sermons the bulk of the stories and ser
monettesnionettesmonettermonnionettes are arranged more or less by genre inin ninenine sections
eg cuss words and coffee sermons salty slips and

anachronisms tied together by cheney s running com-
mentary that provides background and continuity A concluding
chapter succinctly assesses the strengths and uniqueness of
kimball s personality

probably the book will continue to generate disagreement
among its readers once when I1 attempted to purchase a copy
I1 was told by the clerk that the book was not factual
most will find it very funny and most will agree that the
damns and hells properly belong there a J golden kimball
story without an accompanying damn or hell isis a contradiction
in terms

the golden legacy isis not a folklore study inin the usual
academic sense it does not concernconcerti itself except at two
points with story variants or the storytellingstory telling situations
there is no clear effort to distinguish folk sources from edited
secondary sources and there is no systematic discussion of
motifs or patterns inin the stories themselves it is also not a
biography of jonathan golden kimball there isis enough bio-
graphical detail to put the stories in context but the principal
questions raised by these stories go unanswered how did a
man like golden come to be how did these stories develop
and why do they continue to circulate nor is it strictly an
explication of the wit and wisdom of J golden kimball sincesincesloce
a number of the stories are obviously apocryphal cheney
mentions that the dog and pitchfork also appears in the
abraham lincoln tradition and I1 have heard a true version
of A small stream involving a local character from paro
wan utah

yet this isis an important book first it collects a large num-
ber of J golden stories a basic component of the growing
body of mormon humor but beyond this it records as the
first part of the title suggests J golden kimball s legacy
the lessons that come from his extraordinary life appropri-
ately these lessons are taught to us not by a sermon but by a
collection of funny stories what emerges from themthernthein is a pic-
ture of an earthy honest man reconciled to his humanness
who was exactly what liehelleile seemed and who had enormous
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concern for his fellow beings but little concern for what they
thought of him As cheney comments his frankness freed
himhirn from suspicion and helieite touched thousands of lives be-
cause the common saints could see themselves reflected in the
ungainly cowboy who rose to become a general authority
it would seem to be a timely legacy for some of us in mormon-
dom who tend to mix an honest desire to be a light unto the
world with the urge to create a public image hopefully
golden s legacy will not be lost on us at the very least we
can ease the burden of our public images by retelling J gol-
den kimball stories
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